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"Heartfelt thanks on behal£ of mysel£ and members of 
our CPUSA Secretariat for the invites extended to twenty (20) 
leading CPUSA officials. We most sincerely hope that in the 
year 1965 we will be able to have 20 leading people of our 
National Committee enjoy and visit the First Land of Socialism, 
to see for themselves this great people and get acquainted with— 
life in the Soviet Union and the Party struggle and for medical a 
treatment and rest for those that need it. This, of course, ,“ 
is for CPUSA National Committee. mY 

"At the same time ae! still bear in mind the offer yo 
made to our Party in 1964 and which we were not able to fulfill 
at the time of inviting too the best and leading responsible 
elements on a state or district basis. This at the time we 
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“welcomed most heartily. Can this same invitation take place 
in 1965? We raise this and ask this most respectfully. To 
us it is so important that such cadre see and visit the Soviet Union 
that we have undertaken so far to send both to the May Day 
celebration and also as invitees such CP members. 

"True that this will affect the quota of our 
National Committee, but we could not omit either such CP 
members and their wives who have in the course of these years 
of struggle and hardship mmmim been in the forefront and have 
set an example for the membership to follow, the struggle for 
World Peace in this important of epics and the example set and 
shown by these most wonderful cadre in the class struggle. 

"Jt is with pride that you will meet some of these 
in the next days to come. May we have a reply from you on 
this request so to know just how to allocate those whom we 
would like to send from our National Committee and some cadre 
from local and district levels. 

"GUS HALL" 

(2) 

"GCGPSU 

"The following CP members of the CPUSA May Day 
delegation will arrive in Moscow on April 28th on Flight #024 
from Copenhagen. Arrival time in Moscow 7:30 PM. Please meet 
them, 

ROSCOE PROCTOR (Chai 
ee Mrs. VIRGINIA PROCTOR 

PHILIP ~~ They request to return home via 
Warsaw and Prague--Please request 
that they get visas for these cities 
to go there, 

~2- 
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“MAX ROSEN ) =~ He, MAX, is from Korovograd, Kérov 
MURIEL ROSEN) Region. Please help him Locate his 

- 4, brothers who have been lost since 
World War II. 

KNUTI SEITANIEMI ~~ (See special page on him) 

PETTIS PERRY ~~ (See my request regarding a prolonged 
medical treatment and rest for him) 

WILLIAM ALLEN -- (See my request re medical treatment 
and rest for him) 

"Also, the following CP members o£ same CPUSA May 
Day delegation will arrive in Moscow from Paris on Flight 
#050 Aeroflot, April 29th 1:30 PM. Please meet them, 

“SAMUEL NEUBERGER 
MURIEL NEUBERGER 

"Note: These two have since been added to the List -~ 
ROBERT THOMPSON will tell you of him, Again 
request that he have talk and interview with 
USSR Ministry of Justice ~- he is legal 
expert in criminal law -~ he will be happy to 
lecture on that subject. 

"Please note: Because DAVID SCHACHTER is badly needed here to 
help organize the New York May Day celebration 
(which he has been for the last 3 years) he will 
have to delay his departure for USSR and not go to 
USSR May Day celebration. However, have his visa 
on hand with your Washington, D. C. Embassy for 
his departure on a later date, 

"GUS HALL" 

= 3 
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(3) 

"GCGPSU 

ἯΙ must call attention to the following CP member 
and a close personal friend of mine whom I have worked with 
and known for years in the farms and forests of my native 
state and neighborhood areas---I feel that you must take note 
of this genuine worker of the forest o£ my country. He is: 
KNUTI SELITANIEMI, Occupation: Lumberjack. KNUTI is also 
a Veteran of World War II. 

"When he is finished with his visit and tour of the 
Socialist countries, he will request if he can return to USA 
via Finland. If so, please grant him this request. 1 would 
appreciate knowing this should he do this, Again my thanks 
and {fraternal greetings, 

"GUS HALL" 

(4) 

NCCCPSU 

an "ROBERT THOMPSON, ἃ member of the CPUSA National 
‘A. Gommittee_and ational Board, also head of the New York  ,,;, 

GP, a τ depart from New York via Copenhagen, = b7c 
and will arrive Copenhagen 10:40 AM, April 29th. They will 
depart from Copenhagen for Moscow on S.A.S. #764, 3:05 PM, 
April 29th and arrive in Moscow 7:45 PM, April 29th. Please 
meet them. 

"While ROBERT THOMPSON has received an official 
invitation from the USSR War Veterans Committee for occasion 
οὗ May 9th, our CPUSA National Board and myself deemed it best 
that they arrive in Moscow for the May Day celebration so that 
they see it and celebrate it together with those of our GPUSA 
May Day delegation, and alsoin that period to act together with 
ROSGOE PROCTOR as a co-chairman (only in the period when he is 

-4- 
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"available for this while in Moscow.) He, THOMPSON, will be 
most helpful in this respect. So therefore since actually 
he is not a member of the May Day delegation, we respectfully 
request that he discreetly share in that honor. (We under~- 
stand that this is entirely up to you in view of the official 
invite from the USSR War Veterans.) With this I would also 
Wish to call to your attention the-following: 

"ROBERT THOMPSON has been seriously wounded several 
times when attempts were wade to assassinate him during 
the period when the anti-Party feeling was at its height. 
Also, he received a most serious wound while in prison, 
resulting in which most of his scalp was removed and 
replaced by an artificial plate; this has caused, and 
is causing, great pain. The years of underground and 

| Κάθου have sapped much strength of a once robust and 
strong person, The war in Spain in which he was a 
Commander and his heroic deeds of World War II have 
taken their toll. This will be the first time in 
25 years he will have the chance to rest and accept 
your most generous offer of medical treatment and rest. 
Perhaps your USSR scientists can help him in easing his 
pain. ROBERT THOMPSON, we are sure, will agree to the 
Length of time it may take in this medical treatment -- 
he may even be impatient at times for fear that he is 
not in the midst of the struggle here but logic will be 
the best persuader «~ in fact it would be wise that he 
ease his physical movements when first in Moscow since 
he has in the last few days Left a hospital bed where he 
Was recuperating from surgery. We know indeed that once 
he and his wife will be with you that he will be in 
good hands, 

"GUS HALL" 

Sen 
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(5) 

‘iNew York 

April 20, 1965 

"CCCPSU 

“Would appreciate if you will help and cooperate 
in helping our chairman of May Day delegation to request of 
the CP's of Poland, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary 
and Roumania, that when CPUSA delegates are finished with 
their tour of USSR, and on the way to return to USA, that 
they be guests of and visit their countries. 

“Please transmit to # the followrg CP Central 
Committees on behal£ of our National Committee, 

"Fraternal greetings 

"GUS HALL" 

"CP Central Committee ~ Poland 
CP Gentral Committee ~ Czechoslovakia 
CP Gentral Committee -- East Germany 
GP Central Committee » Hungary 
CP Gentral Committee κι Roumania 

"The May Day delegation of the CPUSA consisting of 
active members of the CPUSA National Gommittee, of District 
Committees, and their wives, have just completed thdir visit 
and tour of the USSR, Accept, dear comrades, the warm fraternal 
greetings of our CPUSA, and also on behalf of myself and that 
of the Secretariat of the GPUSA, We most respectfully suggest 
that you invite some members of our delegation to visit your 
country as your guests for a few days, For some, to visit 
your Socialist country and acquaint themselves with Life there 
and also that of your workers would be most helpful to them 
and to our Party. 



NY 100-134637 

"It is not often that our CP members have occasion 
to travel and therefore this request at this time and occasion, 

"The chairmen of our delegation οὐ National Committee | 
member ROBERT THOMPSON and Comrade ROSGOE PROCTOR <= can be 
reached through the CCCPSU, 

"Again, our warmest fraternal greetings to yur 
Central Committee. 

"Fraternally 

"GUS HALL 

National Committee ~ 
CPUSA?! 

(With reference to the above CPUSA delegation to the 
May Day celebration in Moscow, see NY airtel 4/21/65. 

(6) 

"GCCPSU 

"Received $15,000.00 for JESSICA SMITH of the National Council 
of American-Soviet Friendship. 

“JACK BROOKS" 

(7) 

"PLease note: 

"I have instructed our comrades if in the event they are not 
met when arriving in Moscow that they are to phone to the 
following: 

STL. 
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"Tel. 505607 

ESTHER SHIELDS 

Correspondent 
'People's World,’ San Francisco, 
Leningradsky Prospect, 26, 
Rod. 3 Apt. 12, Moscow," 
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Honorable Robert 5, McNamara 

NOTE: 
Classified πρῴρ peapet” because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
{CG 5824.-S*}, who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824-S* is 
referred to as "sources" in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable informant. See N¥tel 4/26/65, captioned "Solo, 
internal Security = €." This information was furnished the White 
House, Secretary 62 State, Director of CIA and Attorney General by 
letters. dated 5/3/65, 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

i May 3, 1965 

τ BY LIAISON 

1 ~ dr. Belmont 
1 =~ Hr, DeLoach 
1 - Mr, Sullivan 

; Yice Admiral William F. Reborn, Jx., USN (Rek.})) 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
' Director a lL = dr Branigan : 

Central intelligence Agency ὗ 1 = Mr. Shaw 
Washington, D. C. ws 1 ~ Inspector Fields 

Dear Adwiral ΒΘΒΟΧῊΣ gt ; ; 

taterial contained in the enckosed memorandun, 
captioned “Internal, and Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union," } 
was supplied by sources which have furnished reliable infor+ 
mation in the past. 

fhe enelosed menorandim pertains to a struggle for 
powex currently taking places within the Communist Party of 
the Soviet tnion and the effect of the Vietnam crisis on 

) soviet foreign policy. 

aa Because of the seteitive nature of oir sources, 
ΔΗ 
ἢ 

~ This information is being furnished to other 
interested officials of the Government. 
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Vice Admiral Willian Ἐς Raborn, ὅτ., USN (Ret.} 

NOTE: 
 *Glassified WK ~Sapetet because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(δα 5824-S*} who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. €G 5824~S+ 
referred to as “sources'" in order to further protect. his identity, 
See N¥tel 4/27/65, captioned "Solo, Internal Security - ¢,* . 
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Honorable Warvin Watson 
Special Assistant to the President 
The White House 
Washington, D. ὅς 

Dear Mx, Watson: 

Material contained in 
captioned "Communist Party, USA 
Was Supplied by sources which h 
information in the past, and i 
attention as a matter of possib 

_ The enclosed 
of the Communist Party, 
the March 1 through March 5, 19 
parties in Moscow, Russia. 

Gandy δον ΝΥ 

York 

8 

this communication aid its enclosure are Classified 

Φ 

May 4, 1965 

BY LIAISON 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE, - αν seinont 
L~ kr. DeLcach 

1... Mr. Baumgardner 

1, ~ Mr. Re Ὁ, Putnam 

the enclosed memorandum, 
» International Relations," 
ave furhished reliable 
being brought te your 
te interest to the President. 

menorandun relates to the reaction 
USA, to the resolutions adopted at = Ὗ 

65, meeting of the comnunist ἣ 

᾿ t OX 

Xo ON 
Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, κἱ 

5 , “ This infornation is also being furnished to the hy ¢ | Attorney General. 
\ ΝᾺ 

Sincerely yours, mn = "ὃ 
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Honorable Marvin Watson 

ΚΟΤΕ: 
Classified rag Βοδάο" since unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
HY 694-5* referred to as “sources to further protect his 
identity. Information extracted from N¥airtel 4/29/65 captioned 
"Solo, Internal Security « ¢.” 
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Transmit the following in 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBE (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100- 134637) 

sussncr (say “ao ) » he dur 

On 4/30/65, there was received from Soviets, via 
radio, a ciphered message, the plain text of which is as 
£ollows: 

"Your message was delivered to Castro on April 27." 

| The above message refers to a Letter sent by GUS HALL 
| to FIDEL CASTRO on 3/30/65. For information concerning same 

see ΝΥ airtel, 4/6/65, pages 10 and 11, 
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cosy x dj y, {15} 100-428091 BY Lrarson 

1 = vr, Sullivan AY, 

Date: May 4, 1965 i ~ Liaison apex |! 
Pos Director ὦ | i ~ Mr. Shaw be 

National indications Center = ay 

From: John κάραν Hoover, Director ft 

Subject: FOREIGN POLITICAL MATTERS - RUSSIA a 
ENTERNAL, SECURITY σ΄ αὶ a Ξ 

The enclosed memorandim, captioned “Eiiect ofthe 
as Vietnam Crisis an Soviet Foreign Policy," is being brought ἊΝ ΝΕ 

ta your attention as a matter of possibte interest. Po Ὁ τεῖος 
x Ἐπ 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources 2 5 
yhich have supplied reliable information, in the past, the 
enclosed memorandum is classified pe —Spoein” This 
information has been furnished to other interested officials 
Of the Government. 
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NOTE: amerceet 

) Classified Ls See because unauthorized disclosure 
of this information cofid reveak the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*}, who is of continuing value and such revelation 

f could result in exceptionally grave daziagée to the Nation. ᾿ 
4 CG 5824-S* is referred ta as “sources™ in order to further 

A: protect the identity of this valuable anformant. See N¥tel ἐν 
4/26/G5, captioned "Solo, Internal Security - €." This Ν 
infornation was furnished pike! Whité House, Secretary of State, 
Director of CIA and Atterney- Géneral” by létgers dated 5/3/65. 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE,,, ., As Ἐν 

EFFECT OF THE VIETNAM CRISIS 
ON SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY 

During April, 1965, «a discussion was held in Moscow, 
Russia, in which various officiais of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet. Union commented on the effect of the Vietnam crisis 
ὅα δονζδῦ forelgn policy. In essente, this discussion was as 
OlLlows: 

The leadership of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union has indicated that great pressure is Heing | 
exerted on the Soviet Union by satellite countries to do 
more about the Vietnam crisis, Demande are being made call- 
ing for the dispatch of the Seviet naval fleet, including — . 
whissile firing sabmatines, to the Pacific in the Vietnam 
area. Pressure is also being exerted upon the Soviet Union .. 
to directly confront the United States in an effort to force! 
the end of the bombing of North Vietnan. = 

τ Ὁ ios 
jt Aupy 

The satellite countries kave refused to accept. 
Soviets* excuse that the Chinese have prevented shipment Hf 
the Latest weapons to North Vietnam aud that the pee 
North Vietnamese have not asked for aid from Soviet volun- = 
teers. The satellite countries have expressed fear that 5 
the Soviet Union will “let them down as North Vietnam is = 
heing let down." As a result, the Soviet Union, in an effort 
to demonstrate its concern for the satellite countries, ms 
decided to take more ageteasive action in the Vietnam situa- 
tion. 

ie AY OT Uf 

20. 428091, 

(8. (SEE NOTE PAGE TWO) 
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EFFECT OF THE VIETNAM CRISIS 
ON SOVIET ZORRIGN POLICY 

NOTE: 
Classified mpeg aero because unauthorized 

disclosure of this information could result in excep- 
tionally grave damage to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-s*, 
fee N¥tel 4/27/65, captioned “Solo, Internal Security ~ ον" 
Dissemination being made to Honorable Robert §. McNamara and 
Director, National Indications Center. ‘This information has 
previously been disseminated to the White House, the Secretary 
of State, thé Dixector of CIA, the Attorney General and the 
Deputy Attorney General. 
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| (7 May 3, 1965 

/ BY LIATSON 

( Lo My. Belmont 

» Br, Sullivan 
Mr, Baumpardner 

i= Hr, Branigan 

1 ~ Inspector Fields 

Honorable Dean Rusk — Ζ 
She Secretary of State yuh 
Washington, D. €. 

Dear Mr. Rusk: 

Material contained in the eficlosed memorandum, 
eaptioned "Internnl and Foreien Affairs of the Soviet Union,” 
was supplied by sources which have furnished reliable θέον 
mation in the past, 

The enclosed meworanduad pertains to a struggle for & 
power currentiy taking place within the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Unien and. the effect of the Vietnam crisis on ( 
Soviet forelen policy. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sourtes, = Φ 
this communication and its enclosure are ¢laseitied rea = 
προς, This information is being furnished to other “450 “Ὁ 
interested officials of the Government. me N 

root 

Sincerely yours, py ὦ 
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Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE: 
| GLassified NESSES. because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(6G 5824.5%+} who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824-5* 
referred to as “sources" in order t6 further protect his identity, 
See N¥tel 4/27/65, captioned “Sola, Internal Security - Cc." 
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May 5, 1965 ‘ The Attorney General 

“(ft 1 + Liaison 
ae | 1 = Mr. Baumgardner 

le , “| FOREIGN POLITICAL MATTERS ~ RUSSIA 1 = Mr, Wannall 
~ 1. Mr, Shaw Le INTERNAL SECURITY — 2 

tT 
The enclosed memorandum, captioned "Sino-Soviet 

Relations and the Vietnam Situation,” sets forth renarks 
made by a Leading member of the Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, during mid-April, 

. Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
which have furnished reliable information in the past, 
this. communication and its enclosure are classified "fay 

etet." This rtnformation is being furnished to the 
resident and other interested officials of the Governmentin 4 = 

Enclosure ai Wy Foon 
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\o NOTE: . 
’ ᾿ Classified ! meet because unauthorized dis- 

Lon.) 6@lasure of this information cauld reveal the identity of the 
| source (CG 5824—$#) who is of continuing yalue and stich 

᾿ ἐ revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to 
ἘΝ the Nation, CG 5824-S* referred to as "sources" in order 

to further protect the.identity of this valuable informant, 
See CGairtel 4/30/65 and memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan, 

BEL _. 5/4/85, both captioned "Sole, Internal, Securjty Co 
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DRCLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIG+DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE ; Doe ate 
DATE ΟἹ Mis-201e Ε ij Φ @® Mr. Belmont-- 

. L* Mr. DeLoach 

_* L~ Mr. Sutlivan 
* L ~ Liaison 

| Δ ~- Mr. Baumgardner 
1.« Kr, Wannall 

1 - Mr, Shaw 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
OSE 

x Sm OE 
AND THE VIETNAM SITUATION SUTUATrOl AK 

“May 5, 1965 

nec 

ee 

in midmApril y 4965, a leading member of the Central 
Comittee, Communist Party of the Soviet Unien, discussed 
matters relating to Sino-Soviet relations and the Vietnan 
situation. The essence of his remarks was as follows: χ 

[ Sino-Sovict Relations ‘| x 
The Central Comittee, Communist Party of the 

Soviet Union, retantly sent a “elosed" letter to its member= 
Ship in regard to the attacks being made upon the Soviet Union 
by the Communist Party of China. The membership was told that 
the Chinese are endeavoriug to create 2 situation where they 
Will be able to ideologically attack the Commmist Party of 
the Soviet Union at will. In view of this situation, the 
Central. Committee, Commimist Party of the Soviet Union, has 
decided uot to reply to the attacks being made by the Chinese. 
im this mannex the Central Committee hopes that the Communist 
Party © of 2 will run out of mteriol on which to base ite 
a ᾿ 

Victunn Situation 

The Soviet Union requested permission, of the Chinese 
deadership to fly Soviet planes over China because of the dis 
tances involved between the Soviet Union and Vietnam. In order 
to. send fleets of bomber and fighter planes to Vietnam, it was 
necessary £0 make arrangezents for a refueling stop in China, 
However, on both the matter of refueling steps and necessary 
flights over China, the Chinese refused to grant such permis« 
sion. The Chinese “have charged the Soviet Union with endeavor= 
tng to subordinate μάτια, in the Vietnau ΝΥ 
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grave damage to the Nation. 

& NOGOVEEE RELATIONS Ἵν x 
AND ἘΠῚ VIETHAM SETUAUTON 

(*  Betor ΜΝ eolay the G@hinoso , Stnoday agecca 0 t 
the Soviets te use the railroads in China for the shi ὋΣ ἃ 
Aimited amount of armanent to North Victnam,. Hovever ie. 
Chincso cennnded and took control of such shipments s during tho : 
poriod of passage through China. Althouch the Sovicts nt the | 
Present time ore getting some materials Saranac by. rail, there 
ONERE 19. δροδξ Conk OF EN Ἐς Ὁ. ΜΕ 

Tho speceh of Vnitcd States Brostdent ΝΥΝ By. 
Sohason on the Vietuan situction was en unsu 
on Bis part to placate the opposits of tho le of the ο on 2 people ὁ oy 
United States ὃ the war. No one took his 
θ 

S speech seriously, 
iculkoriy when it was folloved by bombings of North V4 

& fev hours later, There is croving rostatanss to the offorts, 
of the Undtcd States in Vaetnam, γα. ΝΞ | 

: Classified — 85 * because unauthorized dise 
clogure of this information result in exceptionally . 

Souree is CG 5824-§%, See 
CGairtel 4/30/65, captioned "Sole, Is - Cc," 

ΠΝ 

and memorandum’... 
Baumgardner to Sullivan 5/4/65, same caption, which lists 

B letterhead menorandun. the dissemination of thi OQ) τς ." 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE , 

May 5, 1968 _ a 
| 

BY LIATSON 

1 - Mr, Belmont 
1 ~ Mr. DeLoach 
l= we, Sullivan 

Honorable Marvin Watson 1 ~ Liaison, 
Special Assistant to the President i ~ Mr. Batingardner 
The White House 1. = Kr, Watnall 
Washington, Ὁ. , L =- Mz. Shaw 

Dear Mr. Watson: 

The enclosed memorandum, captioned "Sind-Soviet 
Relations and the Vietnam Situation,” sets forth remarks 
made by a Leading yrember of the Central Comittee, 
Commumist Party of the Soviet Union, during mid-April, 
1965, and 18 being brought to your attention as a matter 
of possible interast #6 the President. 

Because of the sensitive nature of aux sources, rR 
which have furnished reliable information in the past, fhis ha 
communication and tts enclosuve are classified | ἐπι ἢ 

οἱ a 

SHRGY IH εἰ, 23} 

/ \q ‘+ This information is being furnished to the Attordey General 3 
. A and other Interested officials of the Government, Ξ 

pe ἢ Sincersly yours, Oo 

; ‘ Re 24 pos “7.30 eW75% ὃν; 
Enclosure \/ 19 MAY 6 ‘1965 

ΟΣ oa 
io 
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Honorable Marvin Watson 

NOTE: 
Classified phe Ἐρόξες" because unauthorized dis- 

closure of this information could reveal the identity of the 
source (CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and. such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to 
the Nation. CG 5824-S* referred to as "sources" in order 
to further protect the identity Gf this valuable informant. 
Bee CGairtel 4/30/65 and memorandun Baumgardner to Suliivan, 
5/4/65, both captioned "Solo, Internal Security « Communist, > 



LESSLPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

 @ Kg 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
May 8, 1965 

c ( BY LIATAON 

j Ν MS J iL - Mr, Belmont 
¢ 4 εἰ - Mr, DeLoach 

i - rhe Sullivan 

= Liaison ΕΝ ἀφιετοῖ Willian F. aborn! ΜΗ USN Ret. 5 τ ir: Baumgardner 

Central. Intelligence Ageucy 1 - ur Yannal 
Washington, Ὁ, C. ~ Shaw 

Dear Admiral Raborn: 

The enclosed memorandum, captioned "Sinc-Soviet 
Relations and the Vietnam Situation,” seta forth remarks 
nade by a Leading member of the Central Comittee, 
Soumunt st Party of the Soviet Union, during mid-April, 

AL: 

staan 
Becnuse of the sensitive nature of our sources, 

which have furnished reliable information in the past, thig, ~ & 
communication and big enclosure are classified Peg 
thie information is being furnished tg other interested co = > 
officials of the Government. = 

= a 

Sincerely yours, 
de Hd δὲ 

Enclosure γιὰ feat K fe σΖ.. YTS 7 

δή 19 MAY 6 1965 
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Vice Admiral Willian Ἐν Raborn, Jr., USN (Ret.) 
~*~ 

NOTE: 
— Classified ec Babeck" bécause unauthorized dis~ 
closure of this information covld reveal the identity of the 
gource (CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to. 
the Nation. CG 5824-S* referred to as "sources in order 
to. further protect the.identity of this valuable informant. 
See GGairtel 4/30/65 and memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan, 
5/4/65, both captioned "Solo, internal Security ~ Communist.” 
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(Type in plain text ar code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED 
a (Priority) 

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

On 5/3/65, there was received at the Michael 
Pelham drop in NYC, a letter from WILLIAM KASHTAN, General 
Secretary of the Canadian CP, to GUS HALL, under the pseudonym 
HERBERT, the contents of which are as follows: 
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NY 100-134637 

NY 694-S* has stated that he is not familiar with 

the matters discussed in the above-mentioned letter and requests 

that CG 5824-S*, in the absence of GUS HALL, interprete the 
above communication and reply to it if necessary. 

The original of the aforesaid letter is attached hereto 

for transmittal by the Chicago Office to CG 5824-8*, 



- 1 
1 ' + 

- 

- . 
- 

. 
. Ν Μ 

April βού. 1965. 

Dear Harbert: 

My apologies for not having replied sooner. After 
my return from a western tour got involvad in preparing for our 
ui Little affair here which cams off fairly well. Considerable 

attention of course was given to far off events sines added to. — 

by 8 resurgence of gunboat diplomacy closer to Home. its part 
of one picture and a dangerous one at that. 

Have passed on the information regarding the young 
person to those concerned. ᾿ ; 

4m glad to θεῖ the lads have returned safe and sound 

and hope to hear further from you with respect to the joint effort 

in the fall. Before vacations set it,it might be useful to hold a | 

jvint exchange to make sure the project goes ahead with flying col- 

773 Speaking of vacations the wife and I hops to get away about 

hos middle of Tune and all going wll,should be returning the end 

>' July, The trip out west was fairly good,considerable press,radio 

4 ty publici“y which seems to be a new feature today and is of 

. urse most wel come, . ' 

All the best and ‘keep in touch. 

as aver, 

᾿ 
Teo

 an Goo é; ν᾿ γι 
" ε el - + % 4 = pati 

xeROP yf ee A els 
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ROUTE IN “IVELOPE 

ΗΝ 
1... Mr, Belmont 
1 an Mr, DeLoach 

1. Mr . Sullivan 

i - Liaison 
Honorable Robert 8. McNamara i - Mr. Baumgardner 
The Secretary of Defense 1 τ Mr, Wannall 
Washington, BD. C. 1L=- Me. Shaw 

Dear Hr, McNanara: 

The enclosed memorandum, captioned “Sino-Soviet 
Relations and the Vietuam Situation," sets forth renarks 
made by 8 Leading member of the Central Committee, - 
Hictezeed Party of the Sovget Union, during mid-April, 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
which have furnished telinble information in the pget, this 
communication and its enclosure are classified © : 
This information is being furnished to other intéreated Ὁ) 
officials of the Government. 

Ἧι 5} 

= 
ie - | 
< 

“FF 

Sincerely yours, 
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Honorable Rebert S. McNamara. 

NOTE: 

Classified ‘he B5PRat because unauthorized dis- 
closure of this information σον ἢ reveal the identity of the 
squrce (CG 5824-S*} who is of continuing value and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage to 
the Nation. CG 5824-S* referred to as "sources't in order 
to further protect the.identity of this valuable inforziant. 
See CGairtel 4/30/65 and mémorandum Bauigardner to Suliivan, 
5/4/65, both captioned "Solo, Internal Security - communist (6 



PECLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
py The Attorney General May 6, 1965 

y f ~ Mr. Belmont 
a rect 1 i = Mr. DeLoach 
; Director, ἘΞ 1 = dr, Suilivan 
\ 1 ~ Mr. Bautgardner 

| FOREIGN POLITICAL MATTERS - EAST GERMANY i - Mr. Ἐς W. Smith 
j INTERNAL SECURITY ~ EAST GERMANY 1 -- Mr. Shaw 

The enclosed nemrandum, captioned “The Berlin 
[' Crisis," is being brought to your attention as a matter 
᾿ o£ possible interest. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
which have supplied reliable information in the past, the 
enclosed memorandum is classified " * This 
information is being furnished to the Président and other 
interested officials of the Government, | 

Upon removal of the classified enclosire, tals = = 
Letter of tranemittal becomes unclassified. ὡς 25 z 

Enclosure Maen Ες = as 2 
(ἢ ” ὩΣ τὰ ς 100-428091 MAY 6 1965 * WG Ero Ξ wee 

σ΄. τς ῬΟΜΜΕΒΙ Ὁ ἘΙΞΕΞ A \ 
nr 1 = The Deputy Attorney General (Enciosure} = woz = 

. ἘΝ : ΞῷᾧῸ, Ν 

iN ° =. 3 
| NOTE: 
9. Classified beret because unauthorized disclosure of 
\. / this information could reveal the identity of the source €CG 5824-S*) 
᾿ς who is of continuing value and such revelation could result in excep} 

"sources" in order to furtherpprotect the security of this valuable 
informaht, Information extracted from ANaiztes 4/29/65 Sa CGairtel 
4/30/65, both captioned "Solo, IS ~C." See memorandum Pope t 

f / Sullivan 5/ 5/65, also captioned "Solo, , IS = C.1°00 
"ye 

Py ; tionally grave damage to the Nation, CG 5824-$* is referred.as as 
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PECL AS£ 7 PIE 

= με Bet PRI|AOQTORATIO DECLASSIFICATION (ἢ 

DATE Q1-Le-Z01ze 
τῇ , - ~ 

--- 
“΄ 

-ρ 

ab BAS 

ὁ Kr. Belmont 
Mr. DeLoach 
Mr, Sullivan 
Liaison 
Mr, Baumgardner 
Mr. R. W, Snith 

Kr, Shaw 

May 6, 1965 

fal ft feat fat at με μα 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

During April, 1965, Herbert Warnke, a leading menber 
of the Central Comittee, Socialist Unity Party of Germany 
{Communist Party of East Germany}y, commented on the then current 
Berlin crisis. The essence of his remarks was as follows: 

The West German Governnent deliberately provoked the 
crisis by scheduling a meeting of its Bundestag in West Berlin. 
Thelpiding of this meeting was of a deliberate nature since 
there had not been such a meeting held in West Berlin for years. 
This action was an effort on the part of the West German 
Government to “recapture prestige which was Jost when top 
officials of the East German Government visited Egypt." 

The West German Government has been using the land 
and air corridors of East Germany in violation of the current. 
treaties which provide that such use applies only to troop 
movenents, As a result, the East German Government. interfered. 
with the Western traffic, and the resulting crisis was utidizes 
by the United States as a means ef diverting attention fron the 
Vietnam situation, ie 

Also during April, 1965, a discussion was wipe ἣν 
Moscow, Russia, in which various officiais of the Commmist σι 
Party of the Soviet Union commented on the recent Berlin exists. 
In essence, this discussion was as follows: 5 ΩΣ 

ce | 

As ἃ result of informal charges placed against the 
Soviet Union that it was not doing enough to help the 
Horth Vietnam Government, the Soviet Union was foreed to take 
@ more aggressive posture in order to demonstrate that it σους 
siders the security of the comminist countries on its Western 
horder as being of the highest importance. Therein lies the 
explanation for the vigorous demonstration of solidarity shown 
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THE BERLIN CRISIS 

by the Soviet Union with the Ἐπεὶ; German Government at the time 
the West German Government scheduled a meeting of its Bundestag 
in West Berlin. This demonstration of solidarity involved the 
harassment of Western traffic in the land and air corridors to 
West Berlin as well as the display of Soviet air power. Through 
this action, the Soviet Union was able to demonstrate that it 
considered its Western border neighbors of the highest importance. 
In return, the Soviet Union expects to receive an understanding 
from the East German Government of the problems the Soviets are 
experiencing with the Chinese in the Soviets’ efforts to aid the 
North Vietnam Government, This tough attitude on the part of the 
Soviet Union demonstrated no lack of concern for the North Vietnam 
Government, and the Soviet Union will continue this tough attitude 
in relation to ali incidents affecting other communist countries. 

NOTE: 
Classified "PAC SeopGi" becausé unauthorized dis- 

closure of this information could result in exceptionally grave 
damage to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-S*, See memorandun, 
Baumgardner to Sullivan, 5/5/65, captioned "Solo, Internal 
Security ~ Communist," which sets forth the dissemination of 
this letterhead memorandun, 

eg -πακωσασστηι . 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
UY] May 5, 1965 

Hf | BY LIAISON 

Ω iL~ Mr, Belmont 

| \5- 1 = Mr. DeLoach ALY 
. Ἐπ Mit. sullivan 

Honorable Dean Rusk , pl t = Liaison 
the Secretary of State \yo wie i ~ Mr. Baumgardner 
Washington, DB, C, Ὁ =~ Mr, Wannall 

_ ; i -- ir, Shaw 

Bessy Mr, Rusk: 

y! Relations ond the Vietuan Situation," sets forth remarks 
ra made by a leading tember of the Central Committee, 

ii Communist Party of the Soviet Union, during midwApril, 
of Ἵ 1968, --ῷὸὟ 

᾿ _.. Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, | which have furnished vellable information in the past, this__ 
commmication and its enclosure are classified De ae γμδ 
This information is being furnished to other interested 0D 
officials of the Government. | 

f the enclosed memorandum, captioned "Sino-Soviet j 

cha J 3 4 
y AW by 

I-4 
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Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE: 
Classified πηγῆς δέσει»; because unauthorized 628». 

Closure of this information could reveal the identity of the 
source (CG 5824-S#) who is of contimiing value and such 
revelation coyld result in exceptionally grave damage to 
the Nation, CG 5824~5* referred to as “sources™ in order 
to further protect the.identity of this valuable informant. 
See CGairtel 4/30/65 and memoranduni Baungardier to Sullivan, 
5/4/65, both captioned "Solo, Internal Security - Commnist." 



ROUTE IN ity 7 sL0PE 
FB] 

ἘΝ 
Date: 4/27/65 

(Type in plaintext or cade) 

γ-ς — πα Fee πότ παπα. ----- 

νι AIRTEL REGISTERED 
(Priority) 

TO + DIRECTOR, FBI (L00-428091) Gl | 

FROM SAG, NEW YORK (1.00-134637) C ( Ω ae 

supsEect: .“SoLo ue YD 
18-Ὁ 

ReNYairtel 4/19/65 reporting the results of a contact 
between NY 694-S* and NIKOLAL TALANOV on 

On 4/26/65, NY 694-S* was 
any information he might have about 7 
(Bufile 100-443374; NY £ile 100-144999). 
informant was given descriptive i f 
including the latter's address of and F κ᾿ 
his being a graduate student at Columbia emeyeneesys ον δ / τὰ ΤΉΝ \ 

NY 694-S* stated that the above inguiry regarding {7 τ 6 
and the information identifying clarified a ᾿ fore 

question asked of NY 694-S* by TALANOV on 4/17/65, which _ 
question at the time puzzled the informant because the latter’ - , 
did not know whom the question concerned. 

NY 694-S* stated that he inadvertently had not 
reported this matter with respect to his meeting with TALANOV. 

According to NY 694-S%*, TALANOV asked whether the 
CPUSA had “located that young fellow “Ὁ I think his name is 
JACK -- "we ‘have been looking for.” TALANOV stated that the 

-- ΧΆ Exile ; 
aN 3 a RY (RM) REC. Jo} ες " Y lf 72 

L = Ghicago~(134-46~Sub Β) (RM ΑΜ) 23 ΠςΠι τὴ τὰ 
L - ΝΥ 134-91 (INV) (41) -- ΝΞ: 
1. - ΝΥ 105-14931 (NIKOLAL TALANOV) (81) Πα ᾧ ον 
1. - NY 100-134637- GL) . 
ACB :msb 

= taf ΝΣ 
Approved: . Sent WM Per 

MAY 1 BreeQagent in Charge 6 : 



NY 100~134637 

Soviets had been trying to locate the "young fellow" at 
"the Riverside area," 

NY 694~S* said that, in retrospect, he now believes 
that TALANOV, who is a new contact and not too familiar with 
matters-handled by his Soviet predecessors, knew only that 
the Soviets were interested in locating a young fellow 
concerning whose whereabouts they had made inquiry in the past, 

NY 694+S* believes that TALANOV's inqui rning 
"ZACK" was intended to be an inquiry about{|- ὁ ἘΠ 

CG airtel to Bureau and NY, captioned "SOLO, IS-C" and 
dated 1/18/65, reflects that in December 1964, CG 5824~s* 
was asked by a Soviet in Moscow to obtain_all ayailab 
information concerning a young man named 

NY airtel 2/17/65 reflects, on page 6 thereof, that, 
pursuant to instructions from GUS HALL, NY 694-S* notified bé 
the Soviets_on 2/16/65 that CG 5824-S* would furnish information ὗς 
concerning when the aforesaid informant should | 
arrive in Moscow, 

The i i i i isseminated to the — 
New York file on 



SECLASSTETCATION AUTHORITY DRETYED FROWN: 

DATE~O1-18-2012 
FEL, AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION ὃ 

co 

May 3, 1965 

BY LIAISON 

1. - Belmont 

Honorable Marvin Watson . 1 = DeLoach 

Special Assistant to the President 1 = Sullivan 

The White House 1 = Baumgardner 

Washington, BD, €, 1 - Insp. Fields 
1 = Shaw 

Des Mr. Watson: 

. The following information furnished by sourcos 

which have furnished reliable information in the past is 

being brought to your attention as a matter of possible 

interest to the President. 

The Communist Party, USA, has sent a delegation 

of thirteen Party members to the Soviet Union to attend 
the Hay Day celebration in thet country. Robert Thompson 
and Roscoe Proctor, both members of the Party’s National (5) 

---- Committee, ate cachairmen of the delegation. The va 

ry 

/  \ Communist Party, USA, has expended $6,000 to cover th 
travel expenses of the delegation. 

ΕΣ The Supreme Court decision of Jute 22, 1964, 

<3] whateh provided that the State Department had to give 
aN ' passports to members of the Communist Party, USA, afforded 

the Party 2 golden opportunity to reward its “more 
deserving" members by providing them with an See) 

Hie Bu SHIOY 3} -t1,.99H 

ah Hid en £ b Aligg 

le aon 

of” 

ὅσῃ 

οξ 
ἂν Οἱ 

trip to the Soviet Union where they will be feted, 
indoctrinated and imbued with an enthusiasm to return to , 

the United States and work with renewed vigor in theiy 

nefarious aim of infecting our Nation with communism, eh: 

This information is also being furnished to 3 
interested officials of the Government, 

Mohr τὰ 100-4280 91 

= $e MAY. % 1905 
See note page 2. 

ssifices 
Tele. Room 
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Honorabie. Marvin Watson 

NOTE: 
Classified \CORERMEELELY b because unauthorized ἄξει 

closure of this information could reveal the identity of the 
source {NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value ard such 
revelation could result in damage to the national defense. 
information extracted from NYairtel 4/23/65, captioned "Solo, 



LASS IPICATION AUTHORIPY DERIVED FROM: 

TE de! ἢ Ee τὴ be ἦν 

" The Attorney General ROUTE IN ENVELOP
E 

Hay 3, 1965 

{ 1 Mr. Belmont 
| Director, FBI iL = Mr. DeLoach 

4 - Mr Sullivan 
."Ν ᾿ » Mr, Baungardner 
FOREIGN POLITICAL MATTERS -- RUSSIA i « Mix. Branigan... . 

L= kr, Shaw 
1 = Inspector Fields 

Material contained in the enclosed tiemorandum, 
captioned “Internal and Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union," 
Was supplied by sources which havefurnished reliable infor-~ 
mation in the past. 

_ The enclosed memorandu pertains to a struggle for 
power currently taking place within the Comiunist Party of 
the Soviet Union and theceffect of the Vietnam crisis on 
soviet foreign policy. = 2 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, Vy Η ~ 
this communication and its enclosure are classified DN 

| This information is being furnished to the 9 Ξε un 
resident. and other interested officials of the Government. -4.= ὦ } | ἐς τῷ 

Enclosure s = 
, Ὁ 

/ \ 3608422093 7 

Ϊ ἃ ἱ 
od é LQ ~“ } ~ 

SS i - The Deputy Attorney General (Enclosure) 

ἊΣ ' NOTE: Classified "Saf-Sepdet" because unauthorized disclosure 
ππ τὶ of this information could reveal the identity of the source 

(CG 5524-$8*) who is of continuing vaiue and such reyelation could 
. Mesult in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. (CG 5824.s* 

p Oa referred to as "sources" in order to further'protect his. gy LP ( 

NS f AM ; 
} See NY¥tel 4/27/65, captioned "Solo, Internal, Security -<.%, ? Ὁ ᾽ “io Ὁ 2) f O° 
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- 1 Ἢ it, DeLoach 

" ᾿ 1 = νυ. Sullivan 
1... Mr. Baumgardner 

4, ™ Mx... Branigan ΠΣ 

1-- Mr. Shaw oe 
i = Inspector Fields 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
May 3, 1965 

INTERNAL ANG FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE SOVIET UNION 

During April, 1965, a discuscion was held in Moscow, 
Russia, in which various officials of the Comminict Party of the 
Soviet Union commented on the internal and foreign affairs of 
the Soviet Union. In essence, this discussion was as follows: 

Power Strugele 

There is αὶ strugele for power currently taking place 
within the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the question 
oF Leadership is not yet fully resolved, At the present tine, 
Leonid I. Brezhnev, First Secretary, Communist Party of the = 
Soviet Union, appears to have an edge which he only achieved Ὁ 
at the last plenum of the Central Committee of the Commmist ¢ 
Party of the Soviek Unton. Brezhney is following the πα δον 
policy of liberalization” an domestic and foreign affairs. > 
Brezhuey is considered as the leader with the greatest ability” 5 
and he is continuing to build an apparatus around himself, μη 5 

-ι 

However, there ave various groups vying for power and 6 
concessions are being made to these groups. One such concession= 
xelates to the pattial rehabilitation of the late Soviet Premier 
Statin by issuing, for exauple, some historic document giving 
Stalin credit fox positive achievements, such as victories during 
HOPLA Wax + 

Soviet Premier Alessei Eesygin, backed by the Soviet 
bureaueracy, represents another faction in the power stzuggie. 
Kosygin's Zaction, which is stili not the dominant group, advocates 
2 return to the peried before the 26th Congress of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union, which was essentially a pro-Stalin 
period. Kosygin is being deterred in his quest for power by 
recent. zeplacenents in the Presidium of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union, such as the elevation of Kiril τς Mazurov and 

του, Ὧδα DopLacement of Leonid Ἐν Tlichey by Dyote Ἦν Bowiehey as | 
sioni head Of the Edeological. Depaxtment. | 
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INTERNAL AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE SOVIET UNION 

; Kosygin's trip to North Vietnam appears to have been 
merély ¢camoutlage ta permit hig two visits to Peking, China, where 
he thought he might be able to xeach an agreement with the Chinese 
jeadership. Kosygints visits to Peking were made against the 
consensus of the majority of the Presidium, including Brezhnbv. 
The chief opposition has come from the younger members of the _ 
deadership who control the "security organa."’ These younger members 
Uuclude ἃς N. Shelepin, Secretary of the Central Committee, and 
Viadindr Senichastny, head of the Soviek secret police. 7 

some embers of the leadership of the Sevict military 
foraes ave pushing for a move national and almost pro-Stalin policy 
im domestic and foréien affairs. As 2 result, the dosinant group 

; AS cideavoring te take steps to demobilige the pro-Stalin factions 
because it. believes that reverting toward the "Stalinist period’ is 
creating discord auong the Soviet people, especially among the youth, 
since 2 moxe militant policy In foreien affairs leads toward war. 

Tt was because of thie factor that Brezhney made his recent speech 
promiming nore concumer goods; lower prices and higher wages in on 
effort te curry favor with the Soviet people, 

sa Congress of the Commutist Party of the Soviet Union will 
be ealled before the end of this year, and it is believed that the 
powes struggle will be vesolvyed at that time. 

¥ietnon Crisis 

| The leadership of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
has indigated that great pressure is being oxerted on the Soviet 
Union hy satoliite countriés to do more about the Vietnam drisiss — 
Demands ave being made calling for the dispateh of the Soviet naval 
fieot; inciuding missile firing submarines, to the Pacific. Dressure 
is aise belug exerted upon the Soviet Union to directly confront the 
United States in an effort to forage the end of the bombing of 
North Vietnam. The satellite countries have refused to accept the 
Sovicts’ excuse that the Chinese have prevented shipmont of the 
datest weapons to North Vietnam and that the North Victnamescihave 
not asked for aid fron Soviet volunteers. The satellite countries 
have expressed ἔθος that the Soviet Union will “Let them down aa 
North Vietnau ic being Let dows." As a result, the Soviet taion, 
an an effort to demonstrate its concern for the satellite countries, 
has decided ta take more aggressive action in the Vietnam situation. - 



INTERNAL, AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE SOVIET UNION 

| Blassified ρέει: pecause unauthorized disclosure 
of this information cotid result in exceptionally grave damage to 
the Nation. Source is CG 5824-S*, See NY¥tel 4/27/65, captioned 
“Solo, Internal Security - σὰ" Dissemination being made to 
Honorable Marvin Watson, Spetial Assistant to ἢ] the President; 
Secretary of State Dean Rusk; Director dem joeon: 
Central Intelligence Agency; the Attorney General; and the Deputy 
Attorney General. 
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Datos Way G, 1005 1- Mr. RC, Putnam 

Tas Director va ibs 
Bureau of Intelligence and Sleseaxch fy a 
Department of State ἐδ: }. pr’ 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director 
Subject: FOREIGN POLTTICAL MATTERS = WEST GERMANY 

o Recently 2 mewber of the Political Bureau, of the 
“ Central. Commibtitea cf the Comamist Party of Wesi: Germany, 

gave x ἃ, Toport on the curvent political yttuation ain the. 
Federal. Republic of Germany and the Commmniet Party of 
West Germany. The essence of his xemarke was as foblows! 

Main Political Parties 

ine t from the 2 
in ‘part, to δ ocotonions prices, Yrenta and patially to foreign 
policy Questions. Many people 9 belleve the Chrlat Lan. Democratic 
Uaton has become di ΤῊΣ 

conkition. for : vanth be) jg of τ bf ΝΣ Τα pbb heh =o, 
Policies of the Christian Demdcr Ph ay 2 1005 fV 

Tolson The Christian Destistatic tes don as the representative 
non OF the monopolists, and ἃ their Ἰδαίου. ἢ WHALities In favern« 

nent are linked with 

Conrad ....,.,.., te 
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Director _ | | | 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

The main line of the Christian Democratic Union is to 
get nuclear weapons either through the multilateral, force or by 
joining with President DeGaulie of France. They will not join 
with DeGaulle because they like him or his policies, but because 
they want “xveverge't and need the atomic bomb, 

The Christian Democratic Union continues to demaiid 
restoration of the German borders of 1937 and to call the German 
Democratic Republic “only a rebellious province.” The Communist 
Party of West Germany believes the West German Government is the 
strongest military power gn the continent of Europe, Its con« 
ventional weapons are stronger than those of France and 
Gréat Britain combined, 

One of the greatest present dangers is that the 
"adventures" of the Weet German “revengists” will draw in the 
United States, Great Britain and others. If this happens, 
there is danger of war. These"adventureés” in the form of 
"constant provocations” are best illustrated by the recent 
neeting of the Wesi German Parlianent in Berlin. 

Trade Unions 

. The trade unions have now moved to the left of the 
Social Demotratic Party. Adthough this Party continues to 
aéad the trade unions politically, many inside the trade unions. 
are. against this leadership even on political questions. 

There is a growing left wing in the trade-union move- 
mont which might have heen called "reformist" in the past, but 
if looked at objectively, it can bé seen as ἃ class line fall 
of changes for the monopolies. Récently the tradeeunion move~ 
ment called for nationalization of industry, but the Social 
Demieratic Party leaders opposed this action. The Communist 
Party of West Germany accepts this proposal and is organiaineg 
active support. for it. 

w Zw 



Director | 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

The basic strength in the left-wing trade uniond dies 
in themetal, mining and building industries, Most of the 
Communiat Party cadres are active in the lowex union levels and 
ge stewards. The trade unions in general have no rules require 
ing ‘the expulsion of communists although there ere restrictions. 
There have been few expulsions. 

Status of the Commnaist Party of West Germany 
Although the Party is filegal, most of its work is 

beings done Legally, The Party made the-mistake of overs 
estimating illegality. However, in the recent past reerulting 
has been done, In the past year theré were five to six. 
thousand meruLts .. Fo, | 

| The Paxty publishes three papeza idiegally, including 
"Free Pedple,” the Party's central organ Of eight pages which 
appears once a month, atid the theoretical organ ‘Knowledge ang 
Action.” Tactory groups aleo issue factorymipers in the nawé 
of the Communist Party, | vo 

inere are approximately ton weekly publications ἀπ. 
majo? areas which, while not centvalized, put forward the basic 
Communist Party policy without so saying, The total circulas 
tion of these weeklies may accumulate ta 100,900. : 

Since the Party le illegal; only a few leaders are 
named, The Leaders are usually dn ai illegal status or are 
working in Legal decupations, Communist Party groups meet 
as study groups atid maintain no Party material, Dues aré 
increasing but no records are kept. ‘A solidarity fund for 
Pafenne work and fox families of political prisonexs is maine 
Laineds 

_ Favty youth work is in the peace movement and commu- 
nist influence is strong, There are active Party groups in ihe 
universities but theiy influence is narxow, 

«Fhe above information was supplied by sources which 
have furnished reliable information im the past. Because of 
the sensitive nature pf our sources, we have classified this 
information ' φως, " 

i = Director BY LIAISON 
Cehivel Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, , 



Director _ 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

NOTE: 

Classified ry πράσει since unauthorized dis« 
Closure of this information could reveal the identity of 
the source (CG 5824-S*}, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave damige to the 
Nation. CG 5824-Sk* is referred to as "Sources" in order to 
further protect the identity of this valiabe informant,  - 
See CGairtel 5/1/65 capticnéd "Solo, Internal Security « ¢." 
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Buy 6, 1965 

BY LIAISON 

ἘΣ 
ED ΒΈΓΗΗΣ 

< \ ζ ἢ i ~ Mr. Belmont 
\ ἢ [ 1 ~ Myr, DeLoach 

\ { it ye Sullivan 
. ee ti ΠΝ tan awe fia ἡ 1-" Liaison 

γέρο Admizal Willian. Ἐν Reborn, Jx., USN et.) 1. lr. Baungardner 

Central Intelligence Agency ἢ. Ur. craw 
Washington, Ὡς ΕΝ “8 . 

Dear Admiral Rabdxrn: 

᾿ The enclosed tiemorahdun, captioned "The Berlin 
peice ΔΕ being brouguté te your attention as a matter = 
o ' ψ ¥ _ e 

pasetbic anterest XxX 

/ Because of the sensitive fature of our sources, 
’ which have supplied reliable infornation in the past, the 
; eiiciosed momorandum is. classified ' , is 

information is being furnished. to other interested officials 
οὐ the Government, 

™, 

\ | Upon renovakl of the classified enclosure, this 
5 Letter of tranemitteal becomes unclassified. 

Sincerely yous, 

116 

Vial 23 J0o~ 

18 MAY @ 1965 ~ 

᾿ 2 Classified Ἢ because unauthorized displeasure of 
THIS information could reveal the identity of the source (GG 5824-S*) 
who is of continuing value and such revelation could xvesult in excep» 
tidnaliy grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824-S* is referred to as 

om "sources" in order to further protect the security of this valuable 
pLoch __ informant, Information extracted from N¥airtel 4/29/65 and CGairtel 
μας 4/30/65, both captioned "Solo, I8-C," See memo 
«d_—____Suliivan 5/5/65, also captioned "θολό, IS = 
bo 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT - Belmont 
Mohr 

Me emorandumROUTEIN ENVELOPE ss: 
TO ‘Mr. / py bare: “May δ, 1968 ws —4 

GN 

Trotter 

Tele, Room 

CE ; 7 SUBJECT: SOLO ᾿ 
- INTERNAL SECURITY - ς G ́“ pb 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable Bhi 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted to 
him by radio. - 

On 5/5/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at which time two messages, NR 375 GR 190 and 
NR 376 GR 252, were intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

\ 

| For information. 7 L ; 

ect) πὰ : i τι pave "» 
| 4 

| Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2 ~- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. ἃ. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1 -Mr. Newpher 

| 7 1 - Mr. Paddock ἘΣ 410 

| ‘ile HS:arv 
| δὰ 1) fel ΝΞ ὃ ΠΕ ve Ἵ : | Ν᾽ | β ον 
. ὶ Pep. 18 MAY Ὁ 190d 

rece — - “7 

65 May 12 180" 



“ Φ | Φ 5/5/65 
oO 
el N 

κι R $75 GR 190 5, 5/45 
Net 

δ 92948 46391 34954 07645 42418 45036 64790 54539 59378 04045 

86822 45500 48530 47398 50569 85194 26763. 54336 48344 048145 

91920 56766 24377 83408 30284 82970 99898 05849 50064 44184 

74188 37273 85909 74604 64964 63180 57612 49954 59606 64745 

64498 73609 95482 95364 84068 45814 58653 90987 77563 19698 

C 64953 80636 61730 96208 20923 94561 62282 16723 09169 74887 

39870 20920 82046 40782 26200 96894 30719 40865 12063 48385 

77526 55222 19673 01456 56955 64593 07375 26427 77649 53113 

62357 30260 39253 91818 73069 55445 71095 13344 33836 33024 

98763 92201 93960 86993 24454 42276 87188 39189 53826 50720 

43922 59653 20471 87407 47103 87175 86338 62936 44191 07415 

72328 85263 28300 99976 85881 13574 09906 56584 25442 71494 

94824 74785 51127 36734 68116 02246 00445 $8320 28149 29065 

41936 64704 53918 17839 80362 52198 26185 22070 93462 62449" 
PRINTED BY DATAFOLD FORMS, IMC. MCR 810 

ες, 65869 47447 79465 23659 30547 49163 32012 06267 22299 65.755° 

54038 97995 06879 10923 40109 99990 44881 88552 10096 65078 

40143 43294 66170 52703 77762 31247 85663 59502 25696 58934 

684107 02038 69205 51506 52784 63792 83644 10262 93575 843515 
Ζ ~~ «' 

*PAPER PATENTED BY N,C,R, CO 42419 90772 77829 28975 57022 54834 48454 61482 60686 25628 

* em eA AN ee 
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*PAPER PATENTED BY N.C.R. CO 

NR 375 GR 252 
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Transmit the following in 

FD;36 (Rev¥ 5.80. -64) «ὦ ΝῊ ΚῪ PoP | we cal oe 
Ὁ ΠΌΤΕ IN ENVELOPE | 

FB | 

Date: 5/3/65 ! 
| 
I 

(Type in plaintext or code} 

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority) | 

TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Γ΄, 
SOLO 
ἽΒ πὸ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original. 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, “Comments of Arnoldo Martinez Verdugo, 
First Secretary, Communist Party of Mexico, Regarding the 
Communist Party of Mexico.” 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was furnished on 4/26 and 28/65 to SAs WALTER A. 
BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished— 
reliable information in the past. 4 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified "IF 
Sao Since it contains information furnished by CG 5824-S*, 
a very highly placed source furnishing information on the 
highest level concerning the international communist movement, 
The unauthorized disclosure of the information contained there- 
in would, by its nature, tend to identify CG 5824~-S* as the 
source, jeopardizing his security, and thus adversely affecting 
the national security. re 
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CG 134-16 Sub B 

The iniernation set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was develoned during the course of discussions 
held with ARNOLDD MARTINEZ YIRDUGO, First Secretary of the CP 
oi Mexico, in Moscow, USSR, on 2728 and 3/1/65. Present at 
these: discussions, in addition to CG 3524-8*, were GILBIDUT 
GREFN, HYMAN LUMER, and JAMES JACKSON, CP, USA dclegates theo 
were then in Hoseor to attend the 3/1’°65 consultative neetine, 

In order to provide additional security to tic 
source, the enclosed letternead waciioranduam bas becn αι ἢ 
as having been ade at vashineton, DB. C. 



ΓΕ ἜΥΕ ΣΤῚ 

AUTOMATIC DECLASETFICATION GUILD 

ΤΕ Ole lLo-Zoke 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. C. 

File No, 

May 3, 1965 

COMMENTS OF .ARNOLDO MARTINEZ .VERDUGO... 
_FIRST SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY OF . 

MEXICO, REGARDING THE COMMUNIST PARTY ° 
“=O MEXICO . 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

In late February and early March, 1965, Arnoldo 
Martinez Verdugo, First Secretary of the Communist Party (CP) 
of Mexico, met with a group of individuals in Moscow, USSR, 
for the purpose of briefing them on the current outlook of 
and political situation in the CP of Mexico. The essence 
of Verdugo's remarks at this time was as follows: 

in 1960 the CP of Mexico held its Thirteenth 
Congress, At this Congress, a major reorganization of the 
CP of Mexico took place. Dionisio Encinas, then First 
secretary, and the Organizational Secretary as well as 
most members of the Political Bureau were unanimously 
replaced. This action also affected Party organization. 
Decisions to undertake this revamping of the CP of Mexico 
was done with alimost unanimous consent of the Congress. 
At this extraordinary Congress we also reviewed the work of 
the Party from its very beginning up to 1960. Before 1960, 
we found there was general discontent with the leadership 
of the Party. There had been a decline in Party membership 
and in the influence of the Party. Encinas’ regime was 
characterized by arbitrary rule. A good number of the old- 
time Party members had been excluded from leadership and a 
split was in the making. The rightist tendency in the Party 
at that time was very influential and Encinas was no longer 
capable of organizing the work of the Party. During the 
period of 1958 to 1960 the Party leadership was hostile to 

Jp 0-4 fo ἣν 
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COMMENTS OF ARNOLDO MARTINEZ VERDUGO, nee 
FIRST SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
MEXICO, REGARDING THE COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF MEXICO 

the growth of mass movements, strikes like those in the rail- 
road industry, and to action of the farmers. 

In addition from our review we found that the men- 
bership was not only discontented but also distrustful of 
their leadership. This was why we found it necessary to 
change the leadership and its line. After the Congress, 
the unity of our Party grew. The influence of the Party 
began to grow in numbers also. The authority of our Party 

began to grow. The new leadership now put emphasis on the 
link of the Party with the masses. Actually, since 1960, 
the membership of our Party has grown twofold. 

The peasant movement in Mexico under the leadership 
of the Independent Peasants Organization is most important. 
They now have some 60,000 members in this Peasant Organization. 

The contact of our Party has increased and is not 
limited to Vicente Lombardo Toledano's Party, the Partido 
Popular. Lombardo Toledano in the past has been against our 
growing contacts with the masses and he has attempted to 

influence their political orientation. 

There has now been created a new organization known 
as the National Liberation Movement. Participating in this 
organization is former President Lazaro Cardenas and he takes 
an important role. We helped to create the organization. 

As far as the trade union movement is concerned, 
our contacts have been weak because of bourgeoisie and govern- 
ment influence with the leadership of the trade unions. 

Now, I would like to speak on some problems of a 
political nature, first of all our new government. We think 
that President Gustavo Diaz Ordaz will continue the policies 
of former President Lopez Mateos with some additional "right" 
tendencies. Generally, the policy of the CP is one in oppo- 
sition to the regime of Gustavo Diaz Ordaz. However, we do 
support the government's policy in regard to its contacts 
and relations with Cuba. There is a difference on this matter 
between us and Lombardo Toledano's Partido Popular. Lombardo 
Toledano supports all policies of this government--—both domestic 
and foreign--and also the negative policy of the government 
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FIRST SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
MEXICO, REGARDING THE COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF MEXICO 

toward the trade unions and other mass organizations. At 

the same time, Lombardo Toledano wages a struggie against 
our Party. Not all leaders of the Partido Popular agree 
with Lombardo Toledano and some want unity of action with 
us. Therefore, it is our tactic to call for unity of 
action with this Party but fight on the front of ideology 
with Lombardo Toledano. 

We are working now to achieve friendship with 
General Lazaro Cardenas. He, too, basically supports the 
policies of the present government but Cardenas, unlike 
Lombardo Toledano, is not fighting us. On the contrary, 
Cardenas wants to work with us. We cooperate with Cardenas 
in connection with his organization the National Liberation 
Movement. Lombardo Toledano is hostile to the Cardenas 
movement. 

In Mexico, today, there is a growth in the people's 
mass movement. Our Party's influence is growing in this 
movement. 

As to the size of Lombardo Toledano's organization, 
he claims thousands but actually his Party is small. In 
many parts of the country they have no papers, magazines, or 
organization. In the Partido Popular the youth are friendly 
to us and with our youth. 

In regard to relations with other Parties, a recent 
meeting of our Central Committee decided closer ties were 
necessary. As a result, we are presently sending literature 
to several cities in the United States but we do not know if 
the CP there receives it. Recently, in addition, some comrades 
on the board of the new publication "History and Society,” 
which publishes some Soviet material, offered to exchange 
articles with organizations in the United States. In regard 
to the publication "Politica,” the CP of Mexico does not control 
it but it is in the control of Cuban comrades. We are little 
by little trying to influence it away from leftism and 
sectarianism. However, this magazine does play an important 
role in Mexico and does publish some of our documents as well 
aS a number of Soviet documents. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 

of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are. not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, "Comments of Leading Brazilian Communist 
Party Members, March, 1965, Regarding Political Situation 
in Brazil and on Brazilian Communist Party." ΕΝ 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 4/26-28/65 to SAs WALTER 
A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN by CG 5824-S*, who has fur- 
nished reliable information in the past. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
“Since it contains information furnished by 

CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, and 
thus ΝΥΝ attecting the national security. 
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The information pertaining to the discussions in 
the enclosed letterhead memorandum was developed during 
the course of a meeting held by ἃ, ZILLER and L, MOTTA with 
CP, USA representatives on 3/3/65, Moscow, USSR. The CP, 
USA representatives participating in this meeting were 
CG 5824~S* and HYMAN LUMER, Both ZILLER and MOTTA had 
attended the 3/1/65 consultative meeting of 19 CPs in Moscow 
and as of the week of 4/19/65 were in Prague, Czechoslovakia. 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D. C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D. C. 

May 3, 1965 
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COMMENTS OF LEADING BRAZILIAN COMMUNIST 
PARTY MEMBERS, MARCH, 1965, REGARDING 
POLITICAL SITUATION IN BRAZIL AND ON 
BRAZILIAN COMMUNIST PARTY 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

In early March, 1965, A. Ziller and L. Motta, 
both leading representatives of the Brazilian Communist 
Party (CP), met with several individuals from another 
fraternal.Party for the purpose of briefing them on the 
current political situation in Brazil and on the subject 
of the current status of the Brazilian CP, At the time, 
it was learned that Ziller reportedly is one of the 
leading Brazilian CP members who is being sought by the 
Brazilian Government. Zilier had escaped from Brazil 
and had been to Moscow, USSR, for the March 1, 1965, 
consultative meeting of the nineteen CPs and as of late 
April, 1965, was observed in Prague, Czechoslovakia. 

The essence of the comments of Ziller and Motta 

dealing with the Brazilian CP and the political situation 
in Brazil was as follows: 

By way of self-criticism, we, in the Brazilian 
CP, acknowledge that in the past we had seen only one path 
to socialism, the peaceful road. Now, however, we recog- 
nize the need for consideration of the armed path as well. 
We also do realize we must be for immediate demands but 
that in calling for such demands, we must always be with 
the masses. 



COMMENTS OF LEADING BRAZILIAN COMMUNIST τηρβεουρέει 
PARTY MEMBERS, MARCH, 1965, REGARDING 
POLITICAL SITUATION IN BRAZIL AND ON 
BRAZILIAN COMMUNIST PARTY 

Today, we have a better situation in Party organi- 
zation, a matter which had been our weak point in the past. 
There are many trade union struggles going on as well as a 
student upsurge. 

The peasants are struggling harder today. Although 
the peasants in Northeast Brazil are being suppressed and 
their leaders are being murdered, they are groping their way 
back and organizing and arming. While the recent land law 
reforms are no good, they do give us a handle to carry out dis- 
cussions with the peasants on how to use the law and how to 
organize to get a better law. 

The political situation in Brazil is better today 
than at the time of the military coup in April, 1964. 
Presently, there are no CP members in prison in Sao Paulo 
State. Elections have been scheduled for city governments 
in some seventy towns in this state and there are eight slates 
of candidates up for the Governorship of this state which has 
a population of some five million people. The military leaders 
of the April coup are generally against these elections. There 
is, however, a split among the military and we have doubts 
they can stop these elections which are scheduled for March. 
At the present time, the Brazilian CP is without either 
electoral or legal right but the CP fights for the elections 
and we do have some united fronts. 

In the City of Sao Paulo there are seven candidates 
running for the position of Mayor and all are aligned against 
President Humberto Castelo Branco. Whatever Branco does 
always favors the United States monopolies and this cooperation 
goes back to Italy when he served as a Major fighting alongside 
United States troops. 

Since the military coup, the cost of Living in Brazil 
is up one~bundred percent, 

Today both the Brazilian CP as well as our Party 
press are illegal. Yet, there are some major daily publications 
speaking out against the military dictatorship and which favor 
democracy. Some good examples of these are "Correio de Manaha," 



COMMENTS OF LEADING BRAZILIAN COMMUNIST 
PARTY MEMBERS, MARCH, 1965, REGARDING 
POLITICAL SITUATION IN BRAZIL AND ON 
BRAZILIAN COMMUNIST PARTY 

the "Jornal do Brasil," and "Utima Hora.” 

When General Branco gave the United States firn, 
the Hanna Company, the authority to build its mining port, 
Carlos Lacerda, the Governor of Guanabara State, stood out 
against it. Later, he came out against United States 
Ambassador Lincoln Gordon and also made some strong state- 
ments against imperialism. However, we think Lacerda has 
ties with the West Germans who are coming into Brazil 
with big investments. The Brazilian Government has already 
Yeceived some loans from West Germany. In addition, Krupp, 
Voikswagen, and Mercedes Benz have moved in. Former President 
Juscelino Kubitschek was the one who had originally brought 
the Germans in. 

The national bourgeoisie is not satisfied at this 
time. They want more controls of the economy. They feel 
the monopolists are getting all and the small businessman 
nothing. He has no financing or credit. They feel they are 
working for the monopolists and are dissatisfied. While 
Petro Broz, the government-controlled oil industry, is still 
owned, it will be broken up against the wishes of the people. 
The steel mills, while still under government control, will 
soon be given away. 

Some of the leading Brazilian right-wing militarists 
are also very nationalistic. The same applies to the civilian 
groups; for example, Lacerda who heads one such group is anti- 
communist but also very nationalistic. 

Today, the working class in Brazil remains united 
even though the government intervenes. There is a united 
front with Joao Goulart's Labor Party, the second Party in 
size in Brazil today and one which is still legal. 

The coup of April, 1964, did not succeed as well 
aS the monopolists and the United States had hoped and expected. 
There have been many strikes and conditions exist for driving 
the military out. 

As far as the Brazilian CP is concerned, we are 
growing stronger. More recruits are coming into the Party. 
The left movement in Brazil does have an organization and 
they also are illegal. The Chinese have considerable 
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influence among the Sergeants organization in the Arny, 
students, etc. None of them are in prison. However, they 
have little influence among the working class and they 
hinder our efforts toward a united front. 

CIA organized the sailors and marines of Brazil 

against President Goulart and these adventures laid the 
basis for the military coup which deposed him. While at 
the time of the coup, we had representatives in the 
Sergeants organization in the Army; a number of ovher 
groups were also represented there. One of these was 
the group representing Leonel Brizola, Governor of Rio 
Grande do Sul State. They fell at that time into the 
trap of imperialisn. 

For your information and contrary to what has 
been published, Luis Carlos Prestes has not been removed 
and is still our General Secretary. The "L'Unita," organ 
of the CP of Italy, printed this provocation like a number 
of other publications. They even went so far as to say 
that Mario Alves, who was then in prison, had replaced 
Prestes as the General Secretary. 

In Sao Paulo, the illegal paper we publish there 
is "Combat." Our other paper "The Worker's Voice," is 
now.also illegal. We stiil publish a theoretical journal 
but it is being printed and circulated in mimeographed 
form. 

Some members of our Party are in prison and this 
includes five members of the National Committee. They were 
caught after the coup while attempting to carry out their 
work. Altogether, roughly one hundred rank and file people 
are now in prison. In addition, there are hundreds of others, 
mainly supporters of Goulart, also in prison. In view of this, 
there is a need to raise amnesty slogans. 

Presently, we have some communists at work in legal 
movements, incliding youth and women's activities. We are 
also at work in a united front with some Catholics. 
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At the time of the April, 1964, coup, we had 
forces which might have prevented it but they were not 
organized. The CP's mistake was the lack of class identity 
and too much, trust in people like Goulart, Brizola, and 
others. When the moment arrived for action, they either 
wavered or gave up. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 

of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
andthree copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, "Comments of Te pee ey Member ᾿ 
of Political Bureau, Socialist Unity-Party of Germany, on , 
Berlin Crisis and Other Related Matters Affecting the 
German Democratic Republic." πος 

The information appearing in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was furnished on 4/26, 27, and 28/65 to SAs WALTER 
A. BOYLE and RICHARD W, HANSEN by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
Ny dl since it contains information furnished by 
CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing informatim 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
moyement. The unauthorized disclosure of the information - 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG -5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, and 
this adversely affecting the national security. | 
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The inforiation set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was secured by the source during a mecting 

held in Berlin, German Democratic Republic, on 1/6/65, The 
only American present, in addition to the source, was GIL 
GREEN, ἃ member of the National Board of the CP, USA, who 
had previously been to Moscow for the 3/1/65 consultative 
meeting of the 19 CPs and was now visiting the German Deno- 
cratic Republic. 

In order to provide additional security to the 
Source, the enclosed letterhead menorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, Ὁ. (Ὁ, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὦ, Ὁ, 
File No. 

April 30, 1965 

τ πν 
COMMENTS OF HERBERTAWARNEE, MEMBER_OF, 
POLITICAL BUREAU, 50 IALIST UNITY PARTY 

“OF “GERMANY , ON BERLIN CRISIS AND OTHER 
“RELATED MATTERS AFFECTING THE GERMAN 
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during late April, 1965, advised that in early 
April, 1965, Herbert Warnke, a member of the Political 
Bureau and Head of the Trade Union Commission, Central Com- 
mittee, Socialist Unity.Party of Germany (SUPG), held a 
discussion relating to the then current Berlin. crisis and 
other matters affecting current relations of the German 
Democratic Republic (GDR) with the Federal Republic of 
Germany (FRG). The essence of Warnke's remarks at this 
time was as follows: 

The Bonn Government deliberately provoked the 
current crisis in Berlin by calling this meeting of the 
Bundestag in Berlin at this time. Berlin is not a part 
of West Germany. Berlin is territory sitting in the midst 
of the GDR. Berlin is closer to the GDR borders and to 
Poland than it is to the FRG, Why then did they create 
this crisis? It results from their desire for revengism 
and is an effort to annex GDR, Czechoslovakian, Polish, 
and USSR territory. They have created special organizations 
of refugees in the FRG to keep the pot boiling. They in- 
tentionally keep the tension up. This session of the 
Bundestag in Berlin is an effort on the part of the Bonn 
Government to recover some of that prestige lost when First 
Secretary Ulbricht made his recent visit to Egypt. 

ΧΩ «ποίοσῦξα 
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COMMENTS OF HERBERT WARNKE, MEMBER OF 
POLITICAL BUREAU, SUPG, ON BERLIN CRISIS 
AND OTHER RELATED MATTERS AFFECTING THE 
GDR 

In addition to all of this, the Bonn Government 
also wants to prevent West Berliners and others from 
visiting East Berlin. They also want to use our roads 
and air corridors at the same time. However, the treaties 
concerning these roads and air corridors through the GDR 
apply only to troop movements of the United States, Great 
Britain, and France. The Bonn Government also wants to 
influence the politics of the United States Government 
and this is another reason for their action. The GDR, 
using the Czechoslovak Government, protested the action 
of the FRG in calling this meeting of the Bundestag. This 
protest was filed with Great Britain. When we prohibited 
and interfered with this travel, they, in West Berlin, 
talked of the “explosive nature of the Bundestag meeting." 
The holding of .this meeting was of a deliberate nature since 
there had not béen such a meeting held in Berlin for years. 

We should be careful not to exaggerate possible 
disagreements between the Washington Government and Bonn, 
We must remember that the United States' toe hold in Europe 
is based on West Germany. In addition, the United States 
uses the Berlin incident to divert attention from Vietnam. 

We, in the SUPG, consider the situation in Vietnam to be 
very dangerous to world peace. Yet, at the same time, we 

cannot forget that we are on the frontier; in fact, it is 
only two blocks away. 

The economic situation in the GDR has improved 
tremendously since August, 1961. The speculation in 
currency has ceased and the West can no longer drain it 
off as they used to. The West now finds that it cannot 
carry out its past acts of sabotage and can no longer entice 
our workers. Before we put up our new boundary in Berlin, 
it had cost us. thirty billion Marks. We are on the way to 
achieving the technical revolution which is being led by the 
working class building socialism, We now rely upon the 
initiative of the people and cooperation between the intelli- 
gentsia and the working class. We have real teamwork and 

are working closer together, However, we still have in the 
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GDR a combination of centralization (Socialist) and private 
enterprises, We help certain private enterprises financially 
if they want to receive it. However, any state funds so 
invested must be protected. Most of these capitalists engaged 
in private enterprises belong to petty bourgeoisie parties 
like the Liberal Party, Free Democrats, or Peasant Party. 
While these capitalists do continue to carry out their private 
enterprises, they are not in any of our key industry but 
rather are in the production of consumer goods and employ 
at the most a few hundred workers. These capitalists say 
now that they live better than their fathers and that they 
are not being driven into bankruptcy by the monopolies. 
They feel that this new system has helped them and know 
that even if they are swallowed up, that they will become 
part of management. 

Hconomics have not been our only probiem in the 
GDR. There has been another question as to how to work 
with the people and get them to use their initiative. People 
are now responding and we must learn to listen to the people. 

The last Leipzig Trade Fair was the best one yet 
a held in the SUPG, Those West Germans who visited the Fair 

openly talked of the ostrich-like policies held by the FRG 

regarding the GDR in that it refuses to recognize the fact 

that we exist and that there is a need to participate in 
joint matters. All major capitalist countries participated 
in this Fair. However, there was much talk at Leipzig that 
"the United States is left out while others like Great Britain, 
France, and Italy sneak in." The Leipzig Fair was a real 
achievement. A total of 5,200. workers came to it from West 
Germany where last year there were only 1,200. These people 
are changing their minds about the GDR and you no longer 
hear them tell their hunger tales. 

Ehrler, a Social Democratic Party (SDP) leader, 
is planning to go to Spain to give a series of lectures, 
but he refuses to come to the GDR. Dr. Konrad Adenauer, 
Chairman of the Christian Democratic Union (CDU), and Dr. 
Ludwig Erhard, Chancellor of the FRG and member of the CDU, 

° are supporting revengism. The SDP supports the CDU on the 
matter of the NATO nuclear rearmaments, etc, However, we 

po 
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do use the tactic of differentiating between the CDU and 
the SDP. There are differences in these Parties. 

Twice a year there is held an ali-German working 
class conference participated in by representatives from 
both the GDR and the FRG. In preparation for these meetings, 
there is a standing committee consisting also of representa- 
tives from both Germanies. Their next meeting will be at 
the Leipzig Fair. In the normal process of these meetings, 
the West Germans open them but the GDR closes then. 

In regard to the current situation in agriculture, 
we have no real problems, Ail of our farms are now collectivized. 
We have no worries about feeding our population. Animal 
husbandry has reached high levels compared τὸ that of the past. 
This has been the result partially of the incentives that have 
been available. 

A point that may be of note is the fact that we 
now have established our own camps for escapees from West 

| Germany. Several hundred people per month are coming over 
| to the GDR, Of course, we have to examine these people 

and then place them throughout the country where manpower 
needs have to be given consideration. Many of these people 
have been miners and, of course, many peasants come also. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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Date: μὲν δ, 1965, ἌΝ Putnam 
Toe: Livector 1 oY 

πιέσαι, of Intelligence and Research » 
Department of State μας ἢ 510 es 

' οὗ wa 

Fron: ohn Edgar Hoover, Director v 

Subject: FOREIGN POLITICAL MATTERS ~ EAST GERMANY 
INTERNAL SECURITY « BAST GERMANY 

Racentiy a meee oF the Political Bureau, Socialist 
Und ty Party of Germany in Bast Germany, made the following 
ob obs vations concerning conditions in Kast Germany. The 
eanthioe ἀπ his retarke was as fokiows: L 
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Director _ . 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

i 

Agricultural Situation ᾿ 

There are no xeal problems in agriculture. Ali 
farms are collectivized, There are no worries about feeding 
the population, Animal husbandry has reached high levelg 
compared to that of the past, This hag been a result, 
partially, of incentives that have been avaiioble. 

All-German Workin) s-Class Conference 

Swice # year there ie an all-German working-class 
conference participated in by fepresentatives from the GDR 
and the Federal Republic of Germany. A standing committee 
composed of representatives of both countries prepares for 
these méetings. The next meeting will be held at the forth<« 
coming Leipzig Fair. 

Escapees From West Germany 
) The GDR has now established campa féx escapees from 

West Germany. Several hundred people come over each months 
They arc cxaminéed and placed vhere there is a need for man+ 
power. Many of These have been miners and peasants. 

Leipzig Trade Fair 

The Last Leipwig Trade Faiz was. the best one held 
in the GDR. All major capitalist countries participated, 
however; there was mich talk that “the United States is lett 
out while others Like Great Britain, France and Italy sneak 
δὼ A totai of 5,200 workers came to the faix from 
West Germany compared to only 4,200 the yaar before, 

| The above information was furnished by svuxces which 
have furnished reliable information in the past. Becausé of 
the sensitive pature of ou sources, this Let 8S been 
classified at 

BY LIAISON 
Central Intelligence Agency 

1 ~ Director 

noryttention: Deputy Directo#, Plans 10 YY 

Classified wasfegeoret" because unauthorized dischsure 
of this information could feveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 

me Die 
(NOTE CONTINUED PAGE 3) 

ae 
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NOTE CONTINUED: 

could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
CG 5824-S* is referred to as sources in order to further 
protect the security of thid informant, Information 
extracted from Chicago airtel 4/30/65 captioned, "Solo, 
is ~_ Cc," 
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Af | | 
BY LIAISON 

{ 

| 1 = Kr. Beluont 
i i ἴω Mr, DeLoach 
‘ 

49 L = Rr. Sullivan, 

͵ Honorable Dean Rusk 4" τ: " Maken dnex 
Ἶ Washington ὃς Ge γμλ »»- 2. - Ur. Bs W. Smith 

L - ¥r, Shaw 

The enclosed memorandum, captioned "The Berlin / \ 
Crisis," is being brought to your attention as a matter _ 4. 
of possible interest. F 

Botause of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
which have supplied reliable informat en ἃ the past, the 
enclosed memorandum is élassified ' This 
information is being fuxnished to other SE sted πο: 
of the Government, 

y aly “thd: [ν᾿ ‘ 
| ᾿ 

/ δ᾿ Upon removal of the classified enclosure, this 13 z 
! letter of tranemdtial betones unclassified. o 

ὃ : 

ὥ A Sincerely yours, ἐπ ὦ 

| REG. ὃς Wi 711} ἰώ fn νι ἢ ἢ J 

Enciosure γί μ" Ibe MAY "2 1965 | 

be NOTE: Classified pat —eelet becatise unauthoFized diseIdsure of 
this information could reveal the identity of the source (CG 5824-S*) 
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4 ; who is of continuing value and such revelation could resuli in excep- 
we tionally prave damage to the Nation. CG 5824-S* is referred to as 
Tolson tsow ces" in order to further protect the security of this yaluable 
Belmont elk informant. Information extracted from NYairtel 4/29/65 and CGairtel 
DeLoach 4/30/65, both captioned "Solo, 18.ὦ €.' See mezoxandum Baurigardner to 
τοῖον τ τ Sullivan 5/5/6 5, also capt dongd sBQh0, is = c." 
Conrad Ψ 3 
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7: | Hay 6, 1965 . 

BY LIAISON 

Δ. Mr. Belmont 

L - Mr. DeLoach 
Δ - Mr, Suliivan 

Honorable Marvin Watson lL = Kr, Baumgardner 
Special Assistant to the President L~ Ur. Re W. Smith 
The White House i ~ Hr, Shaw 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear fr. Watson: 

The enclosed nemoxandum, captioned "The Berlin 
Crisis," is being brought to your attention as a matter 
of possible interest to the President. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
which have supplied reliable information in the past, the 
enclosed nemorandua is ¢lassified “ ah, This oq 
gniormation is being furnished to the Attorney General ᾿ 
dad other interested officials of the Government. . 

a Upon removal of the classified enclosure, this REE 
ον ἃ letter of transmittal becomes. unclassified. 44 8 . 

a 

a” 
a 

a τὸ ᾿ Sicerely yours, ὦ.“ Pa 

: | "17 
Enclosure ν΄ Ν 

ΒῚ 
", 

͵ Β 

ΣΝ , " εἴ τ 

. “ey 4 \ 

ΩΝ 

“δ. νι 

Ke 

NOTE: Ciassified εχξ πράττειν because unauthorized disclosure of. 
Ζ. tHIiS information could reveal the identity of the source €CG 5824-S*)} 

who is of continuing value and such revelation could result in excep~ 
Toon ___. tionally grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824=5* is referred to as 
Belmont —_— "sources" in order to further protect the security of this valuable 
be och ag —~ informant. Information extracted from NYairtel 4/29/65 and CGairtel 
“eo: ταῖς Ral 2, bgth captioned "Solo, IS-C." See memorandum Baumgardner to 

Liven! Y65, also captioned " plo, is. πὶ 
τ ἐν = -*- 
a πὶ. Ἐπὶ πα αι. πα 
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TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 4010-106 8 
« MAY D982 ΤΟΙΤΙΔῊ 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 37 Talson 

‘UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | VELOPEZ a 
Casi or Memorandum ROUTE IN, ENVELOPE &f-— 

[ 1: - Mr. DeLoach Felt 

Mr. W. C, sullivan // 2 DATE:, May 5, 1965 naan Ry Rent ti iil 
Tavel 

L- Mr. Sullivan — tee-Roos 
: Me. Ἐς J. Baumgardn 1 ~ Liaison Holmes 

l ~ Mr. Baumgardner & ait 1- Mr. R. We Smith 
SOLO 1. - Mr. Shaw 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

While on his recent Solo mission abroad, CG 5824-S* had 
occasion to discuss the recent Berlin crisis with representatives of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (Communist Party of East Germany) and the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, As a result, 
CG 5824-8* obtained the following information relating to the 
recent Berlin crisis, 

According to a leading representative of the Socialist 
Unity Party of Germany, the West German Government deliberately 
provoked the recent crisis in Berlin by scheduling a meeting of 
its Bundestag in West Berlin, where there had not been such a 
meeting for-years. This action was an effort on the part of the 
West German Government to recapture prestige lost when top officials 
of the Hast German Government visited Egypt. The East German 
‘Government interfered with the Western traffic in the land and air 

' corridors of East Germany because the West German Government was 

/ 

utilizing these corridors in violation of the current “treaties which provide that such use applies only to troop movements The result ing crisis was utilized by the United States as a means of diverting 
attention from the Vietnam situation, a ᾿ ~ 

According to officials of the Communist Party of the ~— 
Soviet Union, informal charges placed against the Soviet Union 
that it was not doing enough to help the North Vietnam Government, prompted the Soviets to take a more aggressive posture in order to 
demonstrate that it considers the security of the communist 
countries on its Western border as being of the highest importance, This is the explanation for the demonstration of solidarity shown 
by the Soviet Union with the East German Government at the time the West German Government scheduled a meeting of its Bundestag in 
West Berlin, This demonstration of solidarity involved the harrass~ ment of Western traffic in the land and air corridors to West Berlin as well as the display of Soviet ait power. ἴῃ return for this show of solidarity, the Soviets‘ expect to receive an undérstanding from 

100-428091 Sa Ξ Ξ 0 REC-10 J0Q “2.2 fu /f f WS Enclosures | ”" CONTINUED-~OVER “ — es 
ἡ: 4- 

WGS :pah /? 
(8) 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C, Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100~-428091 

the East German Government of the problems the Soviets are 
experiencing with the Chinese in the Soviets‘ efforts to aid 
the North Vietnam Government, The Soviet Union will continue 
this tough attitude in relation to all incidents affecting 
other communist countries. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

᾿ That the attached letters be sent to the White House, 
Secretary of State, Director of Central Intelligence Agency and 
the Attorney General incoyporating the information obtained by 

- 
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4 ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
- 12 Date: 4/30/65 

é following in Transmit ) 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

για. AERTER REGISTERED | 
{Priarity) 

οὐδεν το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) εὐθὶ 

FROM; aac; NEW YORK (100- 134637) C | 

Ce alg: Νὰ SUBJECT: “SOLO Ag 3 δ᾽ O 

a, Oe . ΠΣ ΣΝ , i Di 

Approved; > δ... τ Μ Per ὦ 
: §9 MAY 1 9 Vega! ὦ ft in Charge 

_ i α΄ 

με 
On 4/29/65, ΝΥ 694-8* transmitted to the Soviets, 

through the secondary channel = ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN - several 
partially coded messages, the plain texts of which are as 
follows: ζω. 

1, "The following is the report of GUS HALL given at the? 
CPUSA National Committee Plenum on the night of April 23rd, 
This report is now handed to other leading Party officials for ft 
their reading as a guide; therefore, the title is deliberately 

that the FBI, etc., would not use this as a Party meeting, 
etc, =--- Tn other words for legal reasons do we use such a 

‘misleading'---- This plenum had to use such a 'name' so ae 

i 

"Also: So that you not lose time, I hand to you 
everything: at once, This is another installment -~-- In the 7 
next few days there will be more important material. oy ἬΝ 

"Jack Brooks 
Vee ἘΣ τὸ - BUREAU (Encl. 2) (RM) “77 b 

7 - CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B)(E tb: 19h) (AM RM) yon, / 1 - NY 134-91 ΝΈΩΝ My 460 1 - NY L05-14931 (NIKOLA T -TALANOV ) (3419 «του — 7 τω 
1. - NY 100-134637 41) : ἔν. τὶ 

iy 18, ay, 10 10 1965 ne 
ACB:mfd ΘΑ :" πόνον \ fi -- 

: 5. inane __ Ὅν Zi 



NY 100-134637 

"As you know, this is for your Central Committee's 
reading - in time, when edited, GUS HALL intends to put this in 
pamphlet form. We wiil tell you when.” 

The above refers to the report of GUS HALL at the 
April 23, 1965, meeting of the CPUSA National Committee, Photo- 
graphic copies of the said report are attached hereto for the 
Bureau and Chicago, It will be noted that the Bureau has 
been previously advised of this report in NY airtel and LHM 
dated 4/27/65, and captioned, “CPUSA, ORGANIZATION; IS-c.” 

2, *CCCRSU 

᾿ "Some weeks ago we sent you a message through this 
‘closed \ghannel about a group of leading trade unionists headed 
by LEON DAVIS of the Retail Drug Employees Union, Local 1199, 

_ofFicr Jaddress 300 West 45th Street, New York City./ He,-as we 
“told you, will head a group of such trade union offigials to 
the USSR on the occasion of May Ist, They, as we told you, were 
to pay their own fares there and return. The only request made 
by us was that, once in Moscow, that your trade union institutions 
take them over, and show the factories and cities of the USSR. 
LEON DAVIS is a most important trade union leader (progressive 
and honest and a friend of the USSR). These trade unionists and 
LEON DAVIS have been waiting for woud from your consular or trade 
union institutions these last few days with their baggage packed 
and not a word has come in in answer to our message, Please - 
have your representative get in touch with DAVIS directly either 
at his office - Local 1199, 300 West 45th Street, New York City, 
Or at his home, 75-43 187th Street, Flushing, Queens, New York 
City. Hurry please so that he can get to Moscow before May lst 
--- Please! 

Ncus Hall! 

Rr information re above, see NY airtel, 2/5/65, 
pages 3 and 4. 

"CCCESU Ζ 
Pa Ϊ 

"μεν τά ‘Sharpe of the publication } ioviet Documents!’ is 
ey i —~— ---, 

Te 



NY 100-134637 

“soing to give up that publication in 10 days, 1 have told you 
ef this before --- Can you tell him that we can take over this 
publication and double its circulation almost at once and 
soon after that inerease its circulation substantiaily., He 
owes Our print shop over 43,000, This must be paid by him 
or some settlement be made, We know that we can make a 
successful publication out of this once he turns this over to 
us, Time is of importance, Please contact him at once, 
and also let me know what your verdict will be in taking over 
‘Soviet Documents,' 

GUS HALL" 

For background information re above, see NY airtel, 
3/18/65, pages 5 and 6. 





BEST COPY AVAILABLE - PAGES 88-107 

The concen, the fears οὐ the ποτ! ace all focusseion Viet Kem. There is 

ἃ growing alarm that in today’s world of muctaar τ γοῦν and rockets, Viet Nam 1s 
ἃ βαρ δεν thee-bead ticking away i everyone's wo back yard, 

‘The world fs on the ralls of κε most gerioce danger, And the escalation 
ooeltauen, It la now clear thet the policy of accalatica 18 gctag to inchije the 
«σασθαι ετὰ of Ὁ.8. ground forces. Witkin the last days the Administration hos 
dectded ty commit 157,000 17.8. ground forces. The talk about mullding the areed 
forces of South Viet Nim te ἃ cover for the fact List 13.5, doops heve to bt οὐδεν 
aitted beceuse the people of South Viet Ham are refusing t be killed in ἃ wer of 
Ὁ.8. apertallet agzrersion. Besides an acmy ~* égorension, the 0.3. armed 
forces will be an amy of occupation. 

The excalation of 0.8. military aggression In Viet Nem has put the world 
spotlight on Ὁ.8. impertelisn. For milltoas, Καὶ ts tse first Gee they see the real 

petune Of the beast, 

σ᾿ ἃ. imperiation has taken our country onto a path that cen Teed only τὰ 
jJaclation and disaster, This la a path on which the lives and the well-being of cur 
people and the interests of our Nation ore sacrificed on the altar of “swintsh giut« 
tony” 00 8 handfol of big moncpoly-Laperiallst combines, 

The patriotic massive waves of protest by our countrymea against the pol- 
ietes of U8. inperialiem during the last days represents the hopes for ἃ return ὸ 
sanity, ceptesents the true sail-interests of οὐκ people and the Nation, This ἐν ἃ 
patriotic, people's movement to save our Nation and people fron the egonies that 
we inevitable if the present coursa of aggreasion ja continued, It ls ἃ movement 
to eave the world from being oncalated by U.5. imperialism into a nuclear cloud, 

There hae never been ἃ government policy with lesa aupport from our people 
ae ie the Case with this policy of aggression. There has never been ἃ policy ao 
out of atep with popular “concensus.” 

Tn 8 statacent canceling his lecture tour of U9, colleges because of his 
oppoaltion to U9. sqgtession in Viet Nam, Jean Peul Sartre stated: "Today it is 
8 Question of & clear act of aggression, cynically end characteristicelly aabacked 
on, without Justification or even a serigua alibl,” And «© ha concluded, "Why 
should one pay ἃ visit to an enemy7° 

We raject any idea that the people of the United States is δὴ enemy of the 
world, and we reject Mr, Sartre's pessimistic conclusions about our abllity to 

force ὁ change in this policy. 

But what should be of serious concem to every Amarican fa the undaniable 
truth that Sortre was expressing ἃ conviction thet je taking dsep mots In the minds 
of bundteds of millions of peopie throughout the world. Tha conviction ip growing 
that the U.S.A. is an cuthaw anongst the clvillzed nations of the world. 

The Lmace that iz taking root is that of an ugly, brutal monster driven to 
desperation because its plans of aggression have come up agalost the solid wall 
of human resistance, The dase cf en icesponsible outlaw tat cynically speaks 
of peace even while itz aquadeons of bombers are in the air, loajed with fire-bombs, 
phosphorous bombs, cas bombs and explosives of every possible nature, But sn 
Outlaw that speaks of tia “right τὸ use nuclear weapons. A netion thet speaks οἱ 
peace while its toops and equipment are boing unicaded for attack - and a pres{- 
dant who apenke of “unconditional negotiatlons™ when he parsues # policy of 
demanding unconditional suftender. A country whose president speaks of brother 
toed and pescedul comxtstance and declares in his Easter message: "Lf the price 
οἵ vietory in Viet Nam te blood and mem = we are wili(ng to pay thet price." 

Not only ie this conviction taking world-wide mesa roots, but what abould 
be of evea further conrm to us Americans [s that the millions are asking the obvious 
question, “Wheee do the paonle of the U.S.A, atand? What ate they doing while 

facie 
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thelr government conducts this campaign of murder?” 
πιὰ ἃ qeestion the paapie of 

δὰ ὑφύϊεειςς matica have (eced tacughont τε. 

This Le ἃ very eporopime moment for τὸ τὸ pondet over Ue question.
 The 

{the defeat of the moot boutal acd berbe
riaa 

tt is over 23 years since Hitler dled ia 

cranes that were comaitied In 
keep us Americans τὸ less accountable for 

Mme, The historia rerponeibiLity of ihe German people we 

Nnaticaos, Gut Aistoric rasponetbiiity ἸΏ mop ths attacks of U4
. iaperialion in 

lado-China 1a eved Greater at thia moment because we h
ave some measure οἱ Gamo~ 

cratic Liberties, The mass demonstrations ΟἹ these hast weeks ἐν ἃ good beginning 

ia giving the world our anzwee, This iy the moat hopelul development iq our Land. 

During these recent days we are all saddened by the death and
 destruction 

brought on by the floods and tomedoss in the Midwest. The death and destruction 

from the floods is inexcusable. Plood-contro] deme could have prevented all thls. 

It ig ἃ COre where even cur Dest rlenda are nt going to tell us, but wa can 

be gure the world wonders In silence about the irony ol the two events. The seople 

of the world express sorrow for the victims of the floods and hurricanes, And they 

mutt woodec. These are victine of the destruction of uncontrolled nature, Sut the 

masa murder, the obliteration of whole land areas in Viet Nam are mon-made, The 

weapons of mage murder are mada in the U.3.A. and dropped by their fellow man. 

Maybe it would hatp if the Administration [Δ Washington wen forced to tour 

the areas of thalr own destruction, the deaciation of ἃ man-made hurricane, Maybe 

if they were made to view the dead remains of tens of thougends of men, women aid 

children, forced to view the araas of complete ruin, the defoliaged tlelda, the 9485 
olation of spots where peaceful villages once stood - maybe this would help bring 

beck sanity, Sut most Likely act - becauee we know from experience that the greed, 

bigotry and jingolsm of capttalien 12 blind and immune fo human watfering. Tt is 

tomune to human auffering at home. The degtruction end αὐτά ας by the weontralled 

elements of nature Is blind, it is accidental. But the murder and destruction by man 

Is planned, it is tho evil rasult of ὁ system that Is based on pecsonal greed, on the 
savage drive for private profit. The hurricanes of imperialiem are criminal acte. 
They are acte of coldblocded mass murder, Tha hurricanes of imparlaliem ars syne 
bot of the degeneracy, the immorality, the fiendishnacs of capitalism in its decay~ 

ing state. 

Man must continue his efforts in becoming the marter of nature, espectally 
€ master its destructive elements, Bue this can have reel meaning only αὶ man caa 

control the destructive alomants of mars 

M3. Inperialien 

This spotlight has not only exposed the ugliness of 0,8, imperialism τὸ 
millions around the world. [τ has likewise aroused new awareness of ita basic 
neture in the minds of millions of cur own countrymen. Thus there te 6 new, Griwing 
eonsclous anti-imperiallst sentiment in our country. The mass actiors of protest 
have shown ἃ deep understanding of the nature of tmpedalism. Now, broad messes 
ure better able fo sea the contradiction between what are the nations! and people's 
interests δα 6qoinet the destructive policies of imperialiss, 

This develoomect is overcoming δ historic problem. An old madblock on the 
path of Ideological clarity is baing removed, This ropdtiock had very old foots. 
The writera of American history, the apologists and propegandiete for U8, imparial- 
due have carefully and unscrupulously exploited for their own ends the anti-colonial- 

᾿ς dem and the general democratic features of our Revolution of 1776, They have abused 

out democratic heritage and meds s virtue of hypocrisy. 

Bocause much of U.S. imperialist expanaion took place during a period when 
the reslatance to foreign domination wag on tha laa, Ut had tp develop a special 
craftiness of camouflage and & eysteca of deception, It had to eliminete some of tha 
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open sod more direct methods of colonial opprassion. 1.5. mmperlslioan ἐν the aig 
inwior of the policy of tmpactalist agcraszsion under the slegea of anti~impaciallam. 
Thin ὀξεψαῖσο bas halped τὸ creste Ulosions end contusion. Tt has Belped to dull, 
the anti-heperialist se0finents of cor peopis. 

The events of this last pectod have now shaken creat numbers of Americal 
cut of thety ilasions, The qvants have exposed the iron fist of the faperiailet clave 
πεῖ that wea ὑπό the alike clove. For the first tine to πῖνε multitudes thee 
imperialiot oppressor stands naked, divested of its screen of damocratic vertieg@. 

This opens up ἃ new stage in the struggte against world impeciaiion. Bet 
ποτὰ hmportant «ἐξ is a new phase in Che struggle against U.S. tapecialiom, becausd 
#13 not possible to retum ἣν the enokenoll gad deception once Uw masses hove δε, 
what (8 bekisd the screan, Anti-impaerialien Ls cow a vibrant current In Americen life. 
This τα going to be 8 growing counter-welght fo the influence of monopoly-imperiallet 
forces on the policies of cur country, The crlaie has produced ἃ pacgle with ἃ Rew 
political majority. For maay, ἃ new conse of understanding of what is the scarce of 

the wer danger, 

Whar ace some of the specifics about U.5. Imperialion now being exposed ἐπ᾿ 
the glare of the world's apotlight? 

The people's indicoeent 1s indeed axtensive. That 0.3, Imperiaiion at this 
peciod of history a the moet aggressive, most warelike and mos predatory of al} 
imperialist powers. 

Tt 1a the most extended salient of military and economic imperialist aggression, 
The advance outpost of military oggreseion against Viet Nas now being exposed and 
ieclated ls a case in point. U.S, imperiallem fs the center for end tha support of 
cokuialian and the main practiticner of neo-coloalaiisa, 

ΤῈ de the wain beneficiary from the world’s oppresalve system of colomialira, 

At this mocient it ia the single most secious obstacle to a world in peace, it 
is the centec of war and the drive towards war. 

W.8. imperialism haa not relinquished war as a means of settling world 
problems. It has not given up wor og on instrument of diplomacy, Ae a matter of 
tact, 112 armaments program and military alliances move in the opposite direction, 
For U.S. tmperiallen, war and tha threat of nuclear war continuss τὸ be an instrument 
in Ite relationa with tha world, aspacially with the underdeveloped sector of the 
world. U5. policies are not geared τὸ a posture of national defense, they are geared 
to aggression. There are other powers, like West Germany, whe would like to re- 
esteblish war as Β means of settling problems, Sut for tha momont, becavae of the 
world balance of farces, they do not have the mijitary or economic capabilities for 
it. U5. Lapertallem remaina the shock troop af world imparialism, It is the econom= 
le, finenclal center and clearing house for world beperiaiiem. [tls δ partner ln every 
Imperialist venture. [tis a poctner in the Belgian operations ly tha Congo, It has ἃ 
pleco of the enslaved industry of South Africa. [τιν the dominant imporiatiat force 
in Latin America, [t la part owner and master within the home Industries of every 

other imperialist country. [t ls part owner of West Germany, [taly, France, Canada, 

Australia, Spaln, Belgium ~~ wherever there 15 capiteliam, U.S. imperialism ip there. 

The war-like posture of aggression of U.S, imperialism rests on cone very 
Gangermus misconceptions. First, it rests an the mistaken myth thet it con crrest 
and even throw back the proceases of colonial liberation. It has not accepted the 
judgment of hlatory that tho era of colomtalism in every form has tone to a end, 

Secondly, it hag not drawn the conclusions necessary from the present world balance 
of forces. But U.5, imperiaiien ia not a free agent. This policy of aggresaion, if 
contiqued, will coms head on with a superior forca, the combined forces of anti- 

Imperialism. How much death and deainactlon t¢ will couse before it is forced τὸ 
accept world realities, Is what the world ponders over. 

So the policies ace based on myths of the past. And policies based on myths 
Inevitably come 63 an igneminipus end cn the rocks of present-coy reolities. 
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The fun“smental couse for tha wer-Like poerare of importation ἐπ ἃ belit~ist, 

inherent charactacteriz. This iahecem, balt-in charecteristic of impectaliae wild 
wok change even when all the colonies bill be free, It will c

ontlawe ὃ» Da on tha. 

frow!, seeking ic weak spots. To tts Inet day ἰδ wilt contigs 1 seek far weys 18. 

reeztabligh 2 slave mule on the worl. μα, an the beleace of wots forces shétts. 

its chances of even temporaty victorias will cieinish and in the eri completely 
Aiyeppeer. 

Besides this built-in charactecistia, there are also some spectiic davelon~ 

ments that af this moment have an influence oo the activities of 0.5. tepeciaiion. 

U.K. seperialion is going through ἃ specific phase of Me davelopaent, 
After tha Second World War se expanded ts operations alnost at will. it 1a ecoem~ 

ically geared to ἃ pever-eqding rounds of expansion. ht in pome parts of the weld 
the pathways of expensica have become alther closed οὐ ccagested. The tesintece 
by the forces of entl-fmperialior and the competition from the forces of caphtalion, 
te εἰσὶν beginning 99 weigh oo 0.3. Saperialion. The easy pickings has termed 
fala a atreggls. This, ata time when the unprecedented pmiits both irom the 
doredgn investments and the Industries at home have resulted in usprecedsated, 

kage plies of idle, unused capital. This ls accumulated capital with no place fo φῇ: 

The prasaure tor lapecialiet expanaion Grows with each doller al unused capital, 

fust aan example. tn 1963 General Motocs assigned one billion, 200 mile 

Lon dottare for purposes of expansion, Year aftec year, how many of such aporopel= 

ations can be used for domestic expansion? That ts, bow much can be used domeut= 
Scaliy when the sole motive for the expansion 19 macdmun prolita? This could be 
‘the rea} source for the billions needed to fight poverty, But unused, this [ the wet 
source of tha pragsures for imperialist aggression. When U.S, spoxasmen speak 
about our national interests in other parts of the world, thay are speaking abot the 
abllity of a Genecs! Motors to invest profitably its already stolen 2k Ἰὸ et 08 8 
mote. For this they want comupt ρυμρεῖ governments who will give them ἃ free hand 
to use up the national resources, to be tox exempt, to keep the wages low, hours 
jong, The C.1.A,, The Seventh Fleet, the Aliiance for Progress and Foreign Ald 
are the instruments of either putting Into power or holding power for mich puppet 
govemments. 

As ἃ rule, the system ond the details of imperiallat operstions are kept kp 
βροτοὶ within the conflnes of the imperioliat family. But once in a great while 

aome of it Inaks out, 

Because thece wan ἃ falling out between theleves, there Is a trial golng on 
in New York. Some of the evidence 18 worth repeating because ἢ 1s typical of all 
imperialist operations, It is 5 billion-dollar scandel, but the proms is elleot. The 
case ja lren. The case sterte with a viclent overthrow of # government, And JE ἐξ 
now wublicly admitted, even by such people δὲ Elsenhower that tha C.I.A. was 815 
rectly the force that overthrew the Goverment of Massadegh in 1993. Ike sbould 
know - he was President, The Instruments were murder and corruption. And τ the 
puppet government of the Shah was set up. Then the real purpose of the C.1As 
imperialist conquest began to unfold, 

The nationalized olf resources were given to the imperialist ol] monopolies. 
Mainly they went to the Rockefellers, Then tha lobbies of the taperialist Wall 
Street corporations arranged in Washington, D.C, to give the puppet aetup about 
50 willion dollars ἃ year οἱ U.S. tax payed’s mooey in the form of foreign ald. The 
attup wes Complete, U.S, tax payers’ money wes used to overthrow α foreign 
govemment by force ond violence. Then 0.3. corporations took over the riches of 
the country. And then U.S, tax payers’ money Is passed throogh the puppets & the 
same comporations who took over the country. So the impectalist corporations meal 
the naturel rescurces of the enslaved nation, and then use ft to further steel the 
U.S, tax payers’ millions. 

Some of theas facts ere coming out in this trial in New York. One set of 
thieves hes introduced photostatic copies of checks and bank statemernta thet prove 
the swindle. They show that during one week alone 1] 1962 - a few weeks before 
the imperialist masteca brought the puppet Shah to Washington to ask for more mif- 
Boas, the following checks were passed out by the thieving setup in Iran: Mre, 
Loy Henderson (the wife of the 0.8. Ambassador to Iren when the puopet Sith wig 



wits of tha peppet Shak. 

‘Thece in ἃ conspiracy of elleace about this by the mats media, The Μ6- 
Clalian Committee, the so-called lnvestigntoc of axraption, bas sat on these facta 
for over two yoers, Tks Interna Reveaue tax collectors have shown no interest. 
The cocepizacy Of rience takes place beceues all concmrmad know that this ls not 
Tedted ὦ Fran, This ame reletionaals between the Federal Government's iaztitue 
Ἦσαν, the moncpoly-imzeriallst forces and the subbing of peoples goes om wherever 
0.8. Jopactelism has ἃ focthold. This 1s staodacd opersting pricedara wherever 
this team of thieves coacaten. One can teka it for oranted that this name team La 
operetiag right now in the same wey in Indo-Ghing, the Congo, Latin America, ead 
they have not olven up even in countrias whare they have been rebuifed, The covers 
for the operation vacy, but the aim is the same. A so-called trade union delegation 
from the U.S.A. "viette, " but its members slip alliona το corrupt wome leader, fn 
order not. to create mispicion, delegations go In the nage of some other natiog. But 
the alm is the sams, The O.1.A. ond Sete Department use estertainers, sports 
figures, women, people with national groups backgrounds, Negro Ameticane, busl- 
mita people, and paople who have ἃ socialistic or redical background, ΤῊ ia fll 
10 give a cover te the dirty business of ioperialist corrupation = to prepare the 
mroundyark for the penetration of U.8. corporations. 

5.8. Lapertaliom hes the orestert facilities, the largest ataff, tha mightiest 
acasd forces et Its disposal of any imperialist power in history. But it La not big 
ecough. It is pot big enough to tum back the wheels of history. It 1a not big 
φύσι τὸ atop the anti-Laperialist revolution that iz sweeping the world, 

And finally, let wa turn cur attention to another speci{ic factor that has 
entered into tha calculations of U.S, imperialist escalation of ite war against Viet 
Nem, ft ip the division in the ranks of the anti-imperislist forces in general and 
speclilcally the division between the countrias of soclallem, The policy and prac 
tee of U.S. imperialion ie geared ὁ take advantage of any divisions or weaknesses 
reeuiting from wrong pollcies within the socialist camp. 

The program of sacalution Js partly geared to the C,1,A, estimate of the 
depth of the divielona within the ranks of anti-imperlalian. 

The cleavage between Ching and India, the conflict between India and 
Feklstan are weighed in these calculations, Tha division betwaen China and the 
test of the acclaliat como is 9 vary ble factor on the scales, The days and weeks 
lost in trying 0 get pasaage for the military equipment through China may hava 
besa the most crucial days of this conflict. This was all placed on the scales of 
the escalation. 

Aad even more important -- one cannet help but wonder: how ta tt expiain- 
able that these modem wespons of defence were not in North Vietnam long before 
the escalation started? Is this not explained by the Influence of wrong theories 
ted policies within the socialist camp? And here allow me to express δ personal 
thought == I¢ it not axplained by αὶ refusal to Joln the collective socialist system of 
defeise? [ce is reasonable to asrume that if the split had not taken place, there 
would have besn a joint pian and preparotions for the defense of all soclalist 
Gfuntrias loog before this. 

Ta it not the result of theories such os, "Not weapons, but pecple ia the 

Lagrediant of defense?" Concepts like, "Lach socialist nation must rely only on 
{tu own ragources?" Has not the influence of narrow nationale in some quartere 

prevented the socialist cemp from poolly its resources in a comprehensive plsa 
and the preparation for 5 collective defense? 



Would aot these theories lead Ὁ 25 atmosphere of uapreparedees ia c
el~ 

Hoa 8 modern weepamy? Frankly, bow could καὶ be otheneise? Thc some will 
87 we should pet be critical + because 11 1s (1.5. beperiaiion thet [2 attacking, 

bot besides belag Ameicens, we are Communists. B stems τὸ ae the Commun st 

world will have $0 draw some Joug-taice basic lessore from this crisis. 

Whatever the specific reason, ἐξ 15 a fect of Life that because of the div 
inion, U.S. impecialion has beer able to escalate the war without meeting the 
oedted resiotance of tha acti~buperialiet forces of tha world. This ἐς ἃ serious 
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Bowever, τὰκ is siso an ecea crbore bnpettalism can make its biggest 
The divisions Within the ranks of world sociation are not 

repale. The ρίαν of reality, the hammer hows of ποῖα will weld a new 
unity in the anti-lmpertalist camp. In fact this new unity le betag welded now. 

Bo to conclude on this point, ft should be cloar that we have ἃ new stage 
opecing us in the struggie againat the policies of U.S, imperializm. There are new 
deogerd, Bul the maln thing that stands out is the new upsurge, the new peopte'a 
mov emecct $0 cave the United States from its present path of no return, 

for us, the stroggie for policles of psaceful coexistence now shamly abiits 
fo the struggle againgt the acts of aggression by U.S, imperielima in Viet Nan, A 
victory over thase policies will be a victory for the policies of poacelul coexistence. 

The stroggle against the policlos of U.S. imperialism has escalated τὸ ἃ 
new level. We must sense the now mons base thot has ememed for this struggle, 
We can now being the essence, the understandlag of anti-Impertalism into Ut 
Mase moversoats, inte the trade unions, civil rights movement, and especially 

into the peace movements, 

This calla for the organization of conters of antl-Impertalfat propayenda 
and education, Our Literature and speeches must reflect this now stage of striggle, 
This ales means that the initiating role of the Party must be reflected In correct 
terma. And this requires that the Party itself must have directing committes for 
its anti-imperiatist activitina. Anti-imporiollsm can now bogin to take ite place 
with the other moss currents for civil rights, democracy and poace, 

Thia dogs not mean thet all of the peace forces are now consciously anti~ 
imperialist. It is, however, the new and growing [eature, And even those who do 
not fully understand the imperialist nature of the acerassion, take part in the 
protest actiong bocause thay ore convinced U.S, actions in South Viet Nom ore 
wong and unjust. This is sleo a εἴσῃ forward, 

The protest movement will continue to grow if all of the forces on ali levala 
of undarstanding remain united in thelr actions, This was not strassod enough by 
all of tha people in the leadership of the April 17 march in Washington action, And 
as the struggle develops, increasing numbers wil) accept the conscious anti-imp- 

eriahist position. 

Role of the Stats 

t have deliberately separated dealing with the activities of U.5. imperisilen 
in general from an exanination of the evolution of the Johnson Administration of tha 
diiferonces within the ranks of imperialism. It le correct to make δὴ appraisal of 
this Administration, or any other U.S, government administration, within the framo= 
work of 17,5, imperialism, Β would bao mistake to deal with them og 11 they 
were one and the sme thing. This is a mistake that 15 made very often. This 
exrot weakens the stroggle against L=porialism, The roots and tha pource of Imp- 

etialism 18 not the governmental atricture. Tho roots are tn monopoly caplitaliam, 
The polleles of Leperiallem in tha first place are policies of monopoly corporations 
who are in the buslnese of foreign Investments. 

There ore important forces within the ranks of monopoly caplizlism who are 
egainst the present policies of aggression ἐπ Viet Nan, but they want to cover up 
the roots of Imperialism, We must expose the roots, the class, the monopoly base 
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οἱ Anperistlom, act in that content, the role of an a4ztalstretion as the taettusteet 
Sarveet Cd these imperisiiot forces. 

Once thege class mote become exposed, thea the slrugyls against seperialm 
fem wT be on a mors solid foundation, This weskoece is coe of the explandlions 
Sor the Lack οἱ wacerstanding and opposition to U.S. imperialism in the phat. fe~ 
‘Ceuee the covenmenta! and milltary sea of U.S. ixpartalion hes pot alunys bean 
eed, masses have heen led to believe that the United States wes not an ἱαρα 
μετ, 

Male-rmonopoly capkallam bad icpectellan are Ἰηζαγνπάϊηο festures of 
seesent-dey U8, capitalion. At the very top, however, of the mate ponopoly 
complex, 35 forces aad the forcea of Lopertalism become aot only intarworen but 
actually becoad one state-monopoly-lapecialia kingdom, The understanding of 
this link stskes it poasthle to give the anti-moncpoly movement also an anti-Laper= 
μα content, Increasingly τοῖν rtate-moncpoly governmental structure 1s wolded 
MracturaUy and pereconel-wine to serve this state-monopoly-Laperiallst complex. 

Along with the growth of 0.5. iuperiallem there has developed ἃ government 
ructure of depaztaents and broaus whlch sre set up only % serve the private 
imperialist vertures. Typicel of these is the C.I.A. ~ it haa po other purpose, 
The Fentaqon Ia molded and manned to serve thie pemore, When there ate no 
μοι of national defense, the military unite set up only for this purpose = are 
heeled up like the Seventh Fleet, the Marine Corps., atc. There are federal banks 
and government {nancial institutions set up for thin purpose. They use U8. tax 
Payers’ collars te quirantes the property and profits of thase awindlers, The 
fornigniqald sgh ἐξ largely to service the Lapecialist ventures. Most government 
contracts and subsidies serve this purpose as wall. This [s tha main ourpose of 
tha National Security Council, It should be called by ite right name “U9, Inper- 
faltst Securtty Counctl.® Tha govemmental structure has ἃ aystem of separtaante 
of impecialian. 

Tt fm new an accepted practice by each succeeding administration that these 
epecial Cepartments of imperiatiem within the Federal governmant are hesdad and 
maffed by direct represectativas of the corporations for whose imperialist operations 
they are ooing to use thelr governmental authority. The heads of theas departments 
of imperialion are in cloger touch with these private imperialist combines than they 
ate with the government, Thay are os ἃ rule appointed and so thare iz no public 
control over them. Whece there 4m no cepartments, these spokesmen are special 
presidential advisers, auch an MoGeorge fundy, It is the heeds of thease apectal 
departments and the special Presidentio! advisers who make up the illegal invialble 
government. Tha invisible government Ja the imperialist gavernment. It 1a that 
section of the osvemment most dimetly controlled by the imperialist corporations. 
This ie εἰναι the section of the 11,8. government that has grown the fastast, 

Thia understanding 34 very important as 5 background for understanding the 
role of the Tohnson Administration. Because at the moment, whet ls the central 
reality that stands gut about the fohnson Admintatration? [Ὁ 4 thia τ that the 
Most wathlike aggressive forces of the “invisible government”, the heads of the 
Gepartments ostablished spectiically to serve inperiallam, the Individuals who are 
the most direct representatives of tha militaristic sections of monopoly-imperiallen 
have for the moment become tha dominant force in determining U.S. foreign policy, 
They are the dominant influence because President Johnsen has elevated thes to 
thalr poslticas of power, They ate for the moment in contre! of the Executive power 
on foreign policy. These forces have had a growing Influence within the past adnin~ 
letrations. There have been other tlaes when they have momentarily been the dom- 
inant influence, Bt most of the time they have boen balanced olf by sener elements, 
Sut at this memant they call the foreign policy shots. This, then, is the vary keel, 
the Inner source of the aggression that endangers the pesce of the world, 

Yet, foe all their influence on the Administration, they are on very thin ice, 
They ore @vancing and escalating ἃ policy that ts universally condemned and is set 
supported bry the people of the U.5.A. The Johnsons, Buxiys, UcHaaaras and 
tha Taylots are dasgerous because they are cut of contaly with reality, 
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neh en δεν Ota Sones within and around the deel ἀραῖος 

policy of aggreasica. The sition on Tere 1s ΘΕ ΒΕ 

μη κε fe the Kew York Times, Be. Lets Poste Dippatch, the Rasght payers 

others, Walter Lippmann of the Herald Tribune end atout eme-thi
rd of 

werta, wack δὲ Morse, Fulbright, Grossing, Maortiald, Are, 

of Congres@inea, Thit opposition ~ a reflection of divisions ia the ranke of Ὁ ἐξ, 

coptialigan ~ 1a a differance In tactics, 1 18 important, end ba fact cecietva, 
hecoure κα Cblacidas with tha more δὰ εἴα entl-wer and anti-tapactaliat sentient s 

thin ce, and Bis under ἃ 
York Timga, Ful 

Howevee, for the moment the U.8. policy remains ἃ comand for an uncoail- 

tional surrender, It is a policy of endless cecalation, Alter each step the retum. 

becomes that much mote dificult. The U.S, is still teliing the peopte of North 
Vietnam, "We are coing to ascatate till you surrender.” In fact, it 1 even worte, 

What we ace telling the Government of North Vietnam is, “We ere
 going (2 bomb 

your elzies ΗΠ you fola us in crushing the people's danocretic libera
tion race oot 

of Bouth Vietnam. Wa ere going to bomb until you ‘police’ the Uberation forces of 

South Vietnam ,* 

The tiaing demand to stop the bombing of Noh Vietnam te o πίηαυδι firet 

step danend. It is the absolute minimum step that could lead τὸ some negotiations 
it is a pcopet demand even Ef there would be no negotiations, Our main teak must 
remain: the exposure of the cperations of Τ᾽. 8. Imperialism and for the tall right of 

self-detemnination for Viet Name. 

It ἐπα lew of capitalist development that ἃ nation cannot for too long οὐ in 
one direction, in foraign policy, and in eaother direction in domestic policy. This 
low, of course, weeks both ways, Sooner or later, the policy thet dominatas will 
drag the other with It, 

This ἀπ the crux of the problem wa now face, The deminent policy for the 
moment is the aggressive fmpertalist forelgn policy. It ie beginning to cast its 
shadow over all othor questions, There ls ἃ danger, it will drag the whole polittoal 
spectrum in ita wake. Jn fact, tha waming algnals of this danger are flying all 

over the (sid, It is necessary τὸ take note of these signs. 

This eilttaristic aggressive direction of foreign policy has given the forces 
of reaction ~ the ultra-Right = a new lenge on Life, They are beginning to sense 
thoy are wanted again, The polluted atmosphore In which they grow so wall shows 
onic aigns of getting heavier, McCarthyism pecslated, it was tolersted because It 
sieved 5 purpose, Tt served δὲ the tenor squad to frighten 511 opposition to imperi~ 
alist policies. The atmosphere af tolerance of the Birchitea, the ultra-Right, is 

again being cultivated. 

Also, thera im an oscalation in tha harasament by the F.8.1. This heragement 
da meant τὸ termrize the whole progressive-civil nghte-pasce-left epectrun. There 
de the incten ged red-baiting attack on the civil rights organizations. The sendie 
attack by Traman on Rev, King fits into this heightened attack. Truman wes echoing 
tha slandera of J. Edgar Hoover. There is a naw element in the red-baiting attacks 
against SNO, SDS, tha DuBols Clubs and the Southern Conference Educational 
Fond end others, 

What te new here da that the attacks are being inepized and directed by 
forces high within the Johnsen Administration, Another straw in the wind, a usual 
barometer of the weather, ἐς the increased silence by the Liberals about these δ τ 
tacks, In fact, there le some increage of red=baiting in thelr own ranks. This 
may be Just temporary, but it iz there, Cne cannot overiock the violent and azhit- 
tary manier in which the Administration has treated the Congreasmen and Genators 
who oppose the pregent policy. One would think they are appointees of tha Pregi- 
dant Instead of elected oficigis, 



Lek vielhwheralvepuveianrponiey More δὰ γον ὯΝ δῆλα 
solution inc the unemployed yreth fa © increase tary 
Mlog have been cut without say plant of help to the fansers 15 place of the Cut 

So far there ace mo aduinintraticn moves towerds the elimination of 1(B or 
to τοῖν the Coverege oF the amount of the minueom wege. Social legislation Can 
hegone the first victia of eqalation, 

Instead of αὶ xtrazyle for soctal legizletion, there is a barrage of words 
shout ἃ "eomoenrus.” The “oncensay” policy, 3a eppilad by the Johnson Admins 
Letestion, fondamentslly is sothing wore thar δα attempt to ξένε διτα the majority 40 
support wnpopelar policies which ace apainat thelr best eM-intecesta, When tha 
policies are la the mecrrw interests of monopoly Caphta!ian sad Lapertalion, there 
oan be no Concenses of support irom %) percent of cur progle, Thera can be po 
demoortic *coacengis” in support of the war in Viet Nam. If the policies are in 
Κουρίδη with. the self-laterests of the people, and thereby aleo of the Nation, moan 
ρον cupitallon will not willagly fola such ἃ concensus of support. Thay will not 
sola ἃ *otmOengus" fn support of civil rights or ἃ real wer on ρονοπῖν, Where mons 
epoly capitalion is a willing “concensus” partner, ἐξ must be a policy favoring them, 
‘The costredicticn hetween the loteresta of mosopoly groups aod the intereats of out 
People endl nation is irreconcilable. The “concensus” talk is the grease for the 
ratle of the legizlative backaliders on social leglaletion. It is a part of the achoo) 
of politiog! demagocy thet saya, "Promise them anything, but give them only δὲ 
lithe as yor think you can get away with.” 

The flags of werning also have a deeper meaning, They are symbols of the 
wew veailty that the straggle for social progrese and the struggle against the pole 
ictes of impertalist eqgrenzion are now enjolned. Lach struggle can influence the 
other. A helohteasd mass struggle on both fronts can guarantes progress on the 
aoclal-proatess front and can turn the tide in the forsign policy front. 

Withia the cootert of the escalation of the war and the leglalstive back= 
atidings & special word must be sald about the sole of the Republicans, They ara 
the cheering section on both fronta. One would think Dirksen in the Vice President, 
Wie ls using whom Le still a question, In forelon polley the Republicans are having 
K both ways. Their policy 14 being carted out but thay do not have to worry about 
being labeled the “wer party," Jobson is nailing thet down for tha Democratic 
Pecty, The Republicans are cheering the escalation of the war end using the escal~ 
ation δὲ the excuse for backsliding on scclal legislation. With all this going ther 
wey, they are happily looking forward to the 1566 electlona, The Deaccrats will be 
sieved with scuttling the program of social pmgreas because of thelr war program 

πὰ ats 

et ag has been the care with Johnsen, the Republicans are also misjudging 
the tempac ard the level of urderstandlag of the American people, The American 
people are beginning to demand more than αὶ change of party labels, 

At this point I want to speak about the reactions of our pacple, But flrat 
ἃ few words about the reaction round the porld, because this han become a big 
taotor on the side of peace. 

With the pogstble exception of the reaction to the Oritish-French-lerae! 
atack on Egypt, world public opinion has never been as unanimous in opposition to 
ἃ policy since the days of Hitler, Mussolini and Tojo. Public epinion haa prevented 
erin ἃ token of fig-leaf perticipstion by any government in the operations in Viet Naa, 
Last week 50,000 people protested 0.5, policy in London; 30,110 in Tokyo; 20,000 
in Ceabodta. 3,000 Canadian studants had a sit-down on the steps of the Ὁ... 

aay. 
Gabot Lodge is now making his second round of “allied recreting.” But he ts 

petting the protest reaction of the pecole wherever ha goes, The United Mates has 
never been as fsolated as itis today. The spotlight has tumed Inte a hot ast, 
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Sy fac, the oat sigediicant development that abould cet the greater 
part of 

one attention is the escalation of the sass pretest movement by our people, What 
ἜΜ το sald mo far 19 cooly to ἐφ abie τὸ Clacuss this most tmportent of all questions. 

Within a βαρ of a month we hove witneseal tea historic maze ποθ ΠΣ 8- 
Hoag, to responses by the secola thet Camonatrates the pew Javel of polstical 

understending, a πεν leesl of militancy, This spesks foc the preataese of cut 

poopie, but sbove all it fs new evidence about the new fina quality of the young 
eweetions. εκ of this, one conact bt feel a ceep gence nf confidence that 
the war Hide can aad will ba tuned, ; 

These two mobilizations Lave been on two very vital questions «> oat on ἃ 
μα εἰς ἔπε of democracy: the other on tha life-and-death question of peece, Ona 
sparked by the events In Alabama: the other by the events in Viet Hom, Tris ale 
pot accidental that the most popalac slogan in the mass action ground Alabama wee, 
"hei the troopa back from Viet Ham and cond them to Alabacna.” What is vaty 
daneuragiog is that new seciione of cur parole ace joining in thasa struggles end 
foe many Κα has become one struggle with two phages, Civil righta Leaders are 
foreaatngly peace leaders, and peace leedece are increasingly civil righta leaders. 

‘the struggle against U.8, impectalist polictas ls the newer of these two 
meas Currents. TE in ἃ new kind of a patristic movenent, It is ἃ pstrictien motiv= 
ated by the true self-interests of oor Nation and pecple, It is fighting to retum 
our Nation back to the path of peace, democracy and social prograna. The patrioic 
natore of thia movement 16 eapharized by the sharp contrast with the anti-national 
natare of the pollclas followed by the forces of imperialien, There isc growing 
feeling about the anti-United States character inherent in the policy of recklesaly 
gambling with the Lives and prestige of our Nation by U.8. taparialicm and the 
Administration. 

This movement of reaistance to the policies of aggresefon has broader and 
deepec rota than any petce moveent in our history, In asseasiag the level of 
this movaaent, ons must keep in mind thet this ἐς αὶ protest that of necesalty has 
12 be directed againet the policies of our goverxannt alone, Cven the ἴδ εἰ ban 
struggle was directed to many sovernsents. A struggle against the policies of one's 
own government takes ἃ much higher political and Ideological understanding. [Ὁ 11 
a loog way from the level of “a plague on beth your houses” level of a lew yeara 
ago. The Apeil 17th march Jn Washington and the Selaa-to-Montgamery merch were 
truly aplendid, unforgettable historic events. Thay recietered a naw kind of commlt- 
taant in the struggle for poace and damocrecy. 

One must understand the difficulties the Washington action had to overcome, 
There waa the problem of a tack of αὶ national organization and coordination, They 
had bo overcome the conspiracy of allenca by tha mass media. There wace problecss 
of pectarianten ond inexperience, The masses had to overcome tha demagogy of the 
“unconditional negotietions" line of the Administration. But they overcome, 

The march reficcted ἃ strong spontaneous upsurge οἱ sentiment for peace and 
democracy, The broad popular welleprings of undaratending from which these mass 
actions originated end the partly spomanecus nature of these marches [6 the moat 
daportant political force in this country. Ay and large it is the same meas currents 
that responded against the ultra-Right in the elections and again to the events In 
Alabama and now again on Viet Nem. The hundreds of “teach Ins" of the last waeeka, 
with tens of thousands of participants, Is both a new method of struggle end hes 
brought in thoussnds of new fighters. Thess “teach ins" reflected a very deep antl+ 
imparialist understanding, [Ὁ ἐν this that got Reston of the Times eo worled. The 
all-night Hecossions reveuled s surprisiny understanding of the basic issues ine 
volved, They redlected ἃ new level cf acceptance by students and feculty that there 
wre other syetems besides cagitalien, A level that says, Ἢ the people of any 
country want to by sdclaliem, thay must have thet right.” Thaseteach~ing" heve 
taken place In meny collegas whore this was the firet protest of any kind, 

The reactions snd protests by unions [4 of grest Importance. The Resolution 
of the DAW Executive Board, the actions by the West Coast longshore unioag, εἴ» 
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τς O86, Lemnl 1194, Betel and Aestaucent Workws, the Team mars δ tha editorials 

ix the wales Opens <~ bre Sil rigng Of ἃ μὲν Jered of activity Iny the 
trade unjous 

dot πο poo, 

; Thee there ia the mnqrececent ed number of sonore of the minwapeper bis, 
Ths nine jnchodes tens Of thonsseds οἱ names of the εἰ πον, geblic fioures, labor 
faders nad proisasionzio. Tha cinecs Of the wiiters® ad wae unprececected. Tt 
faoladed clnest qracy writer of say public netice, The sewrper ac ads have devel= 
Opel fate ἃ mathod of struggle because the mass media bac bean Cloned to the 
vetoes of peotest. ‘The lettetante-the-editor columan bere sever been so crowded 
with letters αἱ μαχεῖ a2 they ate 08 Viet Nan. 

‘The sum ber of ase peotest meetings -- all very eucceasial πα hex greatly 
facteeset. There has beta δ φΆ of people's commltiens who have celled mass 
Protest wasting κ fe all Ries Of naw and smaller communities, Our Party afd indiv- 
Staal Comanc ists have played a very commendable role in ali this, 

The Apeil 17th νειν οακει action wae a dramatic demonatration that the 
atrupghs for pence has now emerged fully, with civil Fights as one of the mans pop- 
War cucrents Of struggle. This ls = very significant development. 

Tt is aloo of epectal significance that the third of these currents Jn alec 
slowly cislng. Thia tn the struggle againat the effects of autocation in the hands 
οἵ big busiaese. Bedors Jong if 900 will take ite place alongside the other two. 
MM this very mceent the αἴτει workers are equating off. These are all important 
fettios ta the total war on the disastrous effects of automation in the hands of 
monceoly. 

The theese currents together will make a4 all-powerful pacole's movement for 
patos, democracy and economic security. This will be the nature and the beels of 
Ihe entl-moncpoly coalition, This ls the coalition that can and will tum the tide, 
thet will win back cur country from the control of monopoly. Thoae are the currents 
our policies have been, and will continua to be related to. 

Givi] Rights 

¥ want to discuss for ἃ moment tha other current -- the civil rights stroggle, 

During thaae taat weake the civil dghts movemant has scared some historia 
victories, The involvanect of millions of Americans, weokae of continuous mags 
actions, rising to ἃ climex in tha Selma-to-Montgomary march, set the stage fora 
breaktheough in the righttc-register-and-vote drive, The aignificance of this break+ 
through goes very deep. Tt will reverberate far and wide. Thia places on the order 
of the day @ challenges to the political structure of Jim Crow. [tia a direct political 
challenge τὸ the inetruments af terror and oppression In the South. It is 4 challenge 
to the medieval electoral system that has kept in political office the guardians of 
the system of discrimination and segregation, it fe a diract challenge io a system 
Of goverment thet hos kept the South aa ὁ source of paway for reaction nationally, 
Tt tg a challenge t© a corrupt bigoted officiatdem thet hos Kept trode unions out of 
the southern industries. [It is « challenge to tha southem wage differential. The 

mage is set for 5 breakthrcugh against 4 hundted yeors ond more of backwardneas 
and resection 

Bat, lke the snake tall that Jim Crow ts, you cut one off, 11 will tend to 
grow anther. The breakthcough is ἃ oromise. But the law has not been passed yet, 
dnd the legislative backsliders are busy hare too, The lew 16 az lmportent victory. 

But even ot its best Lt is not going to wipe out 61] of the alectoral Inequalities 

applied against the Negro people. The HIL will not establish universal suffrage for 
all, It does ποῖ abolish the poll tax, it does net prohibit the states from establigh- 
ing new restrictlons that cowd be used against Nogr voters. It le nate Bil that 

@stablishes the mechinery to quorentes every one's voting rights as prescribed in 
the Conetitution. it [ἢ an important step, but Lt ls not yet the total victory ia the 
struggle for the right to vote. The Senate went back on ita word and postponed con~ 
aideration. Dickeen and the Dixecrats ara hard at work loading on new loopholes, 
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Μὰ this resmphagions that you cinact let up la ἃ stroggle with a political 

εὐνίαι that wocks on The. thecey of “Promize them anythin
g, bot give teem ae little 

ES να Ont 99 erty with,” 

Aad even the passage of 2 lew does τὸς Guarentee Victory, 
Dur law books are 

fell 0€ laws that were aneca! pecoves of mass stropgles bot have nev
er Dees iople~ 

minted, A coatiqusus steapyia for the implameatation of pas aed laws is the only
 

send Vickery. This rele spplies 00 laws and elected officials alike, Ris
a tule 

of the elaze struggle ia geaertl, Aad this 1: iene the class strag
yle takes place on 

the slectorel deat, it La the natora of the struggle for reforms amler copkalian. 

‘There are we free days ce coasting in this muggle. You relax fora cay and K lll 

take you a week to make wp whet you lost ὀστᾶ the cae dey you Dok Καὶ 882.» 

ἴα δ review of ἃ period ta which the stroggies have greatly eharpened and 

politioal positions and relations have been bettered by violent stores, 
it iy πάρα θη 

acy tt entemian some of our policy mocdings. It ls necessary to nee if we have not 

pormiited elther too moth elack of not aacugh on one of ancther mooring acd Uneceby 
developed cne-sidednesa. 1 do not think the problem or Lhe danger Ja that we have 
ΜΗᾺ our ποτοῦ shtogether, although in ἃ political struggle that aleo da net προς 
sible, We nead this glance at policy for our work now =~ and we need It as ἃ general 
guide for the convention preparations. We need it because we ere under Conmtent 
pleteure on some policy fronts. Tha pressure ἐξ for coe-sidecness. 

On tha ptraggle for peaceful coextstecce I have elready incicated a direction. 
For ws the task at this moment in the struggle foe policies of pesceful cosistence [6 
τὸ turn back the tide of U8. dapectaliet aggression. A sizuggle to ave Our 
from ite present course, δα Lippmann said, that leads to “icy secalation.” In fact, 
this fs the central froct in the atruggle for these policies for tha world Comaunist 
movement. The very onsence of the struggle for policies of peaceful coaxistenos le 
the mtriggle against inpartailem, ΤῊ ia its.puross, Struggle does not change @ 
policy, It verifies it, 

This Ls eo because extiaates and policies do not change because there tn 
shacpened stroggis. The aatinatas on which policy ia based ware not of nevtcal 
forces placidly qrawing of declining, The estimates are besed on the effect of 
mraggle on these forces, 

The second of these polley questic 12 that comes up for airing Su: Te our 
watinate of the balance of world forces anu the concept of the new epoch still velid? 
And there are the two dacivative conciusions from this centrel assumption, namely, 
because of the balunce of forces, world wars and ware of conquest are not inevitable 
ard because of that shifting balance, the pasatbilities fora peaceful tranaition to 
eocialion for some countries will increase. So the quastion Ia: ΑΓ these astimetes 
fed conclusions stilt valid? 

i 

4 
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Thece ig nothing ἢ the sharpencd atruggles that has in any way placed these 
contests in question. It 19 tue, tha balance af forces 15 at thie time egein golog 
through one of ite severe testa. The test 6. whether the forces of anti-imperialisa 
ead peace the woeld over can tum beck the tide of imperialism and wer, That thete 
aca these tests te poool itaelf of the existence of the new relotionship of forces, in 
this test as well, Iam confiders [npartalign will be forced to retrest. 

T want t Ineo returning to the element of struggle in cur calculations because 
1 think this 15 one of the moorings where there has bean some slack, We heve not 
always mada lt clear - the balance of forcos we are talking about fs a balence of 
forces tn strogole <= forces fn ideological, political and, Uf necessery, Non-pascelul 
combat. The Upplog of the scales in the world balance of forces takes place as o 
τοῖον of struggle. From this follows the conclusion thet world were, were of imperi- 
gilst conquest are not inevitable, beceuse the strengthened forcas of peace and snti- 
bepertalign are in struggle eqainst imperialism. ft is the struggle and not some 
abstract force in reserve that rotues the poasitility of stooping these wars, The 
astinate is of the possible strength of these forces in rtruggle. 



Τὰν sane yarsetick epplies to the possibiaies of peoretul traasitioa 1 

μεμα, ΤΣ it 1s poasidla ta being proven by ἃ μέλανος of t
he winely Uberated 

‘ln this generat 4cea thuce is one other loose end we should tidy up. W
a 

sist give greater amghasis to the coucept that the tipping of tha scal
es 15 ἃ 

να process. i is not a steady smooth side, There are setbacks, slow-dowis, 

trpg-otls wad even purtling detows. 

For sctanpig, the divisions ta the ranks of the soctallst countries and the 

world Mercist mavenient hss had, I halleve, a slowing~down <ffect oa some of the 

μοφει με withia this historic ported of revolutionary transition. In poms δεῦϑ it 

has clven jespectalion moce κοπ for maneuvering Bad In some chads, 810 terapote 

wily, the initiative: fa soma cases ft has slowed down the proceases of the new 

dependent sitions eoving from independance to socialism, It har confused and 

_ wleted acd weakened acute of the foros who are fighting for Independence, [t ha
s 

pedved some lowering of the Lighting ability of the forces of socialism. It has 

prevented -the soctallet forces from placing their united waight on the scales of 

pogrese, 

£0, while thig division has not besically changed the balance of world forces, 
Jt haa tampocarily slowed down dome of the processes of this shift. 

‘the polley question that pops up more often than any other le = In view of the 
‘diceotion of thé Johnson Administration, what sbout the Communist election policy? 

Firat, let we infect a side thought here. If, on the basis of new experiences 
‘and chances In the sltustion, we are evar convinced that cur policies were wrong, 
we muat be feady to κὸν δὸ publicly. It is not ἃ crime to make a mistake. Not to 
‘correct it, fa, 

Before writing the articls in April Politiesl Affgira defonding our policy, 1 
reviewed obs olactorel tactics in all its aspects. The conclusion is that our policy 
wan corect,.evan trom the viewpoint of hindsight. I would ilke you to considar 
“the oggence of tha articio az ἃ part of this report, 

tn discusaing questions of policy or Ling of tactics, one comes up agelnat 
the same. problem ~~ that tactics is struggle. Thoy cannot ba conaldored in any 
other wey. What we sro roviewing fs αὶ tactical lino of struggla, fora specific 
moment, with δ apocific sat of circumstances, δ spociiic ralationahip of forces, 
éach with © spocific direction, not ae thay ore now, but δὲ thoy were then. 

7 Wo Merxists start from tho promiso that all history since primitive times has 
“Deen end le ἃ history of class struggle. Our tactical linc Js τὸ influcnce.this strug- 
gle, Hot to invent a strugeio, but to influenco ἃ struggla -- that fa a part of Miia 
and 3 lew In the dovebpmont of sccicty, 

veane 
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Our critics sey, “You socket τὸ sefeat the ultra-Right cencidates, So they 
were defeated, Do you think those who weve elected wil] do anythieg? It 1a an 

fact -- aoe of cor critice do rot say a better alternative road was OPER 
πα μα the Paaiities of 1504, Sorehow they geo 1 biene tie Gomaunlate for oct 
providieg that eltemetive, for not creating a weaning!) altermative. Secanas 
struggie fz the keystone of our tactics, we worked out a policy of electoral stragelts 
that was reelistic. ΤῊ tactic wae to cirect the sharp and of our attack against the 
ultre-Aight. And we must emphasize ove and over again: tactics involves people, 
struggle iavolves people, Correct tactics Ls always related 00 concrete τυ 0188 
anvond specific lasues with spectiic people, pecols who ato ready to take some 
ἱεναὶ of ection, but are not ready to completely break with the past, Within the 
context of the chelleage by the ultra-aight, a combination of the most teactionary ν᾿ 
the fesctets, the Docecrats, Birchites, Χ ΚΙ, and other fanatical ¢rou7s, ou 
electoral policy was correct, 

And ac, to tha question, “What did you gain?", we δες, “Ia it easter, are 
the pogalbiiittes of ceganizing atrugglea batter because the ultra-Right wae deleate 
ed? Are the reactionary forces In the country weaker or atronger? Did the masges 
leam anything? Did they gain contidence? And agein, are they stronges in [he 
strugglas of today because of thelr experiences? A mesningiul sltemative must) " 
have meaning Ln refetion to masses, to struggles. 

It is our conviction that within the realities of 1964 there ware no more 
meaningtul alternatives ovallsble, Our policy was a policy of stropgie wkhin the 
Linits cf these realities. Since the elections, the unprecedented mass actions on 
civil rights, on Viet Nam is proof tha? the massas who rallied to defeat the ultras 
Right have continued the atruogies. They ere camanding that Johnson carry out the 
promises of his election speeches. Would all this be better Uf the mont reactionary 
candidates had swept the land? 

The electors! tactical πὸ was not anchored on a reliance on Johneon and 
Humphrey. Thay ace as much representatives of 0.8, impertalism ἀκ in Goldwater. 
The rellance was on the magsex who voted for the Demecrats as an altemativa to 

the open reactionary war-now stance of Goldwater, The refiance was on the out- 
look that thase messes would continue the struggle efter the elections, 

All tactics must atart and reflect how thea masses see thor self-Interests, 
Our electoral tactic reflected how tha important sections of tober, the Negro Amer- 
deans, and the different maas currents saw thelr self-Interests within the 1964 
elections. 

In tha application of this correct policy, tha weaknesses that did appear 
mainly were in the direction of net siving enough attention to the weaknogses and 
wiong policies of the Johnson Administration whiis still directing the main fire at 
the ultra-Right. This would net have weakned the struggle, and it would have 
better prepared the magaog for the struggles after the eloctions, But even here, [ἢ 
ds necesasry to restata, the real damage was caused by the wrong palicy of abe 
atiactly discussing ant creaming of ἃ meaning!ul altemative when it was not in 
the cards, This ling of tactics led τὸ hopelessness ond isolation during the elec- 
tlans and to possiiam and inactivity alter the elections. This dilemma led even 

eons well-meaning ΠΡΟ ΠῚ δ on the left to a sense of dead-end frustration, This 
tactical line would not have prepared the masses fora struggle against the wear pol- 
ictes of the Johnson Administration. [t would have led to the Inaction of the fetal- 
πὰ, ft is inevitable, 

That some had wrong policies does not excuse vs for our mistakes, but it 
does put them into proper perspective. 

When stroggie is the keystone of δ tactic, then one never relies on the 
peomisas of a politician. How he will likely respond to maze struggles becomes one 
of the factors that must be weighed, 

Within this correct policy, there can be and there were weaknesses, We 
must always keep probing for better altematives, for higher forms of electoral 
struggle. And here wa must soy in all candor σα this ig a mooring that has some 
slack, We do not always [ight for meaningful altemotives, Wa tend to accent 
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thas as they come, We do not tebe the initiative for the docmation of independant, 
isét o¢ progresctre electoral fotuptixis. We sce ταῦ! ἴδ with a lew discussions 
wih srebe individuals about ποσὰ alleratives. We po throwsh the σις. There 
con be am question. If thers hac been thealy iaitiative, aed ἃ mmagyle, ἈΚ weeld 
have been pazeible to hare some more metalngie] alteccathecs for δύσῃ of the lower 

_ Ona od the bost teats 9 900 H there 12 real conviction for a policy ia © aes 
Mf there are axy signa τὲ resourcefulness ta carrying it oa. in ali hoaesty we ΛΗ 
odect peaparcefutness 16 nce ona Of the factors that characterizes much of cer elect: 
oral work, 

δι. Erections 

fut now Js the tlae to sat in motion the processes that will correct these 
weaknestes for the 196Saad "66 elections. The pogsibitittes of reieino tha elector 
at activities of the mance heve greatly increased, The weves of political turbulence 
sat off by the events in Viet Ham and Aladens have shaken the atrocture and the 
roots of our political Institutions, These mass curects are reacting the level where 
they cen become the dominant influence in our political Hie. Reston of the "Times" 
egeta expraases this concem, "s..and foe officials here not t take it serlourly 
@nough to counter the ravolt could bs {rrasponsible.” What Raston bas in wind I 
ψόρροεν La Ἰὼ couster it with mote of the ‘unconditional negotlctions” demagogy. 
The only way $o counter ἐξ Ls with sccie honest steps toward peace, although the 
repect this morlag indicates - tha Cabinat met fora apeclal emerjancy mesting 
workhng Out ways 9 cocabet the reaistance fo ita policies. 

How this new laval of maga struggies Le going ὦ find tts expreasion in the 
electoral Held ts increasingly becoming & buming question. There are some very 
trong praseures for answera, What ix the nature of this preseura? There [8 ἃ 
qeowing Masnchantmeat and ἃ deep dissatisfaction with the idea of politfcslly being 

There is ἃ growing feeling that politicians of today aro Like quick silver. 
‘They are Like slippery cels when it comen to relations with mass movements, There 
42 κα growing deaend for a new kind of δ politician, for ἃ new kind of a public offici- 
al, a naw kind οἵ ἃ candidate, The candidete who 15 ao outeide friend ig losing 
(aves, The growing deaand 16 for condideted who are a part of the movement, who 
ace directly comaltted, Some of the candidates in the coming elections in the State 
of Georgia are this new type of candidate, They are ronning on the Democratic 
ticket, but some cf them are Identified with the civil rights movenent. There ina 
growing diasatisSection with baling in ἃ position of choosing between two candidates 

whom someone else has designated, 

What this growing digsatistaction indicates 4s a determination by these 
masses to get closer to the source of political power. They want to get past the 
old party machines. This detenmmination, the breakthrough In the voter-reqistration 
ceive, the developments around reapportionment ig forcing to the surface ἃ crisis of 
the party machinag ag we have known them. This old structure is going to crumble. 
This seems very clear. This [8 on area that needs probing and eiring ot by us. 

The level of masa struggles calls for new forms of electoral activities. It 
needs neve indepandent forms. It noeds forcia with στ Toots participation. It 
needs forme that take the masaes in those activities closer to the source of political 
power. This level calls for pacple's political action end legislative type of organs 
Leations. The δῖε! fa not po much about the two-party voting form, as it is with 
the power of noalnation and the role of the partios in everyday struggles. They 
want mote than werd leaders, of Just being consulted on election day. 

Let me digcuss one speciile type of 5 problem as an illustration of these new 
τοῦδε, In the presidential) elections, ἃ number of τοῖος Uberal and progressive 
Congressmen were swept Into office. Meany of them have fought very wall, so well 
that the ultra-Right organizations are now aiming tp defeat them next year, This ig 

the ullra-Right concentration policy for 1966. They are bullding electoral organiza- 
thons within these concentration Districts. Η thece Congressmen are going to rely 
only on the Democratic Party organizations, many of then are defeated now. Mose 
of the Democratic Party organizations are net geared politleaily or organizationally 
τὸ carty on a fight that will involve tha mass isruss of today, 
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δ this work, Tam for continued Glecursions with other leaders, 1 0 fer 
doing οἂ vary beet to draw them fa. Bot fam ales for vs getting ont of our poleted 
Cortera éadl working with whatever Seroes Bra srallahle sad willing + aston of 
πῆμ the emuse of looking fx “broader forces” Ip co acthlag. 

Cee the word aleot the fora of iadependset political sctivities. Flex 
ἘΝΙκΚΥ lm fers Le ἃ tradition in American politica. Tt’s # good tradition, What works 
ig One plece may aot work in gacther, For example, 1 don't think the Freedom Domo 
exetis Party which has done arch herole work Ja Mississippi 15 ἃ docm that ἐκ applic 
able ἐν all pacts of the country, Ic the South 4 ἐπ ἃ form challenging the νου 
Facty machine without felling lato the clutches of the GOC, Tha reletionshigs aad the 
problema are act the same ia other sections δέ the country, Each form must retlect 
the specific develogmenta and tha forces in it. I asm not ralsing acy question of tha 
weed bo organize αὶ ew party. That is not the neture of the mass pressure δὲ this 
moment. The pressure is for independant forme and independent candidntes, ἘΠῚ} 
witlia the old votieg structure, 

These ace all very Jeportant questions, Bat what should bother ve more that 
anything else is the need for much sounder and more resouscetul aad bolder Comarun= 
int latiative elt slong this alectore] font, This is cur most serious shortcoming, 

On this, we cennct delay. 

We have this πεν ievel of mass activity - both cuments are fightiag the 
battle on tha political level. Zhe marches are to Washington, to Montgomery, 

᾿ We have the battle of reepportionment = ἃ battle for a very basic shift in the 
electoral rte6 bees fora structural change “ ἃ struggle that may be partly lost be- 
cause there is no wane reaction, It has become a football in New York, Illnois, 
Ohio and other states, but not a masgsissue, We have the tax poblea that is getting 
beyond belieg. New York City is néw going to pay a 5 parcent sales tax, 

We have the pressures for new forma of independent activity I have discussed, 

We have the ἔφα of relsing the minimum wage - and there in 14 5. 

Where ts the Party Initiative in this iield of etroggle? 

Would tt not be possible to have people's legislative confarsoces around 
these lsguen - δὲ broad δὲ possible - but conferences? ἴα 11 not possible that 
from such confermces, forms of Independent activities would emerge? 

I think there is ὁ need for such conferences even if initially i only involves 
the heft, This ie at tines the only way the Left can put inte practice its initlating 
role. But Lf the approech is right, the Lait will be a part of much wider legislative . 

movenents. 

In thts front - ae wall ag on all fronts of struggle = it is my belief that our 
leadership tends to suffer In the first place from the Influence of consecvatisai. 

ISU 

For sone tie now our Party hes taken the intetative in promoting united left 
action. We are going to comlnue our efforta Ly this direction. We are going Ὁ con- 
true τῷ promote left onity because {t is ἃ necessary weapon aqalnat reaction. 

However, in the further interest of Lait unity there are 20:10 problema within 
the left wowenent itself that we have to aly out. This incudes sane wiong tendenc- 
las, some One-sidedness within our own ranks, 
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Tues Ἰὰ Gna echoed of thought on the Left that seas io persist Chet 
ΔΙῚ 

thary La we Lett tm thir Amarichn sctne, thet it has ctslategreted lato & splintered, 

isteerlavable mabey, Aad they herve salf-appoicted thea setves to croste ἃ saw Lact, 

The lokeat {gene of the thacraticnl volte of this schoo! editccially declares, “wrat 
remains Of vecéodli sm jn ths cowntry 1s only ἃ rhetericel posters: recicalian has 

ὅσαι rete in ae pity, RO moremeNt, μὸ Class, aed hes Ro Coatiming 
and laflusatiol 

heady af idena ποιὰ woeciance, Bo stata thin Le not to despair, but 0 clear awsy the 

jnhtbitiag de0ey of on amtigows heritage πὸ thet we can begia to ork.” 

Tele tol lowe cther edseriale that have washed away the “Left.” Thess 
ameekh art clandereus and bacmfal, Thatr aim 12 16 create bopelazenses so] pars 

lalen, They ἐπ μοὶ collect a lett ladleeace. They reflect the influence of the Right. 

Suck neasense ΔΑ OA) Come from Ivory tower anche who sre dreaming of 
σὲ ἄστεα foc the mountain of wipdom to set up αὶ nice, clean, pest, perfectly 
grooned radical lett, The editorial quotes ancther article in the game tague that 
epenks of tha madagtrets, of the trade union screment a3 “ὁ seat," fo ons con 
δεϑύπᾳ ee new radical lett will act be built ine “eawer,” So where will it be 
alt? 

The trae nature of the new, meat, redical lect was τοῦ loo in coming. The 
edieocs met in a conference with acre othars. Thay agreed to start building this 

new 

Medical leit" movement. The coaference eqreed on two guiding principles. Ona, 
he now radical [δὲ should be the political shade of ἃ libacsl-sociallst beoed lett, 
Aad, two, St would scresa out incwa Communista. ‘They did think i¢ was possible to 
ave gemma Dleodbility aod pecait rank-and-file Communtets to join, alter some fumi~ 
gation, You oan be cure this is all pit, at leeet publicly, in the very careful verb= 
μα of “leit waity.* 

Fries this 1 25 clear what the fuse is all about. it ta not alput bullding ἃ 
waked lett, ft 1s to bulld ἃ detour, specially designed to mirleed the youth from 
the path that lesds to ἃ strong Conmmucist movement, An anti-Communiat “Lett” is 
Ot the sath te weited left action. It le not # path to soclalisa, 

“We are oot for taking part in any fake “left unity” or radical~left organtza= 
tons whose Ἐκεῖ alm is not the struggle aoainat reaction but who ates to take δ" 
ventega of the attacks on the Communist movacent fo bulld detours to confusion, to 
bulld αὶ Jadt-redical wing of anti-Communiem, We are not for so-called left unlty if 
its alm is 1 in acy wey bara, weaken of undemine the position of the Communist 
Facty. We are foc Jett τότ if it attacks and weakens reaction, 

This ἐξ the single, moat serious mtumbiing block to united left action. It is 
the mort secious probleci of the left, That iz, whet attltude should a movement of an 
orgenizetion of an individual take to red-balting? Tha question Is not what attitude 
© taka regarding the program or policies of the Communist Pasty. The question is 
not even, what attitude should an organization have about the attecks on the Coamun- 
ist Pecty, These are not the isaues, becausa we Communists do not place tham as 
conditions for felt unity. 

The heat of the problem 1s the red~badting ettack on the left organization 
tiself. So the heart of the question ἐξ what should be the reaction of an organization 
Of an individual when under καὶ red-baiting attack? Should auch left formations teject 
and fight back? Or should they ceve in and accommodate? It fs αὶ problem δὴν new 
lett organization faces even before it sees the ight of day, This fe not a life-snd« 
death question Sor us Commiciste, but it ls juet that for these left onjenizations, 
The first step of accommodation is αὶ public confession. “Iam not, we are note 
Communist organization.” The new uncontaminated radical Left ἢ apoke about 
agreed on Its pon-Cocuanist vow as a haste princiole of its plang, ἃ year in advance. 
This vow was εὐτεξὰ on in ἃ private secret meeting. 

There 18 ἃ desdly logic to the first rtep, because the attack by reaction con= 
Einuda. The néa-Comauiist vow will have to be followed by an anti-Communizt 
statement, How alse can such an ornganizetion prove that 1 1s non-Communist? 
Then it will have to give real physical proof by screening ovt known Communists. 
Tha investigation of unknown Communista will heve τὸ follow. Sy this ime, the 
F.9.1. will slip in Usts of suspected Communists. Thon thers are always some nor 
Commuriats who will object to this McCarthyism under a left-Liberal cloak, Thay 
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are REX On the List because they are either the uiknowsbles of the unknown Commai- 
dats of they are the “to5e3," fo they most go, During all this tae the ceqentaetion 
Carnct tee positions of particinete in struggies beceags the Communists Mave sim 
ilar positions and are takiog part in these atrucylas, aod thus squid refee suspicions 
aicxd the ceyantaation. [a the sad - what la latt? What Le left 15 a doenothing,com 
servetive crgentaztion, maca up of fricttened pecole talking to whispece shoot bow 
thace is o> left movement, bow the rede talon movement ln a “sewer εἰχ' how much 
eanler thats Life would be tf anly the Compuciats would lay down and die, It eeems 
τ. me there ara some policy questions for un bate alec, There ly dnd thare caf ba ἃ 
aoa Communlet Lett, There can be ἃ Lett thet does not agree with how aqctallses Ls 
being bullt across the eae. kx tha usefulness or the etfectivensas of ἃ red-bafting 
Lett δὲ ἃ Lect iz vary quertionstio. 

Sack ly the logte ἀξ secommedation to red-halting, 

Some of the civil rights organizations have hercically rejected and fovght 
back, Thedr position la clear. They will fudge each participant on bis or her marila. 
They are not in the business of enti-Communion. At the Apel] 17th Washiagtoa 
action, fob Moses, ANCC Piald Sectetacy, made this his main point. Hse azposed 
δεγὰ denounced anti-Comafam, The 30,000 demonstrators gave hin ἃ tremendous 
ovation δὲ Ubls point, Joba 2wls last night hit out at red-balting. The rejection of 
red-hatties is ἃ (πον feature of the lelt-progresaive movement. Thts feature of 
the left mavoment ἐν what fn resliy naw on the Left, There are gome forced οὐ the 
Left win era not happy about this, They are not happy becaues in this they sees 
Vacuum closing, ἃ Yacuum created by the red=balting, a vacuum they heve moved 
into by thetr own left radical version of red-batting, Ag the vacuum created by red- 
baitiog Csappeers, the relations of cur Party to theses mass movenects Lsprovag. 

Te Ls the growing rejection of red-balting - tha growing influence of the Com- 
won yt movement that explains the rush to butlding new organizations in some qubrt- 
we of the Lett. 

This development ts presenting some new questions for us Communtate bla, 
We have the problem = on one hand there Is the growing rejection of recebalting 
within the meas movenanta, On the other hand we are stl! working under the con- 
ditions of severe local restrictions. And we must net ignore either aide of the 
question, 

One of the difficulties arises from the fact that maspos ere not evere of the 
itegel restrictions and ac thay cannot undecetand why more Communlats do not work publicly. Thare ix the Increasing desire by forces within these moss moventents to 
ate Communists work more opanly. 

T think it ts true, we have not drawn the full conclustona from the naw Jevel 
of rejection of red-balting by the mass movements. We have not responded by a 
greater public participation by known Communists. Wa ste net walking through 
open doors within the mass movements. We ara conditioned by tha closed doors of 
the laws, We have net fully worked out the methods of functioning that takes into 
account these two questions. We ats going around andusing political byways when 
the direct routes ara wide coen. When creater numbers want to hear and work with 
Communists directty, we want to work and aay It indirectly, When greater numbers 
wart to see the Communist Party in the open, many of cur comrades ate still burying 
it. As Communtets, we must never try to hide our own tnadequectes, out own Lhe ability t give leadership, by over-emphasiting the weaknesses oF difficulties of 
the Party ov overstating our feolation. 

This ls one of tho sreas of our work that needs an ating, en alring that wilt shake tha party oct of some old habits and methods, This le one of those difficulties that has becen « more urgent because theres has been an improvement in the sitnation, 
Because of this 11 ἐπ preaelng for ᾳ eolution, 

Oa one κἴδε thera [5 the upsurge of the sass sovenents, Through their expatiences of stroggle, the participants have galaed 4 new political understanding, This has resulted in ἃ crowing rejection of red-baitigg. There is ἃ Growing δοιαὶ» txce of Communtat participation as Communists within these moveciects, This iz tha impeoverent in the situation, But alt ehis takes place while the Communist Party 
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continues to function uncer the reatrictiogs of the antinJencs 2c Laws. Tals 
creates acme real protlaes. There are recce problems of comaunicetics petwtee 
the Party κα the casces. ft creates soua protiece of party buliding, There ore 
problesa of the Party being able to publicly axprese its position. There are pfobe 
lens thet individual Communists have In Chair relations with non-Comaunieta on 

on everyday baris, These probiews have anerged more shamly because the pose 
Hiilitles of overcoming these difficulties have increased. 

How [Ὁ overconie some of these contradictions Ls & Very important question. 
Whatever the solutions ere, tt acems t me they must teke ints account ell sides 
of the question, [don't think there ane any curecalls or gimmicks. Cune-alla and 
glamicks as ἃ rule ene beyond the realities of the class stroggia. 

Tor seme years we have prested for the concept of intaemeciate forms of 

orgenisetion, There han been a recistence to lt, We had wm do real battle io get 

thle accepled da the {ield of youth work, Part of the resistance ἐν becagee some 
do net see the need fer It, Tt 1g bused on 0 old doqmatic-aectarien approach 19 

forms of ofganization. 

Cthers reclet intermediary fonne of organization for reasons that come from 
another direction, They ara not for building intemediary forma hecause they went 
an organization that would replace the Communist Party. They ere oonceried that 
under the preaeat circumstances the Communist Party cannot play ἃ Tole, Camiot 
be bulle, that the Communist Party will not be able to fight ite why out of the 
peesent legal οὐ political difficuttios, This is basically a defectist, Uquidationiet 
position. Et ta ἃ defeatiat position that flows from the dilticultias ond frustrations 

of the period, 

The correct position does not seo the Light of day very often because if 
ete suffocated between these two wrong outlooks, 

I think we have to Light against both of thase poaltions, I dan't think they 
are based on the realities of the day on tha sltsmtion of the Party, ἱ not only think 
the party can fight Its way out - [think tt ip doing Just that, [agree It could do 
better. But I alao think it can do better if there are not forces within the Party who 
keep saying, “Wa will never maka It.” And sometimes I get on unemsy festing 
πόσα aven try to prove this point by at least not doing too much ta prove the oppos= 
ite, 

The policy of taking tha initiative In building intermediary lorms le correct. 
We must fight for then. We must reject any and all concepts that in any way 
Ringe on ideas that we cannot win our fight for legality, and that an 6 party we 
cannt win our fight az the leading party of our clang and people. Not only can - 

I think we are. 

There are many forma, but liquidating the Party ia not one of them, 

Wa need a new, bold, vigorous approach τὸ building the Party, Party 
bullding can and must again become a major foature of our work. We must ask 
avery mecber, “Whan was the Last time you tried to recruit any one? Or When 
was Uhe last tae you even thought οἱ recrutting any one?“ A member that dows 
not try to recruit ἐπ αὶ meenber who ἐφ not convinced of the Party's future, or le not 
convinced tha people of the United States are going to make it. Either way, it's 
the some thing. ᾿ 

And let me conclude with ἃ word ebout the Party's work during these last 
sory weeks. 1 think we cen be very proud of our Party and its contributions, 
The Farty has shown groster initistive during this crisis than 11 has for many, many 

years. 

‘The Party has recaptured its ability to get masse actions on the rosa, 

Wa have been the Initiating spark for tha moan actions of this period. 

Increasing numbers of our members and jecders have taken direct part in 
the leedership, inthe planning and initfating of mess ections. Che of the procta 
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“Of thie is in the incre sed red-hattiag attacks, 

‘Withda the positive picture, these are weaknesses. 1 think there are wesk= 
nesses in the methods of mobilization, Thece are weeloesses (x the mobilization 
fog SiateBartion of Facty wetecial. 

at bs tha cvesall picture, the ectivity of the Pacty 19 this period has reached 
8 oew high, 

The responuitalittas of our Party are very qcest indeed, The wold is in ἃ 
most Setious Crlids, The United itates 15 at sncther crosscoeds οἱ history. its 
povernment polities hava sever been a0 rejected by our people, The position of 
0.1. lapertellon was sever δὸ exposed, [t has never been so 5aked, 

The petrictlc movresect of ow people for peace is et an all-time highs 

The civil rights struggle has reached καὶ hirtoric climax, 

We are not awiaaing agzink ἃ popular stream, 

In the process of mekiag cur contribution to the struggles of our clasa and 
pecgle, οὖς Party will tind the path t correct ita own weaknasaaz. 

Tt is in many weys ἃ νων historic moment. We can be a factor in deciding 
the direction our Netion will follow, 

- End of Repext - 
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The enclosed memorandum, captioned “Soviet Views. 
on the Convening of a World Conference of All Communist 
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of possible interest, 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE °:= i Sty 
May 7, 1965 

SOVIET VIEVS ON THE CONVENING OF A 
WORLD CONFERENCE OF ALL COMMUNIST PARTIES. 

During April, 1965, a discussion was held in Moscow, 
Russia, in which various officials of the Central Comittee, 
Comunist Party of the Soviet Union, expressed their views on 
the convening of a world conference of all communist partics, 
in essence, this discussion was as follows: 

| Various communist parties throughout the world are now 
besitnine te reply te the communique dusued folloving the con 
suitative conference of nineteen communist paxtics yhich Was 
held in Moscow, Russia, from Marek 1 through March 5, 4965, At 
this stage approximately thixty commmnist. parties have spoken 
out dn favor of the position set forth in the communique calling 
for an end to open polemics between fraternal communist parties 
and resolving to work toward the convening of a world conference 
of ail. communist parties in an effort to bring unity to the inter- 
national ¢commnist movement, The Communist Parties of China, 
Japan, Indechina, Albania and New Zealand have taken a pocition \ 
against the conmmunigues However, it is significant to note that =, 
the Korean Party of Labor, the Workers Party of Vietnam and the 4 

au Workers Party, although refusing to attend the consuita- 
tive conference, have not. spoken out against the communique. 

The question as to when a world conference of 211 \ 
eoumunkst partios will be held is still unresolved. Dovever, \ 
in the very δοὺς future there will be ἃ regional. meeting of - \ 
European communist parties vhich will take place as a result 
o£ the initiative oF the Communist Barty of France. Im addi« 
tion, there is scheduled to be held in the near future a regional 
meeting of communist parties of the “Arabian countries.” These 

1 A meetings will be beneficial in preparing for a world conference 
of all communist parties. 
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SOVIET VIEWS ON THE CONVENENG OF A 
WORLD CONFERENCE OF ALT, COMMUNIST PARTIES 

Lt has been decided that after replies to the communique 
have been received from a majority of the eighty~one communist 
partles, a méeting will be held, possibly in October, 1965, in ἃ 
city like Berlin, Gerriany, or Prague, Czechoslovakia, for the 
purpose of holding a preparatory méeting for a world conference. 

The proposed October, 1965, meting will be utilized to 
sOlvé two basic questions. Firat, if the majority of the parties 
decide that a world conference should be held, ἃ date for such a 
conference should be selected, Second, the parties should also 
Belect ἃ drafting committees, It was propdsed that the October, 
1965, meeting should aleo be whilized to decide what other 
fraternal parties should be invited to attend the conference. 
For exauple, Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia has expressed a desire 
that Yugoslavia be permitted to send representatives to a world 
conference. The Comuntist Party of the Soviet Union has already 
told Tito that Lt cowid not issue such an invitation inasmuch ag 
the decision on such an duvitation would have to be a “coliective 
decision” of all participating parties, 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union has no illusions 
that the Comaunist Paxty of China will change its viewpoint or 
participate in εἰ world conference. In this regard, the Commmist 
Party of the Soviet Union xvecalied the recent statements of 
λα Tee~tung, Chairman, Communist Party of China, that "we will 
meet with you in ten to fifteen years" and "we will wuite when 
the imperialists attack us." 

18 there had been no split in the world communist move- 
ment; no one would havé challenged the fact that there was heed 
for a world conference; sitice it has been five years since such 
a conference was held. "Imuperialion" has become very arrogant 
and aggressive as evidenced by the "military ventures" in the 
Congo and Vietnam. It would be wrong if the world communist move= 
ment did not try to wilte its forces. Such a conference is impor 
tant in order τὸ "conplete the colonial xevolution" which gives 
the people the “"réal economic and political independence to prem 
vent new forms of enslavement." A world conference is also 
necessary to summarize the developments of “socialist construction." 
τὰ addition, there are many theoretical and tactical problems in 
wokation to the international commmist movement that must be 
RENGLVA» 



SOVIET VIEWS ON THE CONVENING OF A 
WORLD CONFERENCE OF ALY, COMMUNIST PARTIES 

Each communist party cannot "stew in its juice" 
forever, The Communist Party of the Soviet Union feels Δὲ 
ennnot ignore ali of the problems of the fraternal parties 
despite MAO's wlews. The Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
Will make every czfort to assist in developing πηλὸν within 
the international comumist movement onthe basis of the 
principles of Marxism-Leninism. While the Commmist Party 
of the Soviet Union is “in no great rush" for a world 
contevence, it feels that such a confererice should not be 
delayed for a long period of tine. 

NOTE: 
Classified “Pep=iiestet" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could result in exceptionally grave damage to 
the Nation. Source is CG 5824~S*, Information extracted from 
CGairtels 4/30/65 and 5/1/65 captioned "Solo, IS - CC." See memo 
Baungardner to Sullivan, 5/6/65, which sets forth the dissemination 
Siven this letterhead memorandum. 
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SUBJECT: ~ SOLO | i - 
Mir. Shaw " 

, Shines if 
While in the Soviet Union on Solo Mission 18 CG 5824~-S* con- 

ferred in mid-April, 1965, with Boris N. Ponomarev, Secretary, Central 
Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, on the matter of Sino- 
Soviet relations and the Vietnam situation. Ponomarev made the follow- 
ing comments: 

“INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

Sino~Soviet Relations 

In a"closed* letter to its membership, the Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, advised that the Communist Party 
of China was endeavoring to create a situation where it would be able 
to ideologically attack the Communist Party of the Soviet Union at will, 
The Central Committee decided not to reply to the attacks, and hopes | 
that the Chinese will run out of material on which to base its attacks 

ΩΝ 

oN 
The Chinese have refused to permit the Soviets to fly its 

planes over China en route to Vietnam or to permit refueling stops in 
China. The Chinese have charged the Soviet Union with endeavoring to 
subordinate China in the Vietnam situation, 

Vietnam Situation 

The Chinese have agreed to permit the Soviets to use its 
railroads for the shipment of a limited amount of armaments to North 
Vietnam, however, there is a great deal of debay in getting materials» 
through by rail, ΝΝ jy ge APD g 

REC-10/ “ AD ,υ a 77 ᾿ RF , 
The speech of United sik Wlorestdcnt Iyndon B, Johnson! on 

the Vietnam situation was an unsuccessful effort.on his part to placate 
the opposition of the people of the United States to the war. The 
President's speech was not taken seriously, particularly when it was 
followed by bombings of North Vietnam a few hours later, There is 
growing resistance to the efforts of the United StatGS“inVtietruamn- 

RECOMMENDATION : 18 MAY 10 1965 

Attached for approval are appropriate lettezsto the White 
House, Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency and pttorney General, jfcorporating information 
furnished by CG 5824-s* ἡ. 
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On 5/5/65, the New York ΜΕΝ furnished ὦ text of 
a2 message the informant desired to send and reguested that it 
be enciphered, The cipher text was furnished to New York on 
the same day. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

Mr, Conrad 
Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
Mr. Downing 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or cade} 

Vie AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL | 
(Priority) | 
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on TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ( & 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ν᾿ [ 
om. C . 

SOLO a WEEE “IS. ΣΟ 
Vio 7 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original “5 Wy 
and three copies and } or New York one copy of a letterhead ty (Ke 
memorandum entitled (Consultative Meeting of Communist, and 
Workers Parties... Moscow, USSR, , ΒΕ ΞΕ ΤΟ 1-5, T9657" oe ; et 
a 

Ady ΠΝ UF if 
The informa tin sé forth in the enclosed letter’ ἡ 

head memorandum was furnished on 4/26-29/65 to SAs RICHARD 
W. HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE by CG 5824-S8*, who has furnished 

ὡς reliable information in the past. 

τ" The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified — 
7 '“FOP“SHEREL' since it contains information furnished by 
~ CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing information 
~, on the highest level concerning the international communist 

movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his Security, and 
thus adversely affecting the national security. 

lh ONES 
ΩΣ ἄτϑϑα (Enc. 5) (RM) . 
l-New York (100-134637) (Enc. 2 (info) (RX) if 780 
1-Chicago C ᾧ,, j | ae REET Hyp “4346 If — 
WAB : MDW 4... ; ? keg wet yee pe See 
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The information in the enclosed letterhead memo~ 
randum was furnished by the source from the notes which he 
had taken while in attendance at the consultative neeting 
in Moscow, USSR, during the period 3/1-5/65. According to 
the source, this meeting had been scheduled to commence at 
9:00 a.m. on 3/1/65 but had been delayed until 3:00 p.m. 
to allow the representative from the CP of Great Britain, 
R. PALME DUTT, to be present at the opening session. DUTT 
had been delayed until the last minute awaiting the final 
decision of the National Executive of the CP of Great 
Britain as to the position of that Party relative to matters 
to be discussed at the Moscow meeting. This session lasted 
only about fitteen to twenty minutes, 

The second and third sessions of this meeting were 
held on 3/2/65 interrupted by an adjournment for lunch. The 
fourth session was held on the morning of 3/3/65. At its 
completion it was announced that all those who wished to 
speak had spoken and therefore no afternoon session would 
be held and that the Drafting Committee to prepare the docu- 
ment would meet on the morning of 3/4/65. It was expected 
that the final session would be held during the day of 3/5/65 
and that the meeting would be concluded by a banquet that 
evening in the Kremlin. However, due to the fact that agree- 
ment was not quickly reached on the wording of the statement, 
and that the CP of Italy desired agreement from their Central 
Committee before subscribing to the statement, the final 
Session was held after the banquet on the evening of 3/5/65 
and lasted into the early morning hours, This delay prompted 
the sarcastic remark by some of the participants that they 
were all being held up because "The Italians are phoning 
the Vatican." 

Prior to the opening of the meeting, each delegation 
had been furnished with a draft copy of the "confidential 
letter" which was proposed to be sent to the CPs which were 
not participants in the meeting. None of the delegations 
were permitted to retain a copy of this draft which was 
retrieved by representatives of the CP of the Soviet Union 
und carciully accounted for. On 2/27/65 the CP, USA dele- 
gation met with BORIS N, PONOMAREV, Secretary οἱ te Cenerul 
Committee and Head of the International Department of the 
Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union, at which tine 
the draft was furnished to them. PONOMAREV advised at that 
time that their copy of the draft already contained certain 
changes and amenduents which had been proposed by other Parties. 

~2- 
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This draft was in the hands of each CP, USA delegate for a 
very limited time; however, CG 6653-S did make an effort 
to copy this draft but was unable to complete the task 
in the short time available. In view of the fact that 
the copy is incomplete and further that it was merely a 
draft which waS subsequently amended, we have not included 
the text in a letterhead memorandum. However,,.for the 
information of the Bureau and New York, there is enclosed 
herewith a copy of this draft as a separate enclosure. 

Relative to the status of the CP, USA delegation 
‘to this meeting and the statement in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum that the CP, USA representatives were 
participants rather than observers, it is noted that at 
the nieeting with PONOMAREV on 2/27/65, mentioned above, 
agreement was reached with the CP of the Soviet Union that 
in view of the strictures of the McCarran Act, all public 
statements relative to the CP, USA should indicate that 
the CP, USA was represented only by observers. Further, 
in view of the special position of CG 5824-S*, it would 
be announced that there were but three CP, USA delegates, 
JAMES JACKSON, GILBERT GREEN, and HYMAN LUMER. However, 
to preclude the slightest possibility of misunderstanding, 
JACKSON announced at this meeting that the CP, USA was 
participating in this forum and were not merely observers, 

Insofar as the list of participants in this 
meeting is concerned, with the exception of R, PALME DUTT 
and CG 5824-5*, this list appeared in the Monday, March 1, 
1965, issue of "Daily Review of the Soviet Press," published 
by Novosti Press Agency, Moscow, USSR, 

As noted in the enclosed letterhead memorandum, 
the approved statement of the consultative meeting was 
released for publication in the public press. The text 
set forth in the letterhead memorandum is as it appeared 
in the 3/14/65 issue of "The Worker," p. 12, columns 1-3. 
CG 5824-S* did not have a copy of this statement with him 
but scanned the text appearing in "The Worker" and confirmed 
that this was a verbatim copy of the approved version to the 
he st of lig Ceculbllection, Albthougu CG δ δε uid aur uve 
a text of this statement to furnish, the text was included 
in this letterhead memorandum in order to make the memorandum 
logically compiete. 
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In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D. C. 
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File No. 
Washing’, D.C. 
May ζ΄, i865 

CONSULTATIVE MEETING OF 
COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES 
MOSCOW, USSR 
MARCH 1-5, 1965 

During April, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

Buring the period March 1-5, 1965, there was held 
in Moscow, USSR, a “consultative meeting" of 19 Communist 
and Workers Parties for the purpose of laying the groundwork 
for an international meeting of all the Communist and Workers 
Parties of the world. The meeting was scheduled to hold its 
first session on March 1, 1965, beginning in the early 
morning, but in view of the fact that the representative of 
the Communist Party (CP) of Great Britain had not as yet 
arrived at that hour, the opening session was delayed until 
later in the day in order that the CP of Great Britain 
representative would be present for the opening session. 
Therefore, the opening session was confined to a greeting 
from the CP of the Soviet Union which was the host of the 
neeting and to certain procedural questions. The delegations 
of the 19 Communist and Workers Parties included the following 

representatives: 

CY of Argentina 

Rudolfo Ghioldi ~ member of the Central Committee 

A. Ferrari - leading member of the CP of Argentina 

assificatio 

Joo Aso ~ 4789 
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CP of Australia 

Laurence L. Sharkey - General Secretary 

L, Aarons ~- Vice Chairman 

Brazilian CP 

A. Ziller - leading member of the Brazilian CP 

L. Motta -- leading member of the Brazilian CP 

CP of Bulgaria 

Witko Grigorov - member of the Political Bureau , 
CP of Bulgaria, and Chairman 
of the Commission for 
Ideological and Cultural Questions 

Ruben Avramoy ὦ member of the Central Committee 

L. Strelkov - leading member of the CP of Bulgaria 

Mited Party of the 
socialist Revolution of Cuba (PURS) Sane ee KEVOAUTLON OF Cuba (PURS) 

Raul Castro - Vice Prime Minister of Cuba and 
member of the Directorate of the 
POURS 

Osmani Cienfuegos - government official and member 
of the Directorate of PURS 

S. Olivares Sanchez ~ Cuban Ambassador to the USSR 

PT 
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CP of Czechoslovakia 

Vladimir Koucky - Secretary of the Central 
Committee 

Oldrich Kaderki - member of the Central Committee 

ὉΡ of Finland 

4. Aaltonen - leading member of the CP of Finland 

J. Lehtinen - leading member of the CP of Finland 

Ὁ. Poikolainen ~ leading member of the CP of Finland 

CP of France 

Raymond Guyot - member of the Political Bureau 

Jean Kanapa ~ member of the Central Committee 

Socialist Unity Party of Germany 
(Geran Democratic Republic) 

Hermann Matern ~ member of the Political Bureau 

Hermann Axen - member of the Central Committee and 
the Political Bureau; Editor-in-Chief 
of "Neues Deutschland," official 
organ of the Central Committee, 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany 

Peter Florin - Head of the International Department 
of the Central Committee 

Toenckar 
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CP of Germany 
(German Federal Republic) 

Wilhelm Mohn - Secretary of the Central Committee 
and inember of the Political Bureau 

Joseph Schleifstein - secretary of the Central 
Committ ee 

CP of Great Britain 

Ὡς Palme Dutt ~ Deputy Chairman 

Socialist Workers Party of Hungary 

Dezsoe Nemes ~ member of the Political Bureau 

P, [lku - leading member of the Socialist Workers 
Party of Hungary 

CP of India 

ὃ. A. Dange - Chairman 

S. Sardesai - leading member of the CP of India 

CP of Italy 

Enrico Berlinguer ~ member of the Political Bureau 

Ὁ. Pecchioli ~ leading member of the CP of Italy 

Giancarlo Pajetta - leading member of the CP of 
Italy 

L. Pintor - leading member of the CP of Italy 
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Peoples Revolutionary 
Party of Mongolia 

— 

Demchigin Molomzhamtz - member of the Political 
Bureau and First Deputy 
Chairman of the Council 
of Ministers 

B. Lhamsuren - alternate member of the Political 
Bureau 

ΒΒ. Shagdarsuren =~ leading member of the Peoples 
Revolutionary Party of Mongolia 

United Workers Party of Poland 

Zenon Kiiszko - member of the Political Bureau and 
Secretary of the Central Committee 

andresej Werblan ~ member of the Central Committee 

Jozef Czesak ~ Head of the International Department 
of the Central Committee 

ως Of the Soviet Union 
- a A ORR er AAP leg eye 

ikhail A, Suslov = Secretary of the Central Committee 
and member of the Presidium 

Pyotr N. Demichev - Secretary of the Central Committee 

furi V. Andropoy - Secretary of the Central Committee 

Eoois WN. Ponomarey - Secretary of the Central 
Committee 
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CP of Syria 

Khaled Bagdache - General Secretary 

¥. Feisal - leading member of the CP of Syria 

Ὁ, Shai -- leading member of the CP of Syria 

CP of the United 
States of America (CP USA) rr 

ye 
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James Jackson - member of the Secretariat and Editor- 
in-Chief of "The Worker," official 
organ of the CP, USA 

Hyman Lumer ~ member of the National Board and Editor 
of “Political Affairs," official 
theoretical journal of the CP, USA 

Gilbert Green = member of the Secretariat 

At the first session it was agreed that the Chairmanship of the meeting would be rotated among the delegations in turn based upon the Russian alphabet. It was also agreed that the Secretariat for the meeting would be composed of one representative from each Party and the Secretariat would be in charge of the minutes, rules, organization, safekeeping of the stenographic recording of the meeting, etc. It was announced that it was contemplated that resulting from the meeting there would be issued ἃ conmunique for public publication and a confidential letter to 811 the Parties of the world plus a statement on Vietnan. 

Second Session - March 2, 1965 tern emer rena eR error rE He empren ἜΣ 

Chairman - Rudolfo Ghioldi, CP of Argentina 

Mikheil A, Suslov, 
CP of the Soviet Union 

The first speaker was Mikhail A, Suslov of the-CP of the Soviet Union, who stated in essence as follows: 

- αὶ - 
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Dear comrades, we are meeting at a crucial period 
in the world communist movement. On the whole, the international 
communist movement is progressing; the peoples democracies are 
on the march; the national liberation movement is marching 
forward; the newly emerging nations are getting their bearings 
toward socialism; in the developed capitalist countries also the 
working class is moving forward. At the same time imperialism, 
especially United States imperialism, is aggravating the world 
Situation. During the last few months U.S. imperialism has 
committed open aggression in a number of countries such as Vietnan, 
Laos, and other places, I will take this opportunity to announce 
that the USSR has decided to do all possible to strengthen the 
defenses of the Vietnamese people. 

The forces of imperialism take every opportunity to 
utilize the differences in the world communist movement to their 
own advantage. We are following a policy of peaceful coexistence 
but we must remember that that policy is based upon the unity of 
the communist movement. That has always been so in the past also, 

The problem of solidarity in the world communist: 
movement is acute at the present time. This is a cause of great 
concern to all of us and therefore, we must look for a basis to 
unite the world communist movement without relinquishing any of 
our principles. The focal question is whether we will make a 
collective effort toward the achievement of that unity or whether 
there will occur a split in the movement. With solidarity for a 
common cause our aim, we cannot stand idly by and ignore existing 
differences, but we absolutely reject the imposition of one 
Party’s viewpoint upon another. Let's look at what unites us 
rather than what differences we have. The main thing is to 
correct past mistakes and start anew. This process will be 
accomplished step by step, not all at once, 

The cause of socialism and all socialist countries 
must achieve solidarity in order to meet the aggressions of 

Βν.....- ὉὕὔὉὕ ον 
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imperialism despite ideological divergencies. Our main task is to unite the socialist camp, the liberation movement, and the working class against the common enemy. 

The last meeting of the Warsaw Treaty nations made ἃ major contribution not only to meeting the threat of the multi-lateral nuclear force, but also united these nations to meet aggression in all parts of the world. We have already reported to your Parties on the results of the visit to Vietnam, North Korea and China by Comrade Kosygin of the USSR. Our Party has been trying to normalize our relations with 

The CP of the Soviet Union has looked for new approaches to the question of how to bring about the unity of the world communist movement and other Parties have been doing the same, 

The growing differences and the sharp potemics which have resuited have caused some Parties to explore ways to regain the unity of the communist movement, As you know, not all Parties have agreed on the manner in which this can be accomplished, For example, while we proposed: that 26 Parties meet in a preparatory meeting, the CP of China proposed that Only 17 Parties should Participate. In one way or another 64 Parties have endorsed the idea of an international meeting in order to work toward the unity of the movement. This has caused us to find new forms for this Purpose such as a "consultative" meeting without a set date or place for a collective effort to enhance the unity of the movement for peace, democracy, and national liberation, 
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We believe that we can take joint steps here. We 
wiil look for a new and broader approach. We believe that—all 
81 Parties should take part in a consultative meeting as is 
set forth in the proposed text of the -cenficenieet letter for 
all the Parties of the world. This would be' the most democratic 
form. The time between now and the next meeting can be used to 
improve the climate for the next meeting. The CP of the 
Soviet Union believes in stopping open polemics. We can settle 
our differences as we did in the 1957 and 1960 meetings held 
here in Moscow. Of course, this does not mean that we must 
Stop discussion, but Lenin always was against name calling, 
Slander, etc., because this undermined the authority of the 
working class leaders. 

An essential condition for unity is noninterference 
in the affairs of the other Parties. The proposed letter to 
all Parties should not be published at least until all Parties 
have received it. We also propose that a public communique be 
issued and also a resolution concerning the imperialist aggression 
in Vietnam. 

i'm sure we all agree that old forms of unity such as 
the Comintern are now outworn. The new form is best exemplified 
in an international meeting based upon equality of all Parties... 
The forms change but the unity of the movement must be stronger. 
Such international meetings cannot be replaced by bi-lateral or 
multi-lateral meetings. As of now, 66 (sic) Parties favor such 
an international meeting. 

There are many problems of the communist world which 
need discussion such as: 1) Problems of the socialist states; 
2) The national liberation movement; 3) The role of the new 
states; and 4) How to unite the international communist movement. 
the CP of the Soviet Union does not want to exclude any One Party. 
We believe that we should discuss those matters which unite us. 
We pledge that the CP of the Soviet Union will make every effort 
to unite the revolutionary forces throughout the world. 

μι- τ ἢ 
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A. Aaltonen 

CP of Finland 

The next speaker was A. Aaltonen of the CP of Finland whe stated in essence as follows: 

Dear comrades, it is our earnest hope that this meeting will strengthen the Solidarity of the communist movement. It is our belief that the documents issued by the 1957 and 1960 meetings continue to define the main content of our work. However, there are some new problems which have arisen, Imperialism is on the downgrade but is nevertheless aggressive. It is our collective duty to unite the forces of Socialism. Aithough we believe that bi~lateral and multi~lateral meetings are uSeful and the Scandinavian Parties have met in that fashion many times, we nevertheless do not believe that such meetings are a substitute for a world meeting. We should concentrate in the preparation of this meeting on those matters which will unite us, I express our Party's agreement with the line of the Speech by Comrade Suslov and with the text of the proposed letter calling for a consultative conference. 

Mitko Grigorov 
CP of Bulgaria 

The next speaker was Mitko Grigorov of the CP of 
Bulgaria who stated in essence as follows: 

The Central Committee of the CP of Bulgaria considers this consultative meeting to be most useful in helping to overcome our differences on the basis of Marxism-Leninism, This meeting will not be used to the detriment of any Party nor will we 
excommunicate anyone. In our estimation the text of the draft letter is correct. We must remember that disunity is helpful only to moncpolies and reactionaries and causes factionalism within our 

ΦΟΌ» ΘΕ ΈΕΕ 
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ranks. We must remember that the imperialists are becoming 
more aggressive and are attacking new nations such as Vietnam 
and Cuba, and have faced us with a threat of their multi- 
lateral nuclear force. 

Our Party is also against the danger of overestimating 
the place of bi-lateral and multi~lateral meetings. If we want 
to stop the imperialist aggression, it must be done on a 
world-wide scale. Even if a date for such an international 
conference cannot be set now, we believe that we cannot postpone 
this conference for an indefinite time. 

Do not make the mistake of believing that the danger 
ef a split is caused by preparing for a conference; rather the 
danger of a split is caused by deviations from Marxism-Leninism, We realize that there is factionalism in a lot of countries, 
While the time may not be ripe for such a meeting, we do have to 
get started even if we do not force the issue. The history of 
the working class movement shows that such conferences are the 
best form for the achievement of international unity. 

There has been noted a tendency toward nationalism 
in the statements of some Parties. We firmly believe that the 
splitters in these polemics should stop because they do nothing 
but cause bitterness and more division. We must unite in a 
struggle against opportunism and factionalism, Our Party desires 
participation in m international meeting by all Parties, 81 and 
more Parties, 

Vladimir Koucky 
CP of Czechoslovakia 

The next speaker was Vladimir Koucky of the CP of 
Czechoslovakia who stated in essence as follows: 
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We have a profound sense of satisfaction at once 
again meeting with our other fraternal Parties here in Moscow, 
although we realize that som Parties are not present. 
Ve agree that this new form of calling a meeting is desirable, 
Yet we can express our opinion and let the other Parties know 
what is our feeling. We do not feel that this meeting is in 
any way new or "secret," but we agree that it would be better 
to let the other Parties know about this meeting through a 
letter to them rather than to receive their information through 
press or radio accounts, The threats of the imperialists - the 
uulti~lateral nuclear force and the efforts of the United 
States to divide the socialist countries ~ require our united 
Opposition. We must consider the fact that there are differences 
between the Parties resuiting from the fact that there are 
different conditions existing in these various countries, but 
these differences are not "absolute." There are also common 
interests. We thoroughly disagree with the line of the CP of 
China which wants to replace the common line worked out at the 
“δούλῃ of 1960 with a completely different line. We need 
conpicte trust among Parties and a cessation of factionalism. 
We view the trip by Comrade Kosygin of the USSR to Vietnam as 
a positive step in the line of proletarian internationalism, 

We believe that open insulting polemics should stop 
ang we should advance to the fore that which unites us, Only 
io this way can we meet our common enemy. 

We have overcome our past weaknesses of organizational 
centralism and, therefore, conferences and meetings are the best 
Form of arriving at a common program. We should approach our 
concrete problems in creative discussion in order to arrive at 
the solution to our problems and formulations of our common aims. 
We, therefore, appreciate the motivations and spirit of the 
sOllective meeting of the 22 fraternal Latin American Parties. 
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We believe that a new 81 Party meeting should be held, 
even if not in haste, but nevertheless not lagging over a—long 
period of time. The CP of Czechoslovakia offers the facilities 
of our city of Prague for the site of the next consultative 
meeting. We suggest that the agenda should include the subjects 
of war and peace, the national liberation movement, and the unity 
of the world communist movement. 

We believe that the present approach is a correct one 
and we are in full agreement with the proposed documents, that 
is to say the communique, and the confidential letter to all 
Parties to be published after the world Parties have received it. 
We also agree on the desirability of issuing a document condetining 
U.S. imperialism in Vietnam and sending greetings to the struggling 
people in North and South Vietnam. 

A. Ziller 

Brazilian CP 

The next speaker was A. Ziller of the Brazilian CP 
who stated in essence as follows: 

if am glad that we have gathered here at last as was 
expected in the statement issued by the 81 Parties at the meeting 
in 1960, The emphasis should be upon the fact that unity is the 
main thing to accelerate the defeat of imperialism. Even were 
there no differences among any of the Parties, we would still 
need to meet to solve or analyze new problems which have arisen, 
Some have advanced the argument that such meetings should not 
take place because they will only serve to widen the differences. 
This is a poor argument against meeting, and is rather a reason 
¥or holding such a meeting. The Latin American Parties are 
very concerned about an international meeting. We wish tit we 
could have had the Latin American multi-lateral meeting earlier. 
YE we want to be critical, we can say that this type of meeting 
should have been called earlier. 
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The Brazilian CP is going through a most difficult 
period. The democratic form of government in Brazil has been 
Swept away by the coup d'etat. We are very self-critical and 
conscious of the mistakes that we made. We realize that our 
divisions, both national and international, helped the enemy. 
in Brazil it is our belief that an international meeting will 
be decisive for us. We must strengthen the unity of the 
international communist movement and this cannot be postponed. 
We agree with the proposals for the calling of the next 
conference and we subscribe and support the proposed documents. 

Zenon Kliszko 

United Workers Party of Poland 

The next speaker was Zenon Kliszko of the United 
Workers Party of Poland who stated in essence as follows: 

The United Workers Party of Poland has discussed the 
draft of the proposed letter with the Central Committee of the 
CP of the Soviet Union and with other Parties, We are in total 
agreement that in 1960 we all agreed to call such meetings 
whenever necessary. There are many pressing reasons for the 
holding of such an international meeting: There is a changed 
vorid situation. The United States is pursuing a policy of 
intervention in the affairs of other countries in order to 
restore colonialist regimes for their own puppets. The United 
States and some of its allies persistently refuse to undertake 
any steps whatsoever toward disarmament, The world peace is 
endangered as the United States constantly leads the world 
"to the brink.” 

It is essential that we work out some new attitudes 
more precisely in keeping with conditions in the contemporary 
jorld. The swing of many countries such as in the Arab world, 
Africa and Latin America is to socialism or social radicalisn. 

imperialism and U.S. imperialism in. particular has 
taken advantage of the split in the world communist movement. 
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This is particularly evident in the U.S. aggression in Vietnam, We greet the trip by Comrade Kosygin to Southeast Asia, China 
and North Korea as a positive step but this division or lack of unity remained unaltered. There has been considerable 
effort expended to restore this unity but no form can replace that of international meetings. It is well that the draft letter stresses the need for thorough preparations for such a meeting, a better climate to be achieved by improving relations in the interim, the cessation of polemics, etc. All these Steps are interconnected. 

Our Party does not share the viewpoint of the CP of China toward the subject of war and peace, nor do we share the 
CP of China attitude in regard to the 20th and 22nd Congresses of the CP of the Soviet Union. But we know that ideological 
differences will take ‘time to resolve and that life will have to prove who is wrong and who is right. ‘We can defeat the 
forces of imperialism and unite because we have the common 
ideology of Marxism-Leninism. We can also rely upon the 
Strength of the socialist camp and our alliance with the 
liberation movements. I am sure that ail Parties are conscious of the need for unity in the international communist movement. 

Mutual relations among socialist countries and Parties 
15 vital. ‘The CP of the Soviet Union, when they -met with the 
representatives of the CP of China last November, tried very 
hard to achieve this unity. But the CP of China did not want to 
come to this meeting and challenged the authority of the 26 
Parties to convene such a meeting. Now, of course, there are 
out 19 Parties at this meeting, albeit a couple of Parties 
attended this meeting with reservations. We believe that there are good proposals flowing from this meeting and we support the 
Suggestion of this consultative meeting that we come together 
in a meeting of all Parties to promote the unity of all CPs and 
anti-imperialists against the forces of imperialism. 
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We grant that bi-lateral and multi~lateral meetings 
are good but they cannot accomplish all that must be accomplished, 
We also believe that sufficient time must be allowed to make 
adequate preparations for the coming consultative meeting. We 
propose that while polemics stop we continue discussions between Parties including theoretical debate. But, as Lenin warned, we must not let discussions harm other Parties and help the enemy. 
We believe that the magazine, "World Marxist Review" should be 
used for the theoretical discussion of differences but should not 
be a vehicle for slanders on other Parties. Our Party favors the adoption of a public communique and the confidential letter 
to all the Parties of the world. We also favor the adoption of a statement in regard to U.S. aggression in Vietnam. At first, 
we objected to this last point when we first saw it on the 
agenda, but we held discussions with the Cuban comrades who 
convinced us of the necessity for such a statement. 

Wilhelm Mohn 
CP of Germany 
(German Federal Republic) 

The next speaker was Wilhelm Mohn of the CP of Germany 
(German Federal Republic} who stated in essence as follows: 

As you know our Party is underground in Germany and 
Socialist unity and world unity of the CPs provide the protective 
cover for us. We have a definite need to rally the international 
forces of communism in alliance with all anti-inperialist forces, 
West Germen imperialism is working at a frenzied pace to expand 
their attacks against the German Democratic Republic, 
Czechoslovakia, Poland, and other countries in Europe. This they 
are doing with the help of U.S, imperialism, The German 
imperialists are also helping in the neo~-colonial drive and are 
Lighting all attempts to ease tensions in the world. The CP of 
Germany is fighting this mounting danger and the efforts of 
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German imperialist action to lay their hands on nuclear arms, 
It is our belief that as a result of international solidarity 
of the progressive forces the government in Bonn may be 
compelled to retreat from their efforts to use the expiration 
of the Statute of Limitations on behalf of the Nazi war 
criminals. 

We also endorse the trip by Comrade Kosygin to 
Vietnam as a very positive step toward peace and unity of the 
communist movement. 

The CP of Germany agrees with the main principles of 
the draft letter and we assert that we must steer a clear course 
for unity. We realize that a great effort will be necessary. 
it is our belief that a split in the international communist 
movement is most harmful to the international working class 
movement and to the national liberation movement. Unity in the 
ranks of socialism must he worked for ~ it will not come by 
itself. We agree with the proposals of Comrade Suslov for joint 
steps and jointaction for peace and democracy. Furthermore, we 
agree that an 81 Party consultative conference gives all’ Parties 
the possibility to prepare and to state their views. Even if 
we do not rush to hold this conference, there must be a time 
limit. The main thing is that the most important aim is a 
united effort against imperialism. The CP of Germany wishes to 
Place itself on record that we are opposed to public polemics, 
We would propose that replies to the draft letter should be sent 
to the Central Committee of the CP of the Soviet Union, 

Third Session -- March 2, 1965 

Chairman - Mitko Grigorov, CP of Bulgaria 

Demchigin Molomzhamtz, 
Peoples Revolutionary Party of Mongolia 

The next speaker was Demchigin Molomzhamtz of the 
Peoples Revolutionary Party of Mongolia, who stated in essence 
as follows: 

DES 
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The people of Mongolia condemned the U.S. imperialists’ 
invasion of South Vietnam and the Democratic Peoples Republic 
of Vietnam. We express our full agreement with the efforts 
toward international solidarity. We must heal this breach that 
has occurred and cannot allow these differences to continue 
because they will disrupt the world movement. We favor the 
proposals for the letter to all Parties, the communique, and a 
meeting of the 81 Parties. Our fifth plenum reaffirmed our 
belief in the line laid down in the 1960 declaration and the 
line of the 20th Congress of the CP of the Soviet Union. We 
favor a conference to elaborate a joint line of the international 
communist movement and it is our belief that procrastination will 
only play into the hands of our enemy. The proposed letter will 
be addressed to all 81 Parties and shovld create the proper 
atmosphere for a new conference. We express the opposition of 
our Party against public polemics. 

Raymond Guyot 
CP of France 

The next speaker was Raymond Guyot of the CP of France 
who stated in essence as follows: 

The circumstances that necessitate this meeting should 
evoke the spirit of internationalism. The imperialist forces 
are constantly trying to split the international communist 
movement. The meeting and the declaration of 1960 wre a challenge 
to this objective of imperialism, But just to be for unity is 
not enough; we have to frame a joint statement, a joint line, ὁ 
within a framework that involves all Parties in a common front. 

Identity of purpose of all communists is still 
necessary even if each Party has its own independent tasks to 
soive, The documents of the 1960 conference, which were 
unanimously adopted, worked out the general tasks of the communist 
movement. This is why the present system of imperialism is 
crumbling, - a 
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The main contradiction in the world is not between "rich and poor countries." Some countries once backward and poor are now building a new society. The main contradiction is between socialism and imperialism. We extend the greetings of the CP of France to Algeria and Cuba, who have chosen the socialist path. 

Our Party has rejected Stalin's dictum that a country can only have socialism with a one Party political system, We note that factionalism in France has caused many difficulties and .harmed not only the CP of France but also humerous public organizations. We think that the time is ripening for an international meeting of CPs. Such a meeting poses no threat to anyone. There will be no excommunication of any Party. Every Party must appreciate its international duty if we want to win the struggle against imperialism and Solve the problems of our time. To postpone the meeting is to reject the united front and adopt a fatalistic attitude. We should not reject bi~lateral or multi~lateral meetings on such Problems. We have found them to be most helpful and we have a wealth of such experience ~ of exchanges of thoughts and experience. But such bi-lateral or multi-lateral meetings do not replace international meetings which we consider a necessity. 

The CP of France agrees that a world consultative meeting should be held and that the letter to these Parties is & necessity. Not to send such a letter would be a terrible error. This is the democratic way and not an infringement upon the independence of Parties. 

Rudolfo Ghioldi 
CP of Argentina 

The next speaker was Rudolfo Ghioldi of the CP of Argentina who stated in essence as follows: 
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in the resolution that resulted from the meeting of 
Latin American Parties in Havana, in November, 1964, we 
emphasized the need for a world unity and the need for an 
international meeting of CPs, In Latin America, unity is the 
fundamental basis for success, In Havana and in bi-lateral . 
conferences we drew lessons in how to examine differences, 
assess them, and draw conclusions, The experience of recent 
years shows that public polemics, insults, and factionalism 
by one Party on another, is not beneficial but rather is 
helpful to the enemy. This reminds us of the fact that a 
motion condemning factionalism waS proposed by Cuba and Brazil 
at the 1960 Moscow meeting and it was adopted unanimously. 

We believe it is correct to regard the aggression 
in Vietnam by U.S. imperialism as aggression against the entire 
Secialist camp. U.S. imperialism makes repeated attempts of 
aggression against Cuba and encourages German imperialist 
revengists with their plan for a multi~lateral nuclear force. 
If we unite we can cool the ardor of U.S. imperialism and its 
Pentagon, 

We consider the draft letter as the most democratic 
approach in calling the consultative meeting. We make mention 
that in Havana, the CP, USA, the CP of Canada, and the CP of 
Puerto Rico were not present. Next time we will invite then, 

The Cuban Revolution placed the question of power in 
a new way in Latin America, but in Havana we agreed that there 
can he no single pattern for revolution. True, we apply the 
general laws of Marxism, but in Havana, we agreed that in each 
country there can be a different road, peaceful or armed, 
Parliamentary or anti~Parliamentary, etc. But in all situations 
mass movements are important. We do not reject any road, but 
we have no a priori concepts here. Comrade Victorio Codovilla 
(Chairman, CP of Argentina) said at Havana that in Argentina the 
ammed struggle is not excluded but as of now mass work seems the 

“Forse 
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best and most appropriate way. The Latin American CPs expect 
to hold a conference in Montevideo, Uruguay, later this year 
probably in May or June. 

Hermann Matern, 

Socialist Unity Party of Germany 
(German Democratic Republic) 

The next speaker was Hermann Matern of the Socialist 
Unity Party of Germany (German Democratic Republic), who stated 
in essence as follows: 

U.S, imperialism has engineered a secret alliance with 
the Bonn Government and is proposing a multi-lateral nuclear 
force and the use of nuclear arms to launch a revanchist war, 
This would give the U.S, hegemony in Europe using West Germany 
as the spearhead against all the rest of Europe, 

The German Democratic Republic is now in a period of 
progress in both domestic and foreign affairs. -The proceedings 
and decisions of the meetings of the Warsaw Pact nations have 
heiped to strengthen the socialist camp aS a whole. Maximum 
unity of the world communist movement is absolutely necessary in 
order to change the present correlation of forces in the world, 
The communists of the world must unite to prevent a world war 
aS was emphasized by the late Comrade Palmiri Togliatti 
(deceased General Secretary, CP of Italy). The longer we delay 
a meeting of world Parties, the greater becomes the danger 
through the miscalculations of the imperialists, There is a 
long list of problems that need to be discussed and resolved 
by collective discussion. We are convinced that this meeting 
and the documents that are proposed will ease the tensions in 
our movement, 

Senet 
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Fourth Session - March 3, 1965 ποτ ΘΕΌΝ = aren 39, 1965 

Chairman ~ A. Ziller, Brazilian cP 

The first order of business at this Session was a report by the Editing Commission for the drafting of documents. Boris N. Ponomarev, of the CP of the Soviet Union, presented a draft of a statement on developments in Vietnam and advised that the Editing Commission had unanimously agreed to place this document before the entire meeting. It was proposed that the subject be considered the Same day in order that it might be released on March 3, 1965, 

Enrico Berlinguer 
CP of Italy 

The next speaker was Enrico Berlinguer of the CP of {[taly, who stated in essence as follows: 

Our points of view on some issues differ from that of some cther Parties. Yet, we want to unify our movement. Far~reaching changes are taking place in the world between continents and peoples, classes, and even among governing classes on issues of peace. A new menace to peace has arisen ~ imperialist powers trying to balance the growing power of the people. U.S. imperialism has become more aggressive. There are contradictions among imperialists too. But the United States wants to Sharpen the differences even in a most brutal hanner, The imperialists have put concentration in Southeast Asia, and in Africa, and also in Latin America, There has been constant provocation by U.S. imperialist forces especially 
against Cuba. 

In Europe also, the concept of a multi~lateral nuclear force will put nuclear arms into the hands of the Bonn revanchists. U.S. policy is up a blind alley. The United Nations Gi ganization is also in a crisis. 
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The split in the world communist movement prevents 
to some degree action on the part of the masses and sets them 
back. We need more joint actions. AS was pointed out by 
our Comrade Togliatti, there is a need for joint action against 
iaperialisn-oven if we may be in disagreement on ideology. We elieve that it is wrong to exclude China - the polemics can continue even as we work together, 1 wish ὙΠῸ participants in 
tmis conferencé to remember that the CP of Ttaly is ὁ posed to 

ideology of the CP of China. 
pip repens 

First of all, we have to give support to Vietnam. We must show our solidarity and mobilize all the peace-loving 
peoples of the world. We must give support to all liberation 
novenents and the young governments of the emerging nations. 
At the same time we must also be conscious of the plight of the 
working ciass in the developed countries. We must develop 
actions in all countries, particularly against the forces of 
war and against the monopolies. 

We must shake off the dust of dogmatism and develop 
new ideas. We need deep and exhaustive discussions on the 
problems that are facing the working class in this historical 
condition. We also need to study the former colonial countries 
who have set their sights on socialism. ‘The solution to many 
of these problems requires the consultation of many Parties, 
which consultations may be bi-lateral, multi-lateral or more. 
The Latin American conference was a food example that that is 
the best way because it first reduces disagreements and then 
develops solidarity in action. We can reduce the contradictions 
and erroneous positions of the Chinese comrades in this way. We 
have to be sensible, cautious and patient, It would be mere 
delusion to sit back and wait for some mythical solution. 

. The process of cementing unity must go beyond communists 
alone. There are strong revolutionary forces which are 
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anti~imperialist and socialist and yet are not communist. The autonomy of every Party must be emphasized and there must be viability in the approach to these other Parties. There can be informal contacts with non-comunist revolutionary Parties Such as the manner in which the French have established contact with Algeria and the United Arab Republic Socialist Party, etc. 

The CP of Italy has no objection in principle to international. conferences, but_we contend that there must be Suitable conditions for such conferences. —Contititons-of—uity must be created where all Parties Gan Take part. We would like to draw your attention to the fact that during the past two years the approach to an international meeting has not always been positive. Within our Party, divisions have developed instead of unity as a result of conferénces. We feared that two Separate centers would be created by a split, one of which would be led by the CP of China. Lately, this political climate has improved. The trip by Comrade Kosygin to Vietnam, Korea and China has contributed to the creation of this better climate, 

The CP of Italy wants to cement our fraternal relations With all Parties but you must bear in mind that in the main the Asian Parties are not present here. Despite our reservations we have come to this meeting in order to listen and to examine what others have to Say. But we say that conditions for an international meeting have not yet matured. We are cpposed to passive waiting just as we are not intimidated by Chinese threats. But we must avoid belligerence and crudeness, We should lay the basis for an international meeting on joint actions. In the meantime we are opposed to any Suggestion that organizational machinery be put into gear before the maturing of conditions for an international meeting. We are opposed to the Setting of dates er holding of additional meetings before other things happen. We shall oppose all organizational suggestions and we will oppose - the setting up of a preparatory committee, Such actions may seen perfectly sensible and expedient, but they won't unite us. 
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Insofar as the proposed letter and communique are 
concerned, we believe that the communique itself would be 
sufficient. Perhaps we could include the Suggestions for 
further consultations in a letter. We would assist in such 
an accord, 

‘The imperialists hope that we will adopt decisions 
at this meeting that will further divide us. Instead we 
Should adopt a decision that will unite us all. 

Dezsoe Nemes 
Socialist Workers Party of Hungary 

The next speaker was Dezsoe Nemes of the Socialist 
Workers Party of Hungary, who stated in essence as follows: 

1 extend to all participants the greetings of the 
Fungarian Socialist Workers Party. Our Party favors a drafting 
committees of more than 26 Parties. In our Opinion no date 
should be set for the next Meeting until we hear from the 
other Parties who are not present. We are in agreement with 
the proposed draft of the letter to these other Parties. In 
our Opinion answers from the other Parties should be forthe 
coning in three to six months. We can't wait forever, These other Parties might send their responses to other Parties with 
whom they have close contact, not only to the CP of the Soviet 
Union. Perhaps we could include the address of another Party 
or give the address of all Parties. 

We believe that a program of joint actions should be 
drawn up, Perhaps there should be a document on the relations 
of socialist Parties, a document on colonial and former 
colonial nations, a document on war and peace, and a document 
On the independence of Parties, as well as a document on an 
international meeting. However, aiter having sent this letter, 
perhaps we should postpone the introduction of these documents. 
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Our Party favors an international meeting and we believe it Should take place in the not too distant future. But you can't hold an 81 Party meeting without some organizational preparatory steps. Maybe such preparatory steps could involve 40 or more Parties so that no ‘single Party takes this upon itself. In answer to Comrade Berlinguer of Italy, who proposed that a communique would be sufficient without a letter, we might note that if there is only a communique people would not feel obligated to answer. It will impress them as being a’ myStical, vague proposition. We might say that without joint preparations there will be no conference. 

If we wait for our Chinese friends to stop attacking uS,'it might take ten years. They curse us anyhow and present the 25 point ultimatum. We believe it would be better if all 19 Parties present at this conference signed the letter, which is a busSanesslike way of preparation. We should adopt this proposal, 

Raul Castro, 
United Party of the 
Socialist Revolution of Cuba (PURS) Sn evotution of Cuba (PURS) 

The next speaker was Raul Castro of the United Party of the Socialist Revolution of Cuba (PURS), who stated in 
essence as follows: 

This meeting requires that we show that this is not a drafting committee. Maximum respect should be shown for the Parties that are not present and there must he no polemics from here. A split is detrimental to the world movement and a common struggle against imperialism, for democracy and peace. Joint action is one way to help unity and there should be such joint action in’ ali-out support for the independence movement and for the victims of imperialist aggression. This is why our 
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Party supports the resolution on Vietnam, Such support is a 
duty of all communists. We must do our duty even if we are 
now split. 

Therefore, we consider the road of struggle is the 
road that will help us overcome differences. We are opposed 
to polemics and we are opposed to interference by one Party 
in the affairs of another. We will have our differences, but 
they cannot be resolved in polemics. We believe that bi-lateral 
and multi-lateral meetings followed by international meetings 
can help to solve our problems. The Havana conference of 
Latin American Parties, of which Comrade Ghioldi spoke, helped 
to solve some problems. There was emphasized solidarity with 
Cuba against U.S. imperialism. We suggest that others too do 
the same and also do the same in réference to the Venezuélans 
who even now are fighting with arms in hand. 

There will always be some differences but on the 
basis of Marxism-Leninism, we show respect for all Parties and 
Seek to create an atmosphere for mutual respect. We say that 
Sometimes it is better to make a joint mistake rather than to 
try to correct things by oneself. The enemy is jubilant over 
our differences. The Southeast Asian aggression by U.S, 
imperialism is to some extent connected with our international 
differences. We Cubans are disturbed that we may suffer as 
are the peoples of Vietnam because of our divisions. The 
imperialists are harboring illusions and may let these illusions 
overcome them. 

We hold that no Party has the right to brand another 
with some name because of disagreements. We do not believe in 
hegemony of any one Party. If there are differences, there 
should be discussions but no insults. Until the day when the 
international communist movement has no enemies, we must 
remain united, We consider it wrong for the Party of a big . 

country to exert pressure on another country and vice versa. We 

sar 
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Support the principle of the equality of Parties as was 
Outlined in the statement of 1960. At the same time we say 
that the CP of the Soviet Union is at the head of the 
socialist column and is the bastion of the oppressed. 

The road ahead will be very difficult but despite 
these difficulties we will stake our future on it. The 
international communist movement may make mistakes, but our 
earnestness and our ideology will unite us. Unity is the 
most important thing. There can be no victor and no 
vanquished Parties. We must work to create conditions that 
will breed confidence; otherwise, we will then all be the 
victims. 

The Government of Cuba and the leadership of the 
PURS wishes to extend its sincere thanks to the CP of the 
Soviet Union for the attention which has been shown to the 
members of the Cuban delegation to this meeting. 

ἢ, Palme Dutt 

CP of Great Britain 

The next speaker was R. Palme Dutt of the CP of 
Great Britain who stated in essence as follows: 

{ offer my apologies for my late arrival at this 
meeting. I was delayed in leaving for the USSR because I was 
waiting for the decision of our national executive as to the 
position which we should put forward at this meeting. 

The CP of Great Britain extends its thanks to the 
CP of the Soviet Union for the great patience and tolerance 
Shown by the CP of ‘the Soviet Union in trying to overcome the 
differences within the communist movement. We are glad that 
this is not a "preparatory conference.” As expressed by our 
national executive last January, we thought it inadvisable to 
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call the conference by such a title, However, we did indicate that we are willing to participate in a consultative meeting. Our Party is completely in agreement with the comrades who have indicated that there is an urgency in the holding of an 
international meeting because of the fact that our divergencies and the present world situation are being exploited by our 
enemies. I will present the viewpoint of our Party concerning the tactical aspects of preparations for a conference, 

Our Party is in favor of an international conference to overcome the differences in the international movement. We were one of but four Parties that urged this in 1963, But we always stated that if our differences were to be overcome all Parties would have to join the round table. We are against 
conferences that perpetuate differences, although we have 
opposed the Chinese position for five years or more, We think 
that a conference is urgent but we must arrive at agreement on the method. When it was clear in November, 1964, that all 
Communist and Workers Parties would not be present, we urged 
the postponement of the December, 1964 meeting, But we were at that time against fixing a new date, 

‘In January, 1965, we stated that an international 
conference must be all inclusive and must include the main 
Parties. Why is this important? It is not a question whether 
such a conference is desirable, but rather who will participate. 
It is obvious that all of us desixe such a conference but the 
CP of China has not shown a cooperative response to the forms 
that have been made. While an international conference or a 
preparatory committee should take Place, even if the CP of China 
does not participate because of the urgency ΟΥ the situation, 
we believe that it is still not advisable if the other side, 
that is the CP of China, is not present. It will deepen the 
ideological split and take on the form of an organizational 
split - that is separate world centers which will then grow 
into two rival international centers. This would be worse than 
the present situation even though at present there are some 
Splinter organizations, 
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it is true, as our Bulgarian comrades have said, 
that the split is not due to those who foster unity, but 
vather to those who preach splintering. China is a great big 
country and if it is not included, we cannot have a real 
communist world movement, We cannot allow our eagerness and 
the urgency of the situation to rush us into precipitate action. 
We should beware that we do not smuggle in the preparatory 
committee by the back door. It is proposed that the preparatory committee call the 81 Parties into a consultative conference. 
This means that this gathering acts as a collective body taking 
an organizational step, My instructions from my national 
executive are to oppose any Such steps except to agree to a 
communique. A further reason is proposed in opposition to the 
proposed letter. This will be a secret letter and this will 
give rise to speculation. Whatever we want to Say we can say 
in a communique which, unlike the letter, would reach the 
membership and abolish the stigma of a "secret" document. 

The proposals thus far Only assume that the obstacles 
will have been overcome by the time of the 81 Party meeting. 
Why do we think that 81 Parties will participate? We have heard 
it said that we cannot allow two or three Parties to veto the 
holding of such an international meeting. Well, if we were to 
meet on such an issue as the multi-lateral nuclear force for 
example, we could make that statement. But if the meeting is 
called to resolve differences we cannot Say this. The focal 
problems can be considered by an international communist 
conference, but unity is a prerequisite, 

We can do better now by building upon the line laid 
down by the 1957 and 1960 documents. Any unilateral step will 
not resolve anything. But there can be no shortcuts. We must 
recognize the indisputable fact that not until the two biggest 
CPs, the CP of the Soviet Union and the CP of China, the two 
biggest communist powers, get together will we be able to have 
an international conference. The situation may change and state 
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relations may improve. It is possible that joint actions by 
these two Parties and governments on the Vietnam situation— 
can help. 

We would suggest that instead of a ready-made proposal 
we ask the CP of China to elucidate what are their proposals. 

We could also ask all Parties for their proposals 
regarding a conference. If we unilaterally fix a date for such 
a conference, it will lead to a collision course. 

Maybe we will have to use the first method if the CP 
of China remains opposed to such a meeting. But we must try toa 
have all inclusive international communist unity and not be 
provoked. We must strive for a united communist movement. 
Events are on our Side and the common interest of the united 
forces of the world remain decisive. We must work to improve 
the climate for this conference. We propose that the only 
document .to be produced by this conference, outside of the Vietnam 
statement, be the public communique. 

Khaied Bagdache 
CP of Syria 

The next speaker was Khaled Bagdache of the CP of 
Syria who stated in essence as follows: 

There are many new problems to analyze but the most 
important problem is the unity of the communist movement. We 
believe that objective conditions are ripe for the meeting but 
there are subjective factors that prevent it.- The question is 
how can we lead the forces of secialism or solve the numerous 
problems of the world situation if we ourselves are not united. 
We Syrian communists are united but we have been weakened and 
it is difficult to develop a peoples united front because the 
world movement is not united. In the Arab world we believe that 
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the struggle for independence depends upon the international unity of the socialist world but how can we defeat reactionaries and imperialists if we are not united? The liberation movement in the Arab world is losing the features of nationalism or mere anti-imperialism and is taking on the character of internationalism and socialism, How can we give leadership if we ourselves are divided? It is a fact that factionalism sows disunity. 

Bi-lateral and multi-lateral meetings are fine so far as they go. We Arabs, use this method of meeting, but this is not sufficient and does not replace the need for an international meeting. We support the proposed communique and the proposed letter calling for a consultative meeting. We also Support the Proposal made by our German comrades that replies to the letter be sent to the CP of the Soviet Union, We also support the proposal to strengthen the "World Marxist Review." 

S. A. Dange 
CP of India 

The next speaker was 5. A, Dange of the CP of India who stated in essence as follows: 

The CP of India is glad to see the convening of this conference. Since it has been more than four years since the last conference, many new features have arisen in the march of mankind that need answers. Imperialist contradictions are growing and there are also growing contradictions within the United States on the question of war and peace. A conference is long overdue, It is our opinion that the CP of China is not only ideologically Separate, but they are also taking organiza= tional steps agai —~att1Pariies and mass movements, We must Overcome these and a conference of world Parties can do this, We disagree with those that Say that because the CP of China won't attend such a conference this will worsen the split. We 
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are being subjected to great pressure and to the philosophy of-splitting:-—* world conference would help, You must —_ remember that the 1960 conference was called to resolve some differences. If these differences had been allowed to drift without solution, the communist movement would not have been able to achieve those victories we now have. We should seek & common ground on which to hold discussions. We should not meet as victors but rather to reach agreement. 

iL. Aarons 

CP of Australia 

The next speaker was L. Aarons of the CP of Australia who stated in essence as follows: 

Our Party agrees with the proposals submitted to this meeting. These are serious proposals to unfreeze the situation that has developed. If we ignore these serious and fundamental differences, it will harm us. These are not going to be solved easily and maybe the conditions are not yet ripe, but we should not just wait. We must use initiative and work to unite and merge the socialist countries, the liberation movement, and the working class struggle. We also greet Comrade Kosygin's visit . to Vietnam as a positive step. This is a most urgent problem since the United States intervention can have most important consequences for that part of the world, 

The Chinese say that this meeting will lead to a split. We disagree. We believe that we can achieve positive results if we concentrate upon the burning issues of our current epoch, fhe draft letter should be carefully edited. There should be no prejudgnents, no "musts," ete. It must have concrete proposals. Our job is not to convince the 66 Parties that agree, but rather those 15 or 16 Parties that will not attend. 
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Our Party is opposed to public polemics. Our Party recently issued a statement on China in which we exposed the Slanders of the ruling class against China. We emphasized that our disagreements are principled ones. In our opinion the CP of China support of splitters is magnified and that "a fiea to the prisms of Peking becomes a kangaroo." We propose an appropriate paragraph in the letter to ban nuclear weapons and to support the Chinese proposal for a world conference on this subject. 

The CP of Australia Supports the proposal for a world conference of Communist and Workers Parties, 

Final Session - March 5, 1965 Rr eae 

Chairman - R, Palme Dutt, CP of Great Britain 

Boris N. Ponomarey 
CP of the Soviet Union ee LEE UNION 

Boris N. Ponomarey of the CP of the Soviet Union delivered a report from the Editorial Committee on the termination of their work. The communique had been made all-inclusive and one document would be issued instead of two. Several meetings had been held ‘and complete agreement had been reached upon the basis of principles. The draft of the communique was placed before the consultative meeting and it was noted that all Parties present had made contributions to the summary of the meetings as contained in the communique. Ponomarey proposed that the communique be circulated to all 81 Parties and then as the Chairman of the Editorial Committee made the motion that the document be approved and adopted. 

Chairman R. Palme Dutt of Great Britain then asked for 

ὑόν ἢ 
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Enrico Berlinguer 
CP of Italy 

The next speaker was Enrico Berlinguer of the CP of 
Italy who stated in essence as follows: 

As we conclude our work and approve the results of this 
meeting,we of the CP of Italy want to make a brief statement for 
the record. The Central Committee of the CP of Italy has 
instructed us to state that there must be profound respect for 
the consultative nature of our statement in view of the absence 
of a number of Parties so that this document would not appear to 
be binding. It was from this thought that all our objections 
stemmed. That is why we objected to the "confidential" letter to 
the Parties and why we expressed a preference for a brief communique 
that would express a common desire for unity. and a common desire 
for the ripening of political conditions for a unity meeting. 

We took into consideration the opinions of the other 
Parties so that we could arrive at unanimity. We acknowledge 
that the other Parties here did the same and that the meeting gave 
up the idea of a confidential letter, But the final results of 
the meeting leave some doubts and some reservations. This is 
because we are adopting a document which. in length and breadth is 
at variance with the nature of the meeting, Further, the analyses 
of the political situation are not profound enough, but rather are 
mechanical. It treats the 1957 and 1960 documents mechanically 
although some portions of them are out of date. 

We also object to the way we talk of a future conference. 
Despite these reservations our Central Committee instructs us to 
adopt this communique so that we can bring this meeting to a 
conclusion. We also appreciate the fact that a divergence of views 
from this conference would hinder our cause. In the future, if 
we want to reaffirm that in the future an - international meeting 
would serve a useful purpose, we will Say so. But right now, we 
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Say that the time is not yet ripe. The political conditions 
need to ripen so that if such ἃ meeting is prepared the 
entire movement can take 4 Step forward as compared to 1960, 
and so that such a meeting does not risk a widening of the 
breach or create a split. 

Some comrades think that such a meeting is necessary and possible now. I repeat our firm conviction that the split 
would be far worse if we rush into this. We face the dilemma that if we HOla-a-conferonce of ail priacipied revolutionary forces or a conference that would cauSe a split, then the 
worid communist movement will be divided into two world centers 
or two counterpoised blocs. A future conference must be 
regarded as a possible means to achieve unity, not a split. 
This does not mean that we must take years or that we submit 
to a veto or blackmail, but if we were to say six months or 
ten years, that should be no problem, The important thing is 
that neither side has serious objections. 

We have received the promise that conditions will 
mature. We will see this in joint action against imperialism; 
in the advance of the cause of peace and socialism; and in the 
development of critical discussion and the development of the 
positions of each Party. These would ripen the political 
climate for the entire movement. In this development the CP of 
Italy would make its contribution for the convocation of a 
meeting. We will not join those who propose a meeting without 
the ripening of these conditions. With these reservations we 
Join and give our consent to the final communique, 

We wish to express our satisfaction in regard to the 
frank discussions and atmosphere which have prevailed at this 
meeting. These things will bring us closer together. Our warm 
thanks to our Soviet comrades who as always accepted us in a 
friendly and comradely manner and have made the conduct of this 
meeting possible, 

| 

τ 
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Khaled Bagdache 
CP of Syria 

Bagdache next spoke and congratulated the Drafting Committee for a job well done and made a small suggestion concerning the placement within the communique of one of the Statements. Boris N. Ponomarev then indicated that the Suggestion of Bagdache had been considered by the Editorial Committee and that they had decided to make the Placement as presented to the conference, According to Ponomarev, it really didn't make too much difference since it is part of a general program. Bagdache agreed to leave the communique as written. 

S. A. Dange 
CP of India 

S. A. Dange of the CP of India agreed with the Italian reservation that some parts of the 1960 Statement are out of date, but stated that the general line of the 1960 statement is Still valid. 

Zenon Kliszko 
United Workers Party of Poland ett 

Ὁ τ΄ πὸ 

| fhe next speaker was Zenon Kliszko of the United Workers Party of Poland who stated in essence as follows; . 

Our Party agrees with the draft of the communique before us. The Italian comrades have pointed out that they have a few doubts. But I think we need to point out that these reservations were in the minds of many of those present, that is to try to impart a consultative character to this conference and there should be no effort to impose resolutions on other 
Parties. 

BEG 7. 
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I believe we can say: that our conference was the first one in the history of the international movement in which we shoved so much consideration for all proposals. If we can Sum it up, we can say that 17 Parties framed this letter and that serious objections were raised by two Parties: Italy and Great Britain. We met those proposals - if the CP of Italy Says they want to go on "record" that the Italian comrades do not want to disfavor “disunity.” If we had agreed earlier as I Stated earlier in the conference, we could have reached a consensus much earlier, 

in all the deliberations up until now no one has discussed the split itself. The CP of the Soviet Union and the United Workers Party of Poland had bitter experiences in the old days when the CP in Poland was dissolved during Stalin's period. During the Nazi occupation the Party built from seratch, Yet we will continue to favor unity because we know what it means to dissolve a Party. 

I want to apologize for this Speech but we talked to Our Italian friends and our Cuban friends many times and we never raised or felt that there was a tendency to split. We never harbored intentions to excommunicate any Party. Therefore, i want to underscore for the benefit of our Italian friends that a Spirit prevailed at this conference to bring about political, organizational, or any other conditions to bring about the world unity of the movement, 

I listened to the statements of the comrades from the CP cf Italy and from ἢ, Palme Dutt of the CP of Great Britain, i must admit that Palme Dutt was candid and told us what the CP of Great Britain has in mind. We did not adopt a general line nor substantive document. We merely indicate how a future conference should be carefully prepared. We did not set times or anything else. The Italians have a right to say what they 
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did but 1 thought I should make these vemarks after Berlinguer'’s femarks. We have wade a great stride forvard today and now let's conclude with unanimity. 

Folloving the above remarks, Palme Dutt of Great Britain commented that they should not start the discussion all over again and Berlinguer of the CP of Italy objected that he had not charged anyone with desiring or fomenting a split. 
Chairman Palme Butt then indicated that in the absence of 
Objections, it was assumed that all Parties adopted the documents of this conference. Boris N. Ponomarev of the CP of the Soviet Unicon stated that the document would be published on 
Harch 10, 1965, 

Raul Castro of the PURS of Cuba stated that he had 
been promised all the material of this conference to take back 
to Coba with him avd made this as & proposal. 

Peter Florin of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany, Chairuaa of the Secretariat of the consultative meeting, then 
agreed to give each Party a copy of the record but not of the minutes of the conference. He stated that copies of the 
speeches would also be available if the delegates who made the 
speeches agreed toe it. 

Ho Palme Dartt 
CP of Great Beitain 

ἴδ. Pals Dutt, the Chairman of this final session, then speke to the following effect: 

Ve bave poy come to the end of our gathering. We 
Wish Lo @:.press cue thanks to our comrades in the CP of the soviet Union and also to all the technical workers who made 
Chis meeting possibile. We frankly and in a comradely spirit 
reached a basis for our results of the meeting. The spirit 
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of internationalism has inspired cur aims at this neeting’ and Will continue to inspire our future aims, 

At this point the consultative meeting was adjourned. 

The source has advised that contrary to publicly Published statements to the effect that the CP, USA, was in attendance at the above neeting merely as observers, the representatives of the CP, USA were in fact participants in this meeting rather than observers, James Jackson addressed the meeting during the third session and presented the views of the CP, USA. Further, the CP, USA was represented on the Secretariat of the meeting and a representative of the CP, USA Participated in the work of the Editorial Committee for the drafting of the communique. However, the substance of the remarks of James Jackson at the third session of the meeting are not available and therefore are not Set forth above. 

Set forth below is the text of the communique adopted by the consultative meeting of the 19 Communist and Workers Parties at the mceting in Moscow, USSR, which text has previously been published in the public press: 

HOSCOW STATEMENT OF ᾿ 
COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES 

σπου, USSR 
March 10, 1965 

A Consultative meeting of the representatives of the Cciumunist Party of argentina, Comwunist Party of Australia, Communist Party of Brazil, Communist Party of Bulgaria, United Barty of the Cuban Socialist Revolution, Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, Communist Party of Finland, Communist Party of Prance, Socislist Unity Party of Germany, Communist.Party of Germany, Communist Party of Great Britain, Socialist Workers 
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Party of Hungary, Communist Party of India, Communist Party of italy, Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party, United 
iorkers Party of Poland, Communist Party of Syria, Communist Party of the Soviet Union was held in Moscow from lst to 5th Of ΒΤ ΘΕ, 

The representatives of the Communist Party of the U.S.A. attended the meeting as observers. 

The participants of the Meeting had consultations on questions of mutual interest, exchanged views on the ways to overcome disagreements and to strengthen the unity of the international communist movement. ' 

The meeting was held in the atmosphere of fraternity and friendship and was inspired with the spirit of active struggle for uniting the communist novement in the name of carrying cut its historic tasks. The participants of the meeting expressed strong determination of their parties. to consolidate the international communist movement to strengthen its solidarity on the basis of Marxism-Leninism, proletarian internationalism and the line worked out by the Declaration of 1957 and the Statement of 1960, 

The representatives of the parties stated that the basic tendency of the πον, development in the contemporary conditions is the strengthening of the positions of socialisn, intensification of the national liberation and international VOrkers movement, growth of the forces standing for the 
bréservation and consolidation of peace. 

At the same time it was pointed out that world 
reaction, and, first of ali, American imperialism is becoming "ore active all over the world, is aiming at aggravation of the situation and is taking aggressive actions apainst 
Socialist countries, countries liberated from colonialism and 
the revolutionary movement of peoples. a 
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in this situation as never before all communist parties are demanded to show understanding of their inter- national responsibility to be united in the common fight 
agalost imperialisu, colonialisn, neocolonialism, domination Of the monopolistic capital, for the active support of the liberation movement and the defense of the peoples exposed to imperialist aggression, for the struggle for peace based on the respect of sovereignty and integrity of all states. 

in their statement the participants of the meeting expressed their solidarity with the heroic Viet Nam people, Viet Nam Vorkers Party and called for international. 
Solidarity in the fight against aggressive actions of 
Atierican militarists. 

Σ the struggle against imperialism is to be 
Successful the decisive role must be played by the Unity of 
“il revolutionary forces ~ socialist world, national~ 
liberation movement and international working class. 

The interests of uniting those forces urgently 
demand the strengthening of the solidarity of the International 
Communist Movement. 

Differguces in the commnist movement while weakening its unity undermine the cause of the international Communist Movement, the cause of Communism. 

The participants of the neeting expressed their 
holief that things that unite the communist movement are much 
stronger than those that separate them.at present. Despite 
the differences concerning the political line and many important 
theoretical and tactical problems it is quite possible and 
necessary to make efforts to attain unity in the struggle against duperialism, in the cause of all~pround support of Liberation 
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movements of peoples, in the Struggle for world peace and peaceful coexistence of states with different social Systems whether big cor small in the struggle for vital interests and historic goals of the working class, 

The right way to overcome present differences lies in joint efforts in the struggle for those common goals. 

The participants of the meeting underlined the necessity of collective efforts on the part of communist Parties for improving relations anonge parties, for Strengthening the solidarity of the International Communist Movement on the basis of democratic principles of independence and equality of all fraternal parties. 

In the struggle for Solution of problems that are common to all the Communis¢ movement, it is expedient to use all opportunities and ways, bilateral and multilateral neetings ef the representatives of the fraternal parties and other forns i party communications and exchange of views. 

The participants of the Weeting are unanimous that in present conditions as it was stated in the Statement of 1960, the international meetings of the Communist and Workers parties *¥S a0 effective form of mutual exchange of views and experience, St enriching by collective efforts of Warxist-Leninist theory aad working out the positions in tie struggle for common aims. Such meetings held with ebservance of principles of full equality ind independence of each party can serve well to the course oi overcoming differences and uniting the Communist movement on the basis of Marxism-Leninisn and proletarian internationalisn. Enat is why in the Opinion of all participants of the meeting an active and all-round preparation of a new international meeting aid its conducting at a suitable time is in the interests of the international Communist movement. Im order to convene and Successfully conduct a new meeting it has to he Prepared both 
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from the point of viey of its substence and in respect of its 
organization, by joint efforts actively create favorable 
eonditions for participation in its preparation of all 
fraternal parties, unceasingly try to improve the atmosphere 
in the international communist movement. The meeting is 
called to serve the common cause of all communists. 

Concentration of attention and efforts on important 
tasks of the Communist movement most of all will serve to unite 
our positions on the present time. 

the participants of the meeting considered that for 
the discussion of the question of a new international meeting 
it is desirable to hold a preliminary consultative meeting of 
the representatives of 81 parties which participated in the 1960 

meeting. For the solution of the question of convening such a 
preliminary meeting it is necessary to have consultations with 
ail these parties. 

The parties represented at the present meeting 
pronounced for putting an end to open polemics of unfriendly 
and offensive character to fraternal parties. 

Horeover, they consider it useful to continue the 
wachange of views on important problems of our times which are 
οὗ mutual interest, in a friendly atmosphere and without mutual 
i. etUBaATLOns . 

The participants of the meeting stood for the strict 
uloervance Of the principles.ocf relationship among parties 
eutablished by the iacetings of 19 οι 1660, and are against 
iuterference by any parties into internal affairs of other 
Parties. 

Expressing their views concerning the ways of over- 
coming difficulties in the international future development the 
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representatives of the parties vere governed by their concern for Strengthening the Harxist-Leninist unity of the Communist EOvement in its struggle against imperialism and for national liberation, peace, democracy, socialism and communisn. 

The representatives of the parties are confident that the meeting will receive a positive response on the part of the fraternal parties. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the Federyal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property of the Pederal Bureau of Investigation ‘and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, "Plans for New Building in East Berlin, 
German Democratic Republic." 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 4/28/65 to SAs RICHARD W. 
HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, / 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified. - 

'PUP“SHGKREL since it contains information furnished by - ἃ 
CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement, The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing hisscurity, and thus 
adversely affecting the national security. 

CG 5824-S* advised that the information contained 
in the enclosed letterhead memorandum was furnished to him 
in East Berlin during the latter part of April, 1965, by 
HEINZ BIRCH, who is in charge of U.S. affairs and relations 

with the Communist Party, USA, in the International Department / 

Socialist Unity Party of Germany. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 

Fue Ne. May 5, 1965 

» 

PLANS FOR NEW BUILDING IN EAST 
BERLIN, GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 

During late April, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During April, 1965, a highly placed individual in 
the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (German Democratic 
Republic) stated that in one of the areas close to the "Berlin 
Wall" the German Democratic Republic authorities are razing 
some existing buildings and the present intention is to build 
a new building in their place, This new building will be one 
of the tallest buildings in the city. Further, on top of this 
building will be erected a very high antenna, This individual 
noted that this high building and antenna will be located right 
in one of the Western air corridors into Berlin. It is being 
constructed with the specific purpose of making air flights by 
West powers into Berlin more difficult and dangerous. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, "Position of the Communist Party of 
Italy Regarding Unity of the World Communist Movement.” 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 5/1, 3 and 4/65 to / 
SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE by CG 5824-S*, who 
has furnished reliable information in the past. -- 

, a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, and 
thus adversely affecting the national security. 

The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was obtained by the source during a separate 
meeting between the delegation of the Communist Party (CP) of 
Italy and the CP, USA, which was held in Moscow, USSR, on 
3/1/65, the first day of the consultative meeting of the 19 
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CPs. Participating in this discussion were the following: 
For the CP, USA - CG 5824-S*; JAMES JACKSON, member of the 
Secretariat and Editor-in-Chief of "The Worker"; HYMAN 
LUMER, member of the National Board and Editor of "Political 
Affairs"; and GILBERT GREEN, member of the Secretariat. 
For the CP of Italy - ENRICO BERLINGUER, member of the 
Political Bureau and chief spokesman at this meeting; 

GIANCARLO PAJETTA and L, PINTOR, both leading members of the 
CP of Italy. The comments of the CP, USA delegates were not 
particularly significant or germane to warrant recording 
herein. 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D.C. 
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POSITION OF THENCOMMUNIST PARTY ----- 
OF LY, REGARD 
OF ΤΟΝ ΝΣ COMMUNEST MOVEMENT 

During early May, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

In early March, 1965, incident to the gathering of 
delegates from a number of Communist Parties (CPs) in Moscow, 
USSR, for a consultative meeting held March 1-5, 1965, the 
position of the CP of Italy (CPI) concerning the unity of the 
world communist movement was outlined by a group of leading 
members of the CPI which included the following: Enrico 
Berlinguer, member of the Political Bureau, Giancarlo Pajetta 
and L. Pintor. The essence of their remarks on the subject 
was as follows: 

The CPI objects to the convening at this time of a 
general meeting of Communist and Workers Parties because we 
believe that conditions are not now ripe, aithough we wish to 
make it clear that we are not in principle opposed to such a 
conference. We foresee a danger in this action to exacerbate 
existing differences which might lead not to unity but to 
just the opposite. 

We believe that there are many new problems that 
have arisen which need deeper study before progressing th: that 
direction. One such problem is the struggle of workers in the 
developed countries. We work under the difficult conditions 
of a developed country with a number of allies and thus there 
are many problems which are important to us but which perhaps 
may not be important to others. Another problem is the 
analyses of colonial and neo-colonial forms and the new forms 
of the liberation movement. There are also new and difficult 
problems in socialist countries. 
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POSITION OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF ITALY REGARDING UNITY 
OF THE WORLD COMMUNIST MOVEMENT 

It would be impossible to resolve such great 
problems in a general meeting and in a resolution resulting 
therefrom. That is but form only and no substance. We see 
a general world conference of Parties as a conclusion after 
a diligent study of such problems. The cali for a conference 
and the need for a conference was placed in terms of a 
matter “of life and death.” The way it was put was “Are you 
for or against?" This created distrust and suspicions. 

We did not agree with the Chinese position but we 
gave them the possibility of talking and writing about the 
subject of revisionism. Some Parties just waited for a 
conference and did nothing in the meantime. We are not 
against the general proposal of the conference, but we propose 
a different approach. First, we propose common initiatives 
On burning issues, such as peace, Vietnam, the Congo, etc. We 
believe not only in bilateral discussions but also in 
nultilateral conferences such as the one held in Havana, Cuba, 
of the Latin American Parties. This approach, we realize, 
means hard work. 

We know it is difficult to eliminate the differences 
which exist between the CP of the Soviet Union and the CP of 
China. But such differences can be minimized without 
Surrendering principles. We believe the polemics should 
continue without slander. Nevertheless, our position is not 
contradictory to the growing and working together of ali 
Parties. After such a period, a conference can be gathered 
and be useful. It would then help unity. 

For the reasons we have outlined, we were against 
a meeting at this time for we believe it only sharpens the 
differences. We greet the change in the form of this meeting. 
But we see dangers even in this meeting since most of the 
Asian Parties are absent, especially the Chinese. These risks 
of furthering a split can be lessened if we can arrive at some 
unanimous conclusions. The Chinese are already attacking this 
conference, but we should not give them cause for it so as not 
to permit this to influence the masses. In Italy, the masses 
Will have a negative attitude in regard to this meeting 
because the CP of China is absent. 
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We are of the opinion that the comrades who are 
present at this meeting do not want to widen the differences. 
At the same time we are worried about the "confidential— 
letter" to our brother Parties. We will explain why. we are 
against this letter. We came here believing that there would 
not be any such documents, but even this misunderstanding on 
our part is not the important thing. 

We see several dangers. 1) The Parties present here 
are taking upon themselves the right to be a "permanent" 
board. This can be a pretext which can be used by the Chinese 
to assert that we are building an organization. 2) This can 
be bad for the Parties in the capitalist countries and the 
newly emerging countries because it might appear that the CPs 
are reverting back to old organizational forms. We were told 
that the form is “embryonic” but in reality eighteen to 
nineteen Parties will really be the organization itself. 
3) Some of the Sharpness of the past years is not needed in 
the context of this meeting. A consuitative conference is 
what we proposed. But despite our understanding, mechanisms 
have already been set up and this is harmful. Six months from 
now we will be right back where we are now. I can tell you 
right now, that we will not sign such a letter. We are in 
agreement only on the issuance of a public communique and we 
want a shorter one than that currently proposed. 

We will be required to furnish an explanation to 
our membership as to why we did not Sign such a letter, but 
we believe that we are right in our stand. Perhaps it would 
be acceptable if we only talked of the possibility or 
desirability of convening an eighty-one Party meeting; but it 
is not acceptable in its present form which constitutes a call 
for such a meeting. Some Parties have understood our position; 
some Parties have misunderstood or outright disagree with us; 
and some Parties don't care whether we sign it or not. 

Now some people have said that the CPI is opposed to 
any world conference and that their position is that of 
Comrade Togliatti, meaning "polycentrism." Let us point out 
that the word "polycentrism" was used only once eight years 

TOPSSperer 
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ago. This word has been built up for one reason or another. 
Let us make it clear that we are not for a regimal 
organization that would divide the socialist world from 
Parties in capitalist countries; we are for a wider world 
organization which will be all-inclusive. Unity in the world 
communist movement can be organized today on the basis of a 
different form than was used in the past without a new world 
center. The CPLlis wholeheartedly for autonomy of each Party. 
We favor initiative on the part of every Party, yet we favor 
unity on our common aim. 

We do not want a world-wide conference when the 
time is not ripe for it. We do not want the movement split 
into several parts with one center for advanced Parties, 
another center for Asian countries, or other centers for 
other regions, etc. 

Relative to the position of the CP of China, we 
believe that we should fight to liquidate the Chinese position. 
This can be done in a manner similar to the conference of 
Latin American Parties. In our opinion when the Albanians 
shout at the Cubans calling them "revisionists," it is stupid. 
We believe that a world meeting can be held when the Chinese 
are weaker. Our goal is not compromise, rather it is unity. 
We do not speak from ignorance of the activities of the 
Chinese, because, as you are probably aware, there is considerable 
activity by the Chinese factionalists in the CPI, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Enciosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, "Meeting Between Representatives of 
the Communist Party of France and the Communist Party, USA, 
Moscow, USSR, February, 1965." 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 4/26 and 27/65 to SAs RICHARD 
W. HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified ] 
" since it contains information furnished by 

CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing informa- ’ 
tion on the highest level concerning the international -ἰς 
communist movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the 
information contained therein would, by its nature, tend to 
identify CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, 
and thus adversely affecting the national security. 
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The source advised that the meeting referred to 
in the enclosed letterhead memorandum took place in Moscow, 
USSR, on 2/27/65. 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D. C. 
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USSR, FEBRUARY, 1965 

During April, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During late February, 1965,. just prior to the 
beginning of the consultative meeting of Communist and 
Workers Parties in Moscow, USSR, on March 1, 1965, repre- 
sentatives of these Parties began assembling in Moscow 
for the meeting and held various smaller meetings among - 
themselves. One such meeting took piace between the repre- 
sentatives of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) and the 
Communist Party of France (CPF). The French were Raymond 
Guyot, a member of the Political Bureau, and Jean Kanapa, 
a member of the Central Committee, CPF. The Americans were 
James Jackson, member of the Secretariat of the CP, USA and 
Editor-in-Chief of "The Worker,” a United States East Coast 
communist newspaper; Hyman Lumer, member of the National 
Board, CP, USA, and Editor of "Political Affairs," theoreti- 
cal journal of the CP, USA; and, Gilbert Green, a.member of 
the Secretariat of the CP, USA, The essence of this dis- 
cussion was as follows: 

Raymond Guyot 

The CPF is wholeheartedly in favor of the forth- 
coming meeting of March 1, 1965. We would have very serious 
objections to any further postponement. While this is not 
a conference but only a consultative meeting, nonetheless, 

as you know, it is proposed that two documents be issued: 
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OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF FRANCE 
AND THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, 
MOSCOW, USSR, FEBRUARY, 1965 

one, a public communique, and the other a confidential 
letter to the 81 Communist and Workers Parties of the world. 
Insofar as we are concerned, the central subject of this 
letter is the recognition of the principle justifying the 
right to cail such a conference. 

The CPF strongly believes that it is most necessary 
to hold a conference such as this regardless of the existence 
of the present split in the world communist movement. In our 
opinion, there are many theoretical and political considera- 
tions which persuade us of the necessity for holding it. 
Although the era of colonization is practically over, there 
are many other problems concerning independence which have 
arisen. We recall that the Moscow Statement of 1960 speaks 
of a national democracy based on a non-capitalist economy. 
In the present circumstances, just what does this mean? We 
have before us today the example of Algeria as a non-capitalist 
development, but we had no such example in 1960. In 1960 the 
question was raised concerning a socialist commonwealth but 
this needs further discussion. Another example was considera- 
tion of the question of how to prevent war concerning which 
we now have additional experience upon which to base our dis- 
cussions and decisions. Although some people have said that 
United States aggression in Vietnam is showing the strength 
of imperialism, we contend the opposite--that this imperialist 

ageression reveais the weakness of United States imperialism. 

We believe that during the last five years many 
things have happened which would be in the interest of all 
Parties to discuss. That is why the CPF will continue to 
stand by its decision to support the call for an international 
meeting. Since 1960 many dangers have arisen because of the 
spiit and factionalism in the movement. The reason we have 
come to the decision to change the nature of the March 1, 
1965, meeting was because some Parties are not yet able to 
participate in a conference of the nature originally proposed. 
There is practically no Party which in principle is against 
an international conference of Parties. We have read the 
letter from the Rumanian Workers Party and they expressed 
their agreement in principle with such a conference. Likewise, 
the Workers Party of Vietnam also says that they stand for the 
calling of such a conference. That is why the March 1, 1965, 

meeting should take the step of calling for such a meeting. 

-2- peti. 
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In regard to the draft letter, which is one of 
the documents proposed for the March lst meeting, it is 
to be noted that changes have been made in it and further 
changes may be made. Although there may be some changes 
Made in its style, the important aspect is the content 
and spirit of this draft. We of the CPF made additions 
to this draft--we included a statement concerning peaceful 
coexistence which has now been included in the draft letter. 
But there is no mention of peaceful coexistence in the 
communique. We think it should be because the communique 
will be published. In our comments in France we will mention 
it but some will say that the CPF talks of peaceful coexistence 
but it is not even mentioned in the communique. 

Jean Kanapa 

In our view there are three proposais in the draft 
letter: 1) the calling of an international conference; 2) 

the stopping of public polemics; and, 3) the holding of 
bilateral and multilateral meetings. We stand for bilateral 
meetings and have held them in the past. This is a normal, 

natural,traditional part of Party relations. In 1964 we 
held fourteen such meetings and also participated in a number 

of regional meetings, such as a meeting dealing with the 
struggle against the Common Market. But we are against 
inciuding this in a letter to the 81 Parties. Seventeen or 
eighteen Parties cannot tell seventy Parties what kind of 
meetings can be held. Moreover, the content of the letter 
assigns a special character to such meetings. We stand for 
all such meetings only if they are well defined and have 
limited aims, such as are of common interest to the partici- 
pating Parties. For example, at the Common Market meeting 
that I mentioned the problems concerning other Parties in 
this matter were not discussed. 

We think such a recommendation opens the door to 
dangers such as were contained in the Togliatti memorandum. 

Comrade Togliatti hinted that such bilateral and multilateral 
meetings can become a replacement for international meetings. 
This is why we told the comrades of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU) that we stand for bilateral and 
multilateral meetings but not raised in the manner in which 
stated in the draft letter. We think that point should be 

3. Tear . 
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OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF FRANCE 
AND THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, 
MOSCOW, USSR, FEBRUARY, 1965 

left in the draft letter but not connected with the point 
on the preparation of the conference. Of course, such 
bilateral and muitilateral meetings could help in the 
preparation of an international conference. Therefore, 
we welcome the meetings of the CPSU, the Communist Party 
of China (CPC), the Workers Party of Vietnam, and the 

Korean Party of Labor. 

The Soviet comrades listened to our remarks with 
attention. They may even be persuaded to change the order 
of these paragraphs so as not to counterpose bilateral and 
multilateral meetings against an international meeting. 

Raymond Guyot 

I realize that this does not cover all the subject 
matter but in general we can say that the CPF agrees with 
the general text of the documents. 

dames Jackson 

The CP, USA delegates value this opportunity to 
exchange preliminary thoughts with our French comrades on 
the content of these documents. Up to now, the CP, USA 
delegation has not yet exchanged thoughts among themselves 
on these documents. However, a casual reading shows that 
the spirit of the documents is in keeping with the thinking 
of our Party's Leadership and delegation. Also, we can have 
an exchange of personal thoughts. I would hope there will 
be some concrete proposals on Vietnam which will come out 
in this conference. Also, I think that this meeting should 
consider the creation of an administrative center for meetings 

outside the Soviet Union. 

Raymond Guyot 

This question is very important. The Hungarian 
comrades raised this also and they also agree with the spirit 
of these documents. 
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Gilbert Green 

I agree that the tone of these two documents is 
correct, but there is one question which we are skirting. 
Why was the character of this meeting changed? The answer 
is because the CPC and some other Parties are not present. 
If we pressed for the original kind of meeting, the break 
would have been unbreachable, so we changed the character 
of the meeting. In principle, we are for an international 
meeting of Communist and Workers Parties. We are calling 
for a consultative meeting of the 81 Parties. But if only 
60-65 Parties respond, are we not back where we started? 
We can't stand still, but we need to stress, however, in 
this preparation the normalization of Party and state rela- 
tions. The stress should be placed on unity of action, the 
ending of factional interference and that we should convene 
world conferences on partial questions. It is possible 
that some Parties do not want to come to a conference on 
general problems, but may come to discuss a concrete question. 

LI can't see how a letter sent to all Parties would 
pring a world meeting closer. It would be wiser if we faced 
the facts. May be we should say that at this time it is 
impossible to call such a meeting. At the end of the year 
we could call another meeting to take another look at the 
situation. The most hopeful sign is the trip of Comrade 
Kosygin. Two things were accomplished by this trip: 1) 
unity of action on Vietnam; and, 2) opening up of normal 
relations with these Parties, including the CPC, although 
they are still very apart on ideological questions. 

Jean Kanapa 

Comrade Green raises a question that all of us 
have placed. τοὺ face the facts-~the CPC has never said 
that they are against an international conference. But 
they continue to oppose this meeting which was proposed. 
They used to say that they were against the meeting because 
it was being convened by the CPSU. They were against this 
meeting because they said the meeting wants to repudiate 
the CPC. We of the CPF say that these are lies and that 
the CPC arguments cause many Parties to "hesitate." So, 
we said, "OK. Let's prepare a meeting of another character; 
let's show the Chinese that their ‘fears’ are not based on 
facts." 

- 5 - corpse 
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{It is necessary that we pay attention to these 
letters that were mentioned by Comrade Guyot. Those _ 
Parties are not against an international meeting but they 
share the arguments of the CPC on the method of calling 
the conference. Now they say that not one Party alone 
nor a group of Parties should decide this question, that 
all Parties should decide. If at least 60-65 Parties 
will speak up for the calling of this conference, it will 
be more difficult for the Chinese comrades to argue against 

it. We are not being evasive. We, too, are very concerned 
at our facing this question squarely. The people who will 
read this letter will understand what we mean even if we 
muffle the tones. 

Comrade Green's suggestion on conferences regarding 
parial issues may be OK. But that is what a consultative 
meeting should decide: whether there should be this or 
other kinds of conferences and who should call them. 

Raymond Guyot’ 

1 believe it is clear that the international con- 
munist movement is not standing still. The fact that the 
Cuban comrades are present signifies progress. I am sure 
you will understand what I mean by this. There may still 
be some disagreements in our discussions. 

I think it would be good if the British comrades 
would come to this consultative meeting. I want to call the 
attention of the CP, USA comrades to our opinion that we 
should completely reject the principle that there should be 
no international meetings of any Kind. If on March Ist 
we do meet, it will prove the universality of our movement. 
Insofar as the CPF is concerned, the main question involved 
is the principle of the right to call an international 
meeting, not the methods by which it is done, etc. This is 
the central question at the present stage of development. 

The CPC does not want international conferences. 

Because the CPC cannot openly come out against such meetings, 
they want instead to ridicule the idea and thus they talk of 

-6- 0 Ear 
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source σα 5824-S*} who is of continuing value and such revyel~ 
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CG 5624.8% is referred tg as "sources" in order to further pro~ 
tect the security of this informant, Information extracted from 
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᾿ ΠΣ In March, 1965, Vladimir (last name unknown), a “0% 0 
representative of the Security Branch, International Depart-" = ᾿ 
ment, Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union | 
(CPSU), was in contact with a representative of the Connunist | 

'- Barty, USA (CP, USA) who was then in Moscow, USSR. At this 
time Vladimir requested that he be furnished the; Anformation - 
which the CP, USA may have secured in connection’ with the 

_ request he had made several months previously concerning " οἷς 
ΓΞ ἸὝμἌρὰ Raymond Cope, At the time Vladimir exhibited - 

& Ve een interest in getting this information ‘concerning 
cee Cope, but he gave no specific reason as to why 

the U made the inquiry concerning them. When:;informed ὁ 
by the CP, USA representative that the Party had‘not been ~~) 
able to locate or develop current infor a 
Viadimir noted, “The guy who should know We Ss 
Oakley Johnson. He introduced hi general tone 
of Viadimir's conversation on bot and Cope indicated — He 

. that the CPSU was interested in knowing exactly Mbat. these 
a people were doing at the present time, ._ oe ; 

ἐπ 

an 

‘When Viadimir was ’ provided with the general Linton 2 
mation developed to date on Cope, he was happy and satisfied. 
This information was to the effect that Cope wasistill living 
in Berkeley, California, active as a minister, aiid carrying. 
on peace activities and making speeches on this sibiect 
which were generally with a pro-Boviet outlook, 

Since the cP, USA represent unable to. os 
supply any information to Viadimir o this individual 

μιν) 6 

: τ WC 

promised that upon his return to the Un tates every effort ΒΝ 

would be made by the Party as soon as possible to get the 

to the Russians. 
information and that it would be transmitted ΤΟΣ ας channels τος 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original Ib7c 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 4/26, 27 and 5/6/65 to 
SAs RICHARD ἢ. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE by CG 5824-S*, who_ 
has furnished reliable information in the past. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified ~ \_L- 
"Sop Geonct! since it contains information furnished by 
σα 5824-S*, a very hikhly placed source furnishing information 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement. The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, and 
thus adversely affecting the national security. 

tame π 

CG 5824-S* advised that the matter in the enclosed 
letterhead memorandum came to his attention in the following 
manner. During the last day of the "World Marxist Review" 
seminar held in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 3/16-18/65, there 
was handed to CG 5824-S* a note addressed to "Our American 
Comrades." This note was dated 3/18/65 and stated as follows: 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

"Dear Ameri 

"I mus 

can Comrades, 

t speak with you about a very important 
matter which is fundamentally effects my life and 
the life of my family. Comrade Winton knows me 
and my fami ly personally and also knows about this 
matter. Comrade Winston and I have informed 
Comrade Fri ed of Canada. At this moment I would 
like to (in fact I need very much) to speak with 
you. Pleas 
expense. f 

"PS. My t 
Jane 

e make our contact possible at all 
need your help. 

a 
merican Negro Comrade 

elephone is out of order. I will call 

Fried at various interval_ to-day." 

Subsequent to this meeting, CG 5824-S* raised this 
question with MI 
section of the I 
Communist Party 

ROSLAV JIRASKA, who was in charge of that 
nternational Department, Central Committee, 
(CP) of Czechoslovakia, which handles relations 

with CPs in Western countries, and therefore specifically 
deals with the CP, USA, JIZRASKA indicated something mus 
done about this individual but CG 5824-S* indicated ΜΕΝΟΝ 
was unknown to him. JLERASKA suggested that CG 5824-S* conduc 
an investigation 
desire to meet t 
perhaps the inve 
JOHN VAFIADES, a 
who is employed 
JIRASKA agreed t 
interviewe 
memorandum Ὁ 
of which are set 
It was learned t 

NORMAN FREED and 
to them although 
(NORMAN FROED is 
Marxist Review" 

but CG 5824-S* indicated that he did not 
his individual and in turn suggested that 
stigation could be conducted in his place by 
n American residing in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
by the World Federation of Trade Unions, 
o this arrangement and as a result, VAFIADES 

on 3/23 and 3/29/65, and prepared a 
e results of these discussions, the contents 
forth in the enclosed letterhead memorandum. 

ly b in touch with 
but fas unknown 

ey were sympathetic with his plight. 
bit: CP vi Canada representative to the “World 

in Prague, Czechoslovakia.) 

Prior to leaving Prague, CG 5824~S* was informed by 
JIRASKA that had sent a note to ANTONIN NOVOTNY, First 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

Secretary of the CP of Czechoslovakia, complaining of 
mistreatment. Because of JIRASKA's entreaties that 
something be done about this individual, CG 5824-8* wrote 

note to the CP of Czechoslovakia stating that 
a Ἵμαα not known to CG 5824-S* to be in the CP, USA, 

but since this would be a sensitive problem and because 
he has a wife and family, CG 5824-5* suggested that the 
CP of Czechoslovakia handle this matter cautiously. 

When CG 5824~S* returned to Moscow, USSR, from 
Prague, he spoke with WILLIAM PATTERSON, a Negro member 
of th SA leadership, who also stated that he did not 
know — However, he stated that-he had heard about 
him when he had been in Prague during his last trip in 
1960 or 1961 to the socialist countries. CG 5824-S* stated 
he also had taiked to IB, NOERLUND, a leading member of the 
CP of Denmark, who advised that he did not know this man at 
all. CG 5824-S* stated that apparently HENRY WINSTON, Vice 
Chaix he CP, USA, while in Czechoslovakia, had met 
with ss given him a CP, USA credential simply 
because S$ a Negro and WINSTON was sympathetic. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C, 
File No. May 7, 1965 

During late April and early May, 1965, a source, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised 
as follows: 

It has been learned that there is in the Se 
ist Republic an American Negro by the name o 
who has been there since 1955. Γ΄ μας been 

experiencing some difficulties with the Czech authorities and 
aS a result has been attempting to obtain the endorsement and bg 
assistance ommunist Party (CP), USA. During the 570 
course of] dertorts in this regard, he was interviewed on 
March 23 an arch 29, 1965, by John Vafiades, former American 
employed by the World Federation of Trade Unions, Prague, 
Czechoslovakia (a characterization of which appears in the 
appendix hereto). Upon completion of these interviews, Vafiades 
incorporated the results thereof in a written statement, the 
text of which is set forth below: we aes 

το ΘΕ, 
"Notes on My Talks vith| | fein 

on March 23rd and Maré : few atle 
-"-..ὄὕ .. 

"Our talks were conducted on the basis of questions hat. 
and answers. In order to make the reading easier I Sao bon 
would like to relate what Sutton had told me. ea 

ca’ sea c ΜΠ 

ΟΥ̓, ἀπ Roseville, Kentucky.,—on-— 
His family moved to Terre Haute, Cl a eho 

é finished school, 
OB 2 ped 

"He finished high school and attended for three 
years the Kentucky State Industrial College, majoring,*°+-: ἑνὶ 
in chemistry and mathematics. In the State of Indianas—— 
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he attended the Indiana State College in 
Terre Haute for one year, studying English, 
social studies and a Roman language. In 
addition took two summer courses at the 
Indiana University in Bloomington in pedagogy. 

Ing 

[ _ Joins the Communist Party of the bic 
U.S.A. in 9 in Terre Haute. When I asked 
him whether he knew anyone by name in his 
party branch or the party section organizer, 
he said he couldn't remember but did remember 
Phil Bart, who was then the District Organizer. 
He claims that he had attended a state 
conference of the Communist Party in 1939 in 
Gary, Indiana, where Foster had spoken. 

eft Terre Haute, Indiana, in bIC 
1942 and went to Portland, Oregon. When asked 
if he had the permission of the Party to leave 
the city and the State and whether he had a 
Party transfer he answered in the negative. 

"In Portland, he worked in the shipyards 
aS a carpenter. In my first talk with him on 
March 23rd he said that he did not come in touch 
with the Party organization in Portland nor was 
he a member of it, but he knew a member of the 
Party who worked together with him in the ship- 
yards. On the 29th of March, he claimed the 
opposite, that he was a member of the Party in 
Portland and that when he left for Seattle, 
Washington, he had gotten a transfer to the 
seattle Party organization. 

"In Portland he got married the second time. 
His first marriage was in 1939 in Terre Haute and 
he had three children with his first wife whom 
he deserted in 1942. She had died in 1944, 

"In 1946 he left Portland with his second 
wife for Seattle. In my first talk with him on 
the 23rd of March he claimed that he had contacted 



a comrade in Seattle but couldn't remember his 
name and he also said that he was not a member 
of the Seattle Party branch, however he 
remembered that the name of the District Party 
organizer was Huff. He also said that he was 
active in i ties field whose 

leader was On March 29th he 

told me that he was an active member of a Party 
branch in Seattle and that he had given his 
transfer from P the branch 
Secretary name He also knew 
the a@ditor of the Peoples World whose name was 
Perry Petus. 

emained in Seattle until 1951, 
doing carpentry for various contractors. 

"From 1949 to 1951 he went to Alaska for 
seasonal work and returned in the winter. He 
wasn't getting along well with his wife and 
finally deserted her, leaving for Alaska. 

NIn 1954 τ΄ ἰβοολάοα to go to Kurope 
because, he said, e F,B.1. was after hin. 
When I asked him why the F,.B.I. was after him 
he said that in 1949 and in 1950 there was a 
strike of building trades workers and that he 
and two others had advertised in the local news- 
paper the role of the Communist Party and the 
meaning of Marxism-Leninism. When I pressed him 
whether this was the cause for his decision to 
go to Europe since not one of them was arrested 
or persecuted, he said that he left because he 
was afraid that his wife would follow him to 
Alaska. 

"From Alaska he went to Winipeg, Manitoba, 
where he waited for his passport for which he 
applied before leaving Alaska. There he came in 
touch with the Canadian Party Organizer Ross. 
From Winipeg he left for Europe and went to 
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London where he met a member of the British 

Communist Party Alein Keene whose name was 
given to him by Ross. He stayed in London 
three weeks from whence he left for Paris 

where he met a member of the French Communist 
Party whose name was given to him be Keene. 
He does not remember the name of the French 
comrade. 

"Tn 1952[____]was in Denmark for three 
weeks from where he went to Sweden. He stayed 
in Sweden for 15 months, contacted there the 
Party office and met a comrade with whom he 
became friends. He worked only four weeks in 
Sweden as he said he still had money from the 
States. (He used to earn, he said, $800 per 
month in Alaska.) 

"In Sweden the American embassy wrote to 
him asking that he return his passport. He 
wrote back and told them that he woudl rather 
lose his citizenship than return his passport. 
Not long after this the Swedish police told him 
to leave the country. 

"He left Sweden in April 1953 for Denmark. 
There he met a Communist Party member by the 
name of James Hanson, a C,P. youth leader, In 
1954 he met his present wife and married her 
legally stating that he received his divorce 
from his wife in the United ‘States. From April 
1953 to November 1955 he did not work except 
for two months, depending only on his wife's 
income. In the latter part of 1955, the American 
embassy in Denmark asked he to return his 
passport, which he refused to do. However after 

this he began to have trouble with the police. 
Ne Said they were after him day and night, 
following him everywhere and he could not go 
outside by himself, fearing that he might be 
kidnapped. 

Ing 
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"He went to a lawyer about his problem 
by the name of Christian Hagnes. Because of 
the expiration of his passport in November 
1955, the police suddenly left him alone. 

"Through Hanson he learned that a tour 
to Hungary was being organized and decided to 
gO there instead of returning to the United 
States. He and his wife bought their tickets 
to go via the Czechoslovak airlines. At the 
airport in Denmark they went through the customs 
officers, their passports were stamped and their 
luggage was taken into the plane. But the 
Danish secret police, he said, took their 
luggage from the plane and tried to persuade him 
and his wife to stay overnight in Denmark. His 
wife, however, spoke with the captain of the 
plane and told him that the police were after 
her husband and wanted to arrest him. The Czech 
plane captain made a telephone call and told them 
afterward that everything is all right since a 
Czech couple with a child who were to leave with 
the same plane decided that the husband would 
remaj he would fiy only with the child. Ib6 
thus [| ]eook his seat and Mrs. [__ that ITC 
of the stewardess. 

"When they arrived in Prague they went to 
the headquarters of the Communist Party and 
asked for political asylum. From there they were 
sent to the Foreign Ministry who gave them 
permission to stay. They stayed two days in 
Hotel Europa, a month at a students’ hostel and 
then the trade unions sent them to Hotel Flora 

where they lived for ten months at the expense 
of the trade union council. From Hotel Flora 
they moved to the apartment they now occupy which 
was given to them by his place of work. 

ork Record in Czechoslovakia In Fc 

"On February 13th this year,L_____ keceived 
a letter informing him that he is discharged from 



CJ εδροκάξαι 
his job because he had refused to carry out the 
work assigned to him, He had been working in 
this enterprize since 1956. He worked in the 
water economy and technical equipment for 
building districts. 

"In 1959 sharp differences arose because he 
asked for better work and higher wages. The 
management used the language question in refusing 
his request. 'On social relations I was 
complimented for my good Czech but when it came 
to my work I was criticized,' 

Ing 

"Tn 1960[_vrote a letter to the ὍΤ7Ο 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
Czechoslovakia summarizing his entire experiences 
with the enterprize and delivered it to Kozman for 
he has acknowledged the receipt of the letter. 
Instead of answering this letter all his six 
letters were returned. 

worked in Washingtonova street until bic 
1961. From there he was transferred to Podbaby 
and after working there three weeks he was sent 
to Perlova Street and worked there until Christmas 
1964, and then sent to Narodni Trida, his last 
Place of work. After working four months in 
Perlova Street he was told that he had to go back 
to Washingtonova Street. He asked not to be sent 
back and remained in Perlova. 

"But ¢ istant director at Washingtonova, bG 
who vantea[ “—]back and was very angr j im 576 
for not returning, through his influenced | 
was not given work for 9 months, from July 
to April 1962, All during this period he was 
reporting to work in the morning and instead of 
working was studying, All during these nine 
months he only filled in the hours for his salary 
but not the concrete assignment because he was 
told that they would take care of that part. 



"From April 1962 to the present he worked for 
comrade Rinosek. Because of language difficulties 
he was unable to take on direct contracts, but he 
had to work for other engineers. His wages up 
until 1962 were 1,630 crowns and from then on — 
increased to 1,800 per month, due to a change in 
classification from independent constructor T.V,7 
to classification T.V.9 projectant. 

"Earlier he was sent to Brno and there some 
documents were stolen and he was accused of doing 
it, called back to Prague and a spy case made out 
of it. Several weeks later he was sent back to Ing 
Brno and while working at the project the documents Ib IC 
reappeared. As a result, t Institute was 
informed to this effect. | refuted these 
charges in a letter to the Institute copies of 
which were sent to the Party here and the trade 
unions. A l#ttle later Kotzman informed him that 
the entire matter was closed and the security 
department was satisfied. 

[__hteaaer at the institute ‘is a very ; 
good engineer but is not a Party member, while In6 
directors are communists but not engineers.' His Ib7c 
leader takes part in CMEA. One day when they were 
Still good friends his leader told him that he wanted 
to get a higher position but that since he was not 
a Party member he feared that the Cent ittee 
would rse him. He toid this ὅσσα Fe 
1962, nian that because his director did 
not ge 1S position he made a scapegoat out of 
hin, 158 

"(The ROH appointed a lawyer by the name of 
Sorokateh to handle[___] case. Now this lawyer 
works for Cechofraget. For five years he has been 
handling all his problems.) 

"In September 1964 he said he received a 
provocative letter. He claims that this was timed 
during his two weeks vacation and that he would be 
dead when the vacation was over, according to the 



letter. I toid[ _|that I received a similar 
letter and when reported this to the police 
through the WFIU I was toid that there is an oid 
woman living near Prague who picks out foreign 
names from the telephone book and sends them such 
threatening letters headed by a drawing of a 
coffin and skuli, and that it was not a 
provocative Letter but sent by an old woman who 
is insane but harmless. 

“When|_____] veturned from his vacation he 
asked his Leader whether he had tuken anything 
out of his cabinet and that whatever he had taken 
he should put it in writting. He said his leader 
flew off his handle and shouted at him that he was 
a disturbance in his life and that he would get 
rid of him. 

"Following this t, for a period of 
five months, he paveD work but n tation. 
He said h ΤΣ going to sit next to and 
everytine| asked him questions he simply did 
not answe . AS a result[ —__eveloped the 
work that he was assigned in e Opposite direction 
of the project the entire group was worki 
This infuriated the entire group sgainst| Jana 
from then on the work he was doing was assigned to 
a woman and he was given draughting for the other 
engineers. 

refused to do this work for four months 
prior to his discharge. All during these four_months 
he was reading novels. On February 8, 1965.[ ς΄ 1 
wrote a letter to his superior, that is, after fis 
discharge, telling him that he would perform the 
work assigned to him ‘alongside and in cooperation 
of the collective as a matter of duty or I would do 
it also as a matter of compulsion’, He also sent a 
similar letter to the Director of the Institute. 

"The attorney handling bis case advised him to 
take this matter to the court. The briefs were 
submitted on March 24th and the case might come up 

two or three months hence. 

Ναας κι: 
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δ h 29th, when I had the second talk 
vitn[ fie told me the following: He was 
coming trom the police headquarters where he 
had gone to renew his identifiication card. The 
police told him that they cannot extend it 
because there was a conflict between him and 
the enterprize he worked for. The police 
requested that he should bring a letter from the 
director asking why he was dismissed and that 
they wanted to talk with his lawyer. 

150 told me that on February 10th 
there was a meeting in the office of the 
director of his institute at which all the key 
officials were present including the ‘political 
representative’ of the Party discussing his case. 
At this meeting the lawyer of the personnel 
department asked to see identification 
card. Therefore asked the director whether 
they were contemplating to terminate his residence 
in Czechoslovakia. The director answered in the 
negative and said that other state organs have to 
do with such matters and that as long as the 
relations between himself and these organs are in 
order no disruption will occur. Nevertheless, 
today at the police station he was told that a 
delegation of the enterprise was there informing 
them that did not know either the language 
or his work and that they had difficulty with him 
all these years. 

[__hiso said that in 1959 they had 
accused him of having relations with the American 
embassy - ending up with 9 months of no work but 
getting paid, 

"Then [arises the question of economics. 
a He said th e and his wife were unable to save 

much money due to her sickness and that he had 
enough for his rent for the coming month, but he 
didn't know where he would get money for running 
expenses and future rents, unless he got a job. 
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"TY asked him whether he had attended an 
engineering school and whether he had experience 
aS a civil engineer, He said that his civil 
engineering experience he gained in the 
institute and he took a course at Charlies 
University in mathematics as a listener, and a 
course in People's University one semester. 
However, he did not get any credit for either 
course, In addition, for the last five years he 
had studied cybernetics. 

"At our first talk, in answer to my question 
whether he knew Winston in the States, he said no, 
but that Winston wrote three letters to the C.C. 
of the Czechsolovak C.P. on his behalf but never 
zot an answer. 

"Finally I asked him what he intended to do. 
He said the case was in the court, but he thought 
that he can no longer live in Czechoslovakia ‘in 
view of the misery he went through in 411 these 
ten years.’ When I reminded him that this country 
gave him asylum and took care of him for the first 
two years, gave him a job, a place in a hotel and 
then an apartment, did he consider that also 
misery? His reply was ‘well we can subtract these 
two years and make it eight years.'" 

It was also learned that subsequently|__]had 
prepared a letter which he had sent to Antonin Novotny, the 
First Secretary of the Central Committee, CP of Czechoslovakia 
and President of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, which 

complained of his mistreatment and requested that Novotny 
de something to help him. 

It was further learned by the source that _ | 
efforts to obtain the assistance of the CP, USA, have been 
totally unsuccessful. 

-- 10 - 



APPENDIX 
1 

WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS 

1, Cited as "part of a solar system of 
international Communist-front organizations 
which have been established in recent 
years * * *," "American supporters include 
the left-wing unions within the Congress of 
Industrial Organizations." 

(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
House Report 1953 on the Congress of 
American Women, April 26, 1950, 
oreyeey released October 23, 1949, 
pl. 

2. Cited as "*Communist-dominated,”" 

(fabernal Security Subcommittee @ the 
Senate Judiciary Committee, Handbook 
for Americans, 8. Doc. 117, April 23, 
1956, p.93, also p. 59.) 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 

APPENDIX 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum entitled, "(First Name Unknown) 
Monseiro, Communist Party of Venezuela.” 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 4/26 and 27/65 to SAs Ζ | 
WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN by CG 5824-S*, who has, 

\ furnished reliable information in the past. Jf 7, 
cain 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified -. 
\ "TOpeeesneT since it contains information furnished by 
Ν CG 5824-S8*, a very highly placed source furnishing information 

on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement, The unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S* as the source, jeopardizing his security, and 
thus adversely affecting the national security. 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was developed by CG 5824-S* during contacts 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 4/65; however, CG 5824-S* noted " 
that he had also seen NONSEIRO in Moscow, 3/65. In addition bo 
to the information set forth in the enclosed letterhead meno- 
randum, CG 5824-S* advised that MONSEIRO had also transmitted 

| to him regards from a former Chicago resident 
who he had seen recentiy in Cuba. MONSEIRO also passed on 
regards from GERTRUDE MNACHALDO, wife of EDUARDO MACHALDO, 
jailed CP of Venezuela leader, who is the sister of HELEN 
WINTER, NYC. 

CG 5824-S* further noted that on the day before 
he left Prague for the U.8,, 4/22/65, some of the young 
Venezuelan group working with MONSEIRO came to him with a 
mailing List of liberal individuals and magazines in the 
U.S. They asked CG 5824-S* if he knew the names and the 
magazines and for an opinion of their current validity. 
The source noted that he checked this list of names over 
for them and found that it contained numerous ultra-left 
persons connected with the ROSEN Progressive Labor Movement 
(PLM) and Socialist Workers Party (SWP) plus names from 
CP, USA and Socialist Labor Party, etc. Source stated he 
suggested to these young Venezuelans that they purge some 
of the ultra-left names, particularly those affiliated 
with the PLM, but they refused to do so. 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, Ὁ, C. 
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A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, advised during late April, 1965, as-f61lows: 

As of late April, 1965, there was then headquartering 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia, one (first name unknown) Monseiro, 
who is alleged to be a member of the Political Bureau of the 
Communist Party (CP) of Venezuela. He is reportedly one of 
two Political Bureau members of that Party who escaped from 
Venezuela and that the Venezuelan Government is now Looking 
for him. He is also supposed to be one of the chief CP of 
Venezuela underground leaders. In Prague, he has close 
around him a number of young people from Venezuela whom he 
utilizes as his workers. Periodically, a courier arrives 
from Venezuela to bring Monseiro the latest news and informa- 
tion from thai country. Such a courier, reportedly a professor 
of some sort, arrived in Prague, Czechoslovakia, by air on 
April 22, 1965. Monseiro travels to Moscow and also travels 
to other socialist countries. He attended the funeral of 
Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, First Secretary of the Rumanian Workers 
Party, held in Bucharest in March, 1965. 

Monseiro is of the opinion that many CPs, including 
the CP, USA, hold the wrong idea as to what path the CP of 
Venezuela is following in their struggles, According to 
Monseiro, the methods that they use are not strictly limited 
to armed warfare but instead they use every method including 
armed force. The struggle there, he says, is and will continue 
to be a many-sided affair. The Chinese, he claims, have no 
influence within the CP of Venezuela, 
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(FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) MONSEIRO, re pest 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF VENEZUELA 

Monseiro also claims that the latest so-called 
plot and accompanying arrests by the government in Vene- 
zuela were faked and done by President Raul Leoni to get 
more United States aid. President Leoni is worried about 
those around him, including the military, and, as a result, 
uses these methods to get rid of his opposition, including 
the anti-communists. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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During March, 1965, 
the Communist Party (CP), USA, was in Moscow, USSR, and 

7 

while there was in contact with Nikolai V. Mostovets, Head 
of the North and South American Section of the International 

Department, Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union. 
Among the mat 

son had recently travelled to the USSR. | = |had 
suffered extensive injuries as a result ΟἹ 
accident, including alleged injuries t 
his memory. Mostovets stated that all 
very sick and all three of th 
hospital and that in addition 
were not getting along too we | 
Further, the Soviet medical cuthorities did ΤΗΝ much 
hope that they could do much 

in eir personal relat onship. 

to help any of the 

Prior to his leaving Moscow, there woe fupnished 
to the CP, USA representative two letters from which 
he wished mailed in the United States, together with a note 
to be delivered to Daniel Rubin, National Organizational 
Secretary of the CP, USA, requesting that the two letters be 
mailed. These letters were in fact mailed on April 29, 1965, 
in New York City. Set forth 
to Rubin and the two letters, 
envelopes the return address 
Avenue, New York 68, New Yor 

a) Note san suet 

"Dear Danny, 

below are the texts of the note 

—E— rT 
3 

. . 

"3/4/65 

“Please send the enclosed through normal US ᾿ 
mail airmail to the address on the e¥velope. They | 
are exceedingly important since they have to do ε 
with my job ang with the case. ; 

ἀπ - 
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ar er a 
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"Things are going fine here and we'll 6. 
back sometime on or before the first of June. | 
All three of us are being treated for about ~* 
10 different problems. Getting lots of math 
done. ΝΞ 

"Sincerely, 

“782 

b) Envelope 

Ic με . 

ae National Center 
enver, Colorado 80202 | 

Letter 

"Moscow, USSR 
3/4/65 

FC Attorney at Law 
US National Center ΝΕ 

nver, orado 80202 a tee 

"Well much water has gone under the dam since 
the last letter which I sent you and which I mailed 
about a week ago. Please reply to this one as soon 
aa possible and send airmail go that we tan have ᾿ 
some way of knowing that they're getting through. . 

“Anyway the diagnosis has been alzost completed 
and they've given their prognosis. It is favorable. | 
as far as it goes. They ha care of or will Ὅ6᾽ 
take care of most of ny and)" ] physical problems 7c 
and hopefully most of our mental problems in the 
month to a month and a half which we will stay at the 
hospital. The problem is that I have only very hazy 
memories of all of the last 2 years of mathematics . 
and will have to relearn them. Luckily I have 
finally realized this and have started from the 



beginning of my college mathematics redoing all |. 
of it. When I go back to Madison I will continue 
the restudying process and with luck will have | 
regaived most of the ground before the beginning» 
of the fall semester. 

“That is about the size of it. With luck ᾿. 
in a number of years I will be able to regain the 
ground. That is, if I can go to school. My . 
fellowships aré gone for at least several years ~ 
until I have if possible proved myself intellectually 
again. 

“Aside from these worries and the innumerable 
shots (they have pumped 2 tests tubes worth of σῷυ 
into me today) things are going pretty well. I am 
being treated for the following: πον Ἐς 

“acne (began to gt much worse after the accident) 

pain in left leg | " 

partial paralysis of right side 

physical therapy | 

lose of memory 

extreme tension 

"That's about all for now. 

"Please write. Send airmail' 

Garcon σοῦ 
Central Clinical Hospital 
Neurological Department | 
The Main Unit 
The Ward W.385 
Moscow, USSR.” - 

c) Envelope | ΝΕ 7 

701 Extension Buil a 
Mathematics Dept ᾿ 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin Bier | 

Ing 

Ip7c 



i. | 7 eel τος 

Te 

— peck "34,65. | 
“Dear Professor| | 7 τ ΝΣ _ _ bie 

"In case this is the first letter you get 
from me because wef some screw-up in the mails, 
TI will again go over most of the atuff which” 
was in the last letter mailed about a week and 
a half ago. Here goes: 

“First of all we are in a ‘rest home’ _ 
(16. a hospital which handles all chronic cases 
and cases which can not be cured by surgery) in 
the outskirts of Moscow. We have been here for 
about 34 weeka and will be here for about 4.more 
weeks. I am going to seven different specialists 
who will take care of most everything that ails 
me. I am being treated for my acne, nervousness, 
painful left foot, and partially paralysed right 
side. I will soon be (unfortunately! !) adding 
another person to my liat - a dentist. Since I 
haven't been to one since five months before the 
accident there is probably much that needs to be 
done. 

“Anyway, in my ‘spare time’ of about 6-7 hours 
per day I am hard at work on mathematics. I 
seriously began the process of restudying it about 
4 weeks ago and am now finished with the rereading 
(and doing ὦ of the probleas) in Johnson ἃ 
Kishemeister's Calculus, have read and done all of 
the problems in both of Halmos' Maive | Set Theor 

Present ly and Kuratowski'’s Set Theo and Yopology 
1 am about half way pet eae both Buck "e Back® S Advanced 
Calculus and Rudin's Principles of Mathematical 
Analysis, doing all of the problems in both of 
these books. This takes me most of the way through 
a standard undergraduate program. In the next four . 
weeks I will go through the rereading and ὦ of the 
prebiems in Coddington’ 5 Ordinary Differential " 
Equation, Jacobgon's Lectures in abstract Algebra . 
Volumes 1 and 2, Kelly’s General po Fepology, and most 
of my classroom notes Y whic h 1 have wit . 



“That brings me to the following: as you 
said that I could have my job back when I cane 
back to Madigon and talked earlier about the 
rate of 270 doliars per month I would very much 
appreciate it if you weuld rehire me on or -᾿ 
about June 2 at the rate of 270 dollars per | 
month or as close to that as possible. If I 
could have that sort of ἃ situation I would be 
able to go back to school (Graduate School) in 
September. This would give me enough time to 
sit in a number of courses over the summer and 
to check to make sure I can take the courses.. 
At any rate I will be back in Madison sometime 
between May 15 and June xand will effectively 
be counting on that job.) 

"The inaurance case will come up in about a 
year. After that we will have enough money to 
pay off our debts. There is no rush for they | 
don't really exist unless the inmsuresce case — 
goes against us ~- an unlikely prospect since our 
lawyers are three of the best in the southwest, 

"Please write and send forms to the 
following address: 

ECOW 
Central Clinical Hospital 
Neurological Department 
The Main Unit τς ΝΕ 
Ward N.385 | ok, 
Moscow, USSR | oe 

"We won't be here long so I will assume 1. 
have my job even if the forms don't catch up © 
with me. 11} come in as soon as I get back to:. 
Madison (sometime before June 1), Please send ™ 
all letters airmail, | 

“Thank you, 

"Sincerely, 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the origiaal 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled "Symposium on ‘Role of Communist Parties 
in Highly Developed Capitalist Countries,’ Prague, Czecho- 
Slovakia, March, 1965," 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-8*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and 
RICHARD W. HANSEN on 4/26, 28; 5/4/65. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
ἷ " sinee it contains information furnished by 
CG 6824-S*, a very highly placed scurce furnishing information 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
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CG 154-46 Sub B 

CG 5824-S* has advised that participating in the 
symposium sponsored by the “World Marxist Review," held 
3/16-18/65, in Prague, Czechoslovakia, as delegates from 
the U.S. were himself and HYMAN LUMER, a member of the 
National Board of the CP, USA. He also advised that there 
were additional observers at this meeting who took abso- 

lutely no part therein from the socialist countries. The 
meeting itself was not considered too successful because 
of the limited number of participants which CG 5824-§* 
noted resulted from the fact that many European Parties 
were not given sufficient advance notice. The lack of 
advance notice in connection with this meeting resulted 
from the fact that the "World Marxist Review" felt it could 
not set a date because of the possibility it might interefere 
with the meeting scheduled to commence in Moscow, USSR, 
3/1/65, Until the actual adjournment of the 3/1/65 meeting 
in Moscow, there had been the possibility that it could have 
extended over a considerable period of time and therefore 
the lag by the “World Marxist Review" in setting the date 
for their symposium. 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D. C. 
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ἔπει 
SYMPOSIUM ON "ROLE OF COMHUNIST PARTIES IN 
HIGHLY DEVELOPED CAPLTALIST COUNTRIES, ” 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, MARCH, 1965 

A source, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, in late April, 1965, advised as follows: 

During the latter part of 1964, the "World Marxist 
Review,” official theoretical organ of the international con- 
munist movement, headquartered in Prague, Czechoslovakia, sent 
out a call to:a number of Communist Parties (CPs) in capitalist 
countries suggesting their participation in a symposium or 
round-table discussion to be held at the Prague headquarters 
of that publication on the topic of "The Role of Communist 
Parties in Highly Developed Capitalist Countries.” The date 
suggested for the opening of this symposium in Prague was 
March 16, 1965. 

In preparation for this symposium, but prior to its 
convening, there was drawn up an “approximate list of questions 
for the round-table meeting” which had been suggested and dis- 
cussed by the various CPs planning to attend. This “approximate 
List of questions for the round~table meeting” read as follows: 

1, The role of the Communist Parties in promoting-- 
the anti-moncpoly struggle in the present-day conditions of 
high business activity and. industrial growth. 

How does the high level of business activity and 
industrial. boom affect the position and militancy of ‘the working 
class? . 

vs 
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SYMPOSIUM ON "ROLE OF COMMUNIST PARTIES IN ξϑράζριον 
HIGHLY DEVELOPED CAPITALIST COUNTRIES, " 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, MARCH, 1965 

(The effects of the scientific and technological | 
revolution, of the relatively high rates of industrial develop~- 
ment, automation, etc.) 

How do the new forms of state regulation influence 
the position of the working people and the conditions of their 
struggle? 

(The significance of the state regulation of labour 
relations, the wages level, the so-called "income policy,” etc.) 

In what spheres are the conflicts between the interests 
of the working people and the monopolies most strikingly revealed? 
What mass movements arise in this connection? 

What basic tasks confront the Communist Parties in the 
matter of promoting mass activity in this democratic struggle? 

(The connection between the political and trade union 
struggle; democratic rights at the enterprises; problems of the 
democratic utilization of the media of mass information, 
especially radio and television; democratization of the electoral 
systems, and other general democratic demands. ) 

The relationship between the national tasks of the 
democratic struggle and the possibilities offered by the con- 
solidation of world socialism. 

2. Development of the policy of unity of the Communist 
Parties and the strengthening of their leading role. 

Attitude of the Communists to the mass movements. 

The relationship between the positions of the Com- 
munists in the mass movement and their political influence, 

Attitude to Social Democracy. 

-~ 2 ὦ 



SYMPOSIUM ON "ROLE OF COMMUNIST PARTIES IN ἀξ ιφιξες 
HIGHLY DEVELOPED CAPITALIST COUNTRIES,” 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, MARCH, 1965 

Attitude to other Left forces. 

The role of anti-communism and its new forms. 

What is the special contribution which the Communist 
Parties are called upon to make to the struggle of the working 
class and the people generally, and which explains the need 
for Communist Parties? 

3. Problems of Party building. 

The influence of the new conditions on Party work and 
on the organizational forms of Party activity. The development 
of Party activity at the present stage. Changes in the style 
of work, 

Organizational forms of the conmections between the 
Communist Parties and the masses. 

The content and forms of the ideological work of the 

Communist Parties. . 

The role and activity of the Party branches. The 
attitude of the rank and file members to the Party. 

As originally suggested, the above-noted symposium 
opened in Prague, Caechoslovakia, during the afternoon of 
March 16, 1965, with a brief session followed by full sessions 
on March 17 and 18, 1965. Participants in this symposium were 
present from CPs representing the following countries: Austria, 
Australia, Canada, Denmark, Sweden, and the United States. 

Set forth below, session by session, is the essence 
of the proceedings: 



SYMPOSIUM ON "ROLE OF COMMUNIST PARTIES IN 
HIGHLY DEVELOPED CAPITALIST COUNTRIES,“ 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, MARCH, 1965 

March 16, 1965 

Eugene Frantzov, Editor-in-Chief of the “World Marxist 
Review,” and a member of the Central Committee of the CP of the 
Soviet Union, as hest, was the first speaker. The essence of 
his remarks was as follows: 

Welcome. 

Today, Marxism is developing and growing. An example 
of this is the establishment of AIMS (American Institute for 
Marxist Studies) in the United States. (A documentation of AIMS 
appears in the appendix section attached hereto.) Ten years 
ago, the establishment of such an organization would have been 
inconceivable. Yet, even today, there is a wave of anti- 
communism in that country, but Marxism and the CP work and they 
deal with problems. They are connected with the masses and all 
of this goes on in the citadel of imperialism. 

We must learn that class collaboration solves nothing 
but that class struggle does and that it solves some problems 
of history. It determines the course of history and works for 
economic betterment and democracy. We must also realize that 
state monopoly capitalism is both an economic and political 
form and that the struggle against it assumes a two-sided 
character. We do not have to copy or repeat. The working 
class movement has collective experience and creative Marxism 
Leninism from which to drav. 

In regard te procedures for our meeting, I propose 
we hold our sessions from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and from 
2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. The meeting should be relatively short 
and, therefore, I suggest we close our discussion by the end 
of March 18th. As to the chairmanship of the various sessions, 
I think it would be best if we selected these alphabetically by 
country and therefore we should have L. Aarons, Vice Chairman, 
CP of Australia, act as the first chairman of this first session. 



SYMPOSIUM ON "ROLE OF COMHUNIST PARTIES IN + 
HIGHLY DEVELOPED CAPITALIST COUNTRIES, " 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, MARCH, 1965 

First Session 

IL. Aarons, Chairman 

At this point, Ib. Noerlund, leading member of the 
CP of Denmark, suggested that the purposes of the discussions 
which were to follow should be practical as to form. He 
Stated it was necessary to sift ideas amd yet remain united. 

Erwin Shilling, member of the Central Committee of 
the CP of Austria, next spoke, suggesting that the diecussions 
which were to follow stick to point number two on the proposed 
list of questions previously drawn up for discussion. At the 
Same time he recommended that the other matters raised on this 
proposed list be combined and discussed jointly. 

Hyman Lumer, a member of the National Board, CP, USA, 
then commented that he felt each point on the proposed List 
of questions was important but that because of time limitations, 
the extent of discussions would have to be limited. 

Shilling then followed with a discussion, the essence 
of which is set forth below: 

The Austrian CP isswmail and the masses do not understand 
us or follow us. In recent elections, the CP of Austria has 
had no victories. Even where the masses see some good in our 
CP, they do not think that our Party can lead them to victory. 

Traditionally, Austria has had a two-party system, 
one a capitalist party and the other a socialist party. In 
reality, there exists an electoral monopoly and even the second 
party is a bulwarkagainst progress. . 

Our Party is surrounded by a wall of prejudice emanating 
from radio, television, etc. Yet, we must reach the masses and 
explain oux position. Sometimes we have found it easier to reach 
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HIGHLY DEVELOPED CAPITALIST COUNTRIES, " 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, MARCH, 1965 

the Catholic masses than to discuss with the social democrats. , 
Although there are three socialist countries bordering Austria, 
the workers do not grasp this fact. 

Regardless of all, however, there are some favorable 
circumstances, For example, the workers do have the right to 
participate in management of some industry. Many of the most 
important industries are nationalized--metal, power, chemical, 
etc. Even some banks have been nationalized. Thirty percent 
of our workers are employed in nationalized enterprises. 
While this is favorable, it does not mean that we can reform 
capitalism. We must struggle against it and destroy it, even 
if peaceful means are used. 

This ended the first session. 

March 17, 1965 

Second Session 

Erwin Shilling, Chairman 

Hyman Lumer opened by discussing briefly the situa- 
tion in the United States in relation to the position of the 
CP. 

Ib. Noerlund next took the floor and announced that 
he had a letter from the Norwegian comrades noting their 
reason for not being present. The Norwegian comrades felt 
that they did not have enough time to prepare for this meeting 
and suggested that in the future they be given carlier noti- 
fication. 

Noerlund then delivered a report, the essence of 
which was as follows: 



SYMPOSIUM ON "ROLE OF COMMUNIST PARTIES IN Se 
HIGHLY DEVELOPED CAPITALIST COUNTRIES, " 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, MARCH, 1965 

SN an regard to those Parties in capitalist countries 
which are not yet mass Parties. These Parties have many 
common problems, though some may be on ἃ minor scale. Some 
of these problems are objective. For example, coid war 
pressures pushed many small Parties into the background and 
only the big CPs succeeded because they had deep roots. Mass 
work, when carried on, results in influence for the Parties. 
We know this as a fact for this is what happened in our 
country during the resistance period. We also saw this happen 
in 1959 when we grew in the trade union movement and had an 
electoral increase of seven percent. The Belgian Party found 
that they had similar experiences. We do not believe that we 
are doomed as a Party simply because we can show no achieve-~ 
ments at this time. 

There are also subjective reasons why CPs in 
capitalist countries have not grown. One of these is the 
deep-rooted weakness in individual Parties, But the failure 
to grow still‘is mainly due te objective causes. 

The economic activity which has been going on a 
continued high level was not foreseen by us and this has 
resulted in an illusion that capitalism is strong and not 
doomed as we have often said. However, big profits and. 
prosperity does not always mean thet capitalism has stabilized. 
Monopolies even make concessions in an effort to avoid class 
struggie and strikes. 

The Marxist theory of labor value has some answers 
to our problems. Man is still the center of political 
economy. in Denmark we cannot say that our chief problem 
is “hunger.” The people's chief complaint is that they are 
"tired." This gives us part of our answer=--the exploitation 
of the working man. I agree with what Comrade Lumer had 
Said concerning wages. Wages are less importamt in our 
country than other working conditions. Labor has intensified 
and leaves its imprint on a11 life in Denmark--on culture, 
on sports, on entertainment, on industry, etc. Capitalist 
exploitation misuses the people. This can be a new departure 
for advances in the class struggle. 

_7- TOE 
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HIGHLY DEVELOPED CAPITALIST COUNTRIES," | 
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This concluded the second session. 

Third Session 

William Kashtan, General Secretary, 
CP of Canada, Chairman 

Noerlund continued with his remarks, the essence 
of which was. as follows: 

Now, on the matter of new forme of class struggle. 
If the Parties can develop these, they will enhance their 
image among the workers, 

In regard to the matter of the struggle for 
democracy in the plants. Nationalization is not one of our 
demands now. If we propose a program of nationalization, 
Similar to that which they have im Austria, we would be 
charged with radicalism. This does mot mean, however, that 
we wait for a crisis before presenting certain demands. 
However, we must have demands that mobilize the Masses, even 
in periods of prosperity. It is most important for us to 
consider the democratic traditions of the Danish working 
class. While socialist economy does exert pressure on the 
capitalist economy in Austria, there is no automatic influence 
of the socialist system upon our system in Denmark. Axel 
Larson, the former head of our Party who defected and now 
heads the Socialist Party, accommodates opportunism when 
he claims that there is no socialism in the world generally. 
We cannot, as in the past, expect every fraternal Party to 
copy one or another nor do as they do in the Soviet Union. 

In regard to competition of the socialist and 
capitalist systems. One point we must keep in mind in this 
connection is that the youth these days have their own 
criteria of what is good and what is bad in our society. 
This applies equally to the youth in both the capitalist and 
socialist systems. 
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Today, we cannot speak of figures or statistics 
merely, whenwe are comparing systems. We must remember that 
there is scientific management in capitalist industry and 
that there are other social factors, including democracy~~ 
management and the running of society or its industries 
and governments--involved. While there are some naterial 
standards for comparison, it is not enough to merely talk 
of overcoming and beating the United States. 

The next speaker was L. Aarons, and the essence 
of his remarks was as follows: ° 

Australia is a continent of eleven million square 
kilometers with only ten million people, of which aborigines 
and immigrants total one million. The large majority of 
people live in six cities where there are two million workers 
in industry, one million employed as office workers, and 
176,000 agricultural workers, Australia is an industrial- 
agrarian country. It has relatively big industry but depends 
on the export of agricultural products like wool, wheat, etc. 

Monopolies control all of its industries, consisting in 
partof mecomplex in steel, and one in chemical. Our big problem 
is to estimate the role of foreign monopoly. In the past, 
we had oversimplified this and concentrated on the United 
States monopolies. Now, however, we have comcluded that 65 
Australian companies are the biggest monopolies followed 
by Great Britain and then the United States. In Australia, 
United States capitalism features aggressiveness and concen= 
tration on extracting our mineral wealth and taking over 
industry. Since Australia's colonial power depends upon 
United States power, because of its geographic location in 
being surrounded by the liberation movement in Southeast 
Asia, it is fearful and, therefore, depends upon United 
States imperialism. This dependence, however, is not without 
Some contradictions. 
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The present government in power is a coalition of 
two capitalist parties, the Liberal Party and the Country 
Party. Actually, the Labor Party is the largest in the 
country. It receives forty to forty-five percent of the vote 
and up to the time of World War II received sixty percent of 
the vote. The Labor Party is an opportunist party that arose 
out of the trade union movement. A vast majority of the 
Party is made up of industrial workers and intellectuals with 
some farmers. The task of our CP is to change the ideology 
of those who follow the capitalist-minded Party leaders. 
Presently, there is a split in the Labor Party organization. 

There is also in Australia a Roman Catholic party, 
the Democrats, Twenty-eight percent of the country is 
Catholic and they carry enough votes to break up sure vic~ 
tories of the Labor Party. 

In the CP of Australia we have 5,200 members. The 
government had tried to outlaw our Party but a referendum 
has prevented this. In the past, we have suffered losses 
due to our sectarian policies in the trade union movement; 
however, after 1954 we changed this, Now, we are working to 
unite the left wing Labor Party and the trade union leaders. 
We now seek to share the leadership of these trade umions 
instead of grabbing it. Many unions are influenced by the 
ΟΡ of Australia. In the NatienalTrade Union Council we have 
three CP representatives plus two from the left that work 
with us most of the time. 

As far as the electoral strength of the CP of 
Australia, we never get more than three percent. Our Party 
size is a factor in this vote. Our Party is, however, 
building step by step and we consider ideology most important. 
We feel it is basic to prove to the Australians that the CP 
is a national party--native party. This does not mean, however, 
that we must neglect internationalism or the fighting for other 
Communist Parties. It does mean, however, we must raise daily 
demands that will be accepted by the people. 
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Of all capitalist countries in the world, Australia 
is most subservient to Bnited States imperialism, A look at 
the map shows why. Not all the bombers of the United States 
Will stop this--that is, to protect the national interests 
in Australia while people around us get their freedom. 

Our main issue today is the unity of the working 
class. We.do not speak of unity with a few leaders but with 
the masses, We must also recognize that the Labor Party is 
made up of workers and that we must unite with the most pro- 
gressive and left elements. This will strengthen our ties 
in a future course of action. 

When the Labor Party both in 1960 and 1964 lost 
the elections, the tendency of their leaders was to move 
more to the right. Some sectarian comrades thought that 
the more they moved to the right, the better. But we are 
against it and tried to influence the Labor Party to prevent 
such a move to the right. We prepared a pamphlet on this. 
Now, the CP proposes a move to the left by the Labor Party 
and the formation of an anti-monopoly coalition. Lenin was 
for a coalition even though the revolution later took 8 
different path. 

We, in the Australian CP, feel we must do more 
of those things set forth in the 81 Party Statement. We 
must leok at the social democrats as our class brothers. 
We must work τὸ become an electoral CP and seck to raise 
our percentage of the vote from three to ten percent. This 
would de away with the anarocho-syndicalist sentiments still 
in our ranks to the effect that "all politicians are crooks.” 
One of the demands now being made in Australia is for the 
creation, where there is no such australian shipping line 
today, of a government-owned line. This is an example of a 
demand calling for the merger of national capital with the 
interest of the working class. 

We also feel it is most important for the world move= 
ment to study economic cycles. We cannot just hope that there 
Ψ111 be another 1929 crash. 
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On the participation in every aspect of life. We 
feel we need te thrash out our concept on art. We must 
overcome the mechanical, narrow, and dogmatic aspects of art 
and literature, and we cannot do a repeat of Khrushchev in 
regard to his criticism of art. 

This ended the third session, 

Fourth Sessicn 

ib. Noerlund, Chairman 

At this point, William Kashtan spoke and the essence 
of his remarks was as follows: 

It is too bad that more Parties are not present since 
we are seeking to deal with such complex problems. However, since 
this is an exploratory session, we will consider it merely as a 
beginning. We believe there are many complex probiems that are 
common to all and we hepe to be able to gain something from this 
discussion, ι 

Why have some Parties become mass Parties and why do 
some stand still? Perhaps we have not found out how to work 
in cbjective situations. In Canada there has been a big 
economic expansion in the post-World War II period. There has 
been relatively high employment and the capitalist class has 
been forced to give concessions. There has been important 
gains made by the workers. They are stronger and this proves 
that we do not need crises to gain but rather the reverse... 
Workers have become more conscious even though they have not 
become more revolutionary. The majority of the workers still 
support the capitalist party. 

How then does a revolutionary party work in αὶ non- 
revolutionary situation, especially when workers do not fight 
for or want a change? Conditions differ in many countries. 
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When Comrade Lumer says that the workers in the United, States 
deo not see a need for a CP or revolutionary party, this is 
Something to think about. Why is this? The second problem 
is of a subjective nature. That is, how do these workers 
view our problem? Perhaps they do not see us as a national 
party. Then why do the workers still turn to the social 
democrats? The workers apparently see a distorted image of 
our Party. 

The demands of our Party must be based on the 
national interests of our people. But if a Party wants to 
be a force, it must put forth demands for economic democracy 
and shares in determining the country's economic development. 
Our trade unions ask for this and we support it. 

Why should the workers in the United States and 
Canada want socialism when at the present it seems to them 
that we hold out less? We must be frank. The political 
Situation in our country is fluid and a lot of the develop- 
ments are spontaneous. 

In Canada they impose upon us the role of the United 
States trade union bureaucracy. They even use the Landrun- 
Griffin Law; that is, the law which prohibits communists from 
holding. office to keep CP members out of the trade union 
leadership. This is because many of the unions are controlled 
from the United States. 

A political party in legal conditions must be legal. 

Here ended the fourth session. 

March 18, 1965 

Fifth Session 

Hyman Lemer, Chairman 

At this point (first name unknown) Ohman, a leading 
representative of the CP of Sweden took the floor, The essence 
of his remarks was as follows: 
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I have regrets that only a small number of Parties 
are here for these discussions. There are main problems, 
common for all of us, despite the differing circumstances 
which exist in our countries. 

In Sweden we have had a Social Democratic Govern- 
ment Since 1932 and a trade union movement united but dominated 
by Social Democrats. There is no unemployment in Sweden and, 
in fact, Sweden imports up to 100,000 laborers now. The 
standard of living is relatively high and advanced. However, 
fifteen families control the main wealth and industry. From 
this, you can see objective conditions therefore are riot so 
favorable. 

In the history of our Party we have had three splits. 
The most dramatic eccurred in 1929 when the right wing took 

over the leadership and the publishing house. During the first 
half of the 1930’s our Party was isclated. Our main task was 
then to liquidate the opportunist leadership of the Party and 
we succeeded. In the 1940's the Party amerienced an upsurge and 
as of 1947 ten percent of the electorate was for the CP, Then 
the cold war set in and this created very difficult conditicns 
for us. The peaceful transition in Caechoslovakia was utilized 
by the reactionaries against us. Our vote dropped to 146,000 
by 1948. Communist influence declined and so did our membership, 
So the question then facing us was how to attract young people 
to the Party. 

The Twentieth Congress of our Party caused a turnover 
in it. It was held as an open congress with the press and radio 
present. This action was taken to avoid rumors and lies. The 
Congress proposed the slogan of "Socialist Renovation.” As a 
result, we elected a new Chairman and had a completely new com- 
position of our leadership. 

The politicak questions now being placed in the fore= 
front is the struggle against Sweden monopoly capital. This is 
being placed in a most concrete manner. Other daily demands 
are being raised concerning the cost of Iving, inflation, etc. 
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Our Party is demanding that the working class be allowed to 
participate in the setting of prices and also the lowering 
of taxes which are very high in Sweden. We are also pushing 
demands for housing where the shortage is serious, There are 
150,000 people in Stockholm waiting for apartments and of these 
56,000 to 60,000 are young people. We are also demanding a 
cut in the working day from 35 to 30 hours, and this is being 
Supported by the trade unions. Other demands that we have 
placed include a ‘call for the extension of democracy and this 
is also supported by the trade unions. Anether issue we have 
piaced is that relating to the location of industry. This 
arose as an issue because of the monopoly concentrations in 
Stockholm, Malmo, and Goteborg. We raise the question of the 
need for additional centers of industry in the North. Our 
Party for a long time has led this campaign for industrializa= 
tion of the North where the raw materials, such as iron and 
lumber, are available and because there is an available labor 
supply. We insist on government intervention in this matter. 
The Social Democrats were not for it and, as a result, suffered 
defeat in the North. Following the defeat, the Social Democrats 
approved some budgets allocating money for the North. 

All I want to do here is state that this practical 
policy of the CP of Sweden has led to success. In 1952, 
160,000 Swedes voted for us and in 1964, 220,000 Swedes voted 
for the CP, and we gained three new seats.in the Riksdag. 

This new growth of influence for our Party opens up 
new possibilities. The experience of our Party shows that even 
in advanced capitalist countries, a CP can succeed. Prosperity 
is not a bourgeoisificatiom of the working class; on the 
contrary, the workers want more. 

I agree with Comrade Nocrilund that there is an intensi- 
fication of the exploitation of the working class. Here, I will 
raise a few problems. First of all, dogmatism is a serious 
obstacle to our CPs, The legacy of the past and the cult of 
the personality has had its-influences, but we are wrong to 
blame everything on this. We must review our own shortcomings 
first of ail, and this in most cases we have not dome. Dogmatism 
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is expressed in various forms. It is expressed in the passive 

form of work by the CP and the Party's attitude to trade union 
and cther mass organizations. We cannot see a revolution in 
Sweden without the participation of the Social Democrats and 
broad masses of the people. We have no answers to many problems. 
We would be happy, however, to discuss and to listen to others. 

Has anything happened to the role of the state since 
Marx and Engels? In countries where there are strong democratic 
traditions and where the state is in the hands of the socialists, 
will the workers accept the statement, “The state is the oppressor 
of the people?" While the general theory of Marx is correct, of 
course, there.must be some changes in form. It would be good 
if we studied this question internationally. 

Then, on the proletarian intermationalism. Im the 
1920’s our main task was to defend the Soviet Umion, Now, it 
is obvious that the USSR can defend itself. However, today close 
ties with the Seviet Union are utilized by our enemies. How do 
we solve this? I have no answer. It is clear, however, that we 
should objectively examine the situation in the Soviet Union 
and other socialist countries. We should not conceal their 
difficulties as they march to socialism. Not everything 
happening or achieved in these countries is perfect. I would 
like to call attention to one point in Comrade Togliatti'’s 
memorandum in which he said, "Political discussion on socialist 
countries would be most useful for them." 

We know that many comrades do not want to talk about 
this but I think we must. This is more than ἃ theoretical 
question, such as peaceful transition to socialism. This we 
have not discussed, such as what are the stages in the transi- 
tion and why it will be different in many countries. I am 
Speaking only of the main direction and aim, just posing this 

probdlem. 

What we must also lock at then is the inner life 
of the Party. We should see to it that a greater number of 
Party workers participate in deciding upon policy. This, of 
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course, will also depend upon organizational structure. In 
Sweden we have many “supporting members", not sympathizers, 
who pay annual dues and can attend meetings but have no vote. 
We have 100,000 members but only Little over 200,000 voters, 
We think we can turn these people into real Party members. 
I want to point out that I am speaking only of Sweden and not 
other capitalist countries. 

Is Lenin's thesis of the alliance between the working 
class and the peasantry basic, true, or valid today? In Sweden 
20 farms disappear each month, By 1970 only 25% of the people 
will live in the countryside. At the same time there is a 
growing number of office workers, even in the countryside, and 
these people do not live much better than the average worker. 
Some of them belong to trade unions. They represent haif of 
the working population of Sweden, Do you think it is more 
important for us to attract these masses or the five. percent 
of the population who will be farmers in 19707 

At this point Frantzov took the floor and announced 
that information had been received of a successful space 
launch by the USSR. 

Ib. Noerlund then took the floor and the essence of 

his remarks was as follows: 

Yesterday, we posed some questions, but we need to do 
more and attempt to tackle some solutions. There is some 
common work that we can agree on and jointly do. Perhaps 
old methods of solution are not enough and we need to find new 
ones, 

Subjective causes can be responsible for the existence 
of both big and small Parties. Perhaps 2 big Party, by itself, 
generates mass movements because they are mass Parties. But we 

know that mass movements in themselves do not always lead to 

bigger influence of the CP. 
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I disagree with Comrade Bill Kashtan on May be our 
CPs are dying.” On the remarks of Comrade Togliatti about 
"small Parties with no influence," I do not believe this is 
t¥ue. We can be small but still have decisive influence. . 
For example, take the events of 1953 in Denmark when we helped 
defeat American bases in our country. 

Unity is very important and the CP can influence 
the breadth of a mass movement. We can show the disproportion 

between our trade union influence and lack of political influence. 
We have many friends in all kinds of circles but they are not 
for the Party as an organization, We have relations with the 
Social Democrats and even with the Socialist Peoples Party 
Which split from us in 1958 and is headed by Larson. We have 
twice their membership but they get five times our vote. On 
international questions, they, the Socialist Peoples Party, 
usually are against unity of action and Larson is even anti=- 
communist. But still we have good relationship with the rank 
and file in this Party. We must admit that many workers and 
other people do not consider our Party as an indispensable 
necessity. 

I want to emphasize that in Denmark, to us, democracy 
means the activity of the masses. Here, in Denmark, it is a 
special kind and the masses are not really their own masters. 
The Social Democrats, even the left variety, fear mass activity 

and movements. 

On the role of the working class. This is basic 

and no matter what alliances, the workers can lead and this 

is of decisive importance. : The communists are the soul of 
the working class and the people im the world today. If it 
were not for the CP, the people would not know where the world 
was heading. 

The development of our national policy is very 
important. We have made big efforts in this direction. 
During World War II we were the only national party. After 
the war we proposed the only national foreign policy in the 

interests of the whole nation. Our enemies say that a national 
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policy is antiquated and we object to and oppose this. We in 
the Danish Party have always shown that national solidarity 
is not harmful to the nation. We must now show that a socialist 
world is a positive thing and good for the world and our nation. 

We can freely admit that there are differences in the 
Standard. of living between capitalist and socialist countries. 
At the same time the socialist world is showing solutions for 
their many problems, No doubt the Denmark housing situation 
is better than that in the USSR but the dimensions and the 
Scope of the USSR building program dwarfs all others. Perhaps 
we should show in a better way that this big thing is 
possibie on such a scale only in a socialist country. 

Opportunism is a “temptation.” Can we forget Larson's 
Jeft socialists' attack on the socialist world? Were they not 
helped to popularize this by the bourgeoisie because of 
their anti-communism? Is it possible to show the people how 
to achieve peace without taking into account the socialist 
wor 1d? 

May be Comrade Ohman is correct in that we may have 
made mistakes in defending the Soviet Union. Some people com- 
plain that the Soviet Union changes the names of cities and 
other things without a political explanation. Well, -we could 

ask for better explanations and consideration, but at the same 
time we should not lower our Level of discussion to this petty 
level as there are more important issues. Ideology and our 
loyaity to it is more, if not most, important. We must remember 
that the open anti~communism of McCarthy has been defeated but 
not eliminated. It is still being presented in a more refined 
form. 

Today, the bourgeois does more than “scold us," they 
raise questions now that require answers, particularly their 
use of Chinese arguments. But the Chinese theories are not 
accepted by the people but they do have an effect on our Party. 
We need some positive answers. 
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I agree with Comrade Shilling that we can develop 
or work out some new and good answers on peace, for example. 

What can we get out of this discussion? I agree 
that it is only a preliminary one. The next one must be 
better prepared for and perhaps we should begin this prepara- 
tion now. ᾿ 

The next speaker was Nigel Morgan, a member of the 
National Committee, CP of Canada, who explained that the Canadian 
Party emphasizes the struggle of the workers by utilizing slogans 
relating to unemployment and poverty. He also pointed out that 
the Canadian Party supported the national struggle against 
United States domination and supported the French-Canadians 
who fight for national freedom and equality. 

This ended the fifth session. 

Sixth Session 

(First name unknown) Ohman, Chairman 

The next speaker was William Kashtan and the essence 
of his remarks was as follows: 

A few remarks to add to what was said yesterday. 
We have still not given any answers as to what are the read=- 
blocks to spreading the influence of our Parties or how to 
build our Parties. Theoretical generalizations are not enough. 
In the 1930's we had a monopoly in the leading of the masses 
but today the leadership of the trade unions is in the hands 
of reformists. Their demands today are not much different, 
except in degree, to those which we make. As to state and 
monopoly capitalism, I agree with Comrade Lumer it is an effort 
to save capitalism and to mitigate the contradictions in the 
capitalist system. They make concessions to the workers quite 
consciously in order to save the capitalist system and regulate 
the economy. If that is so, what then is the role of the CP 
in this system? 
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Up to now, state monopoly capital has been able 
to influence the economic cycles. How long this will con- 
tinue is hard to say. I won't say how long. But we must 
admit we must work in these circumstances. 

The Chinese say that the workers in the Western 
countries are corrupt. If this is so, we could not hope to 
Win the workers or could we do so if we accepted the 
revisionists’ ideas that "all is well." If either one of 
these positions is true, then there would be no need for 
a ΟΡ. Or, some others say that the workers movement ebbs 
and flows and that now we are at ebb and, therefore, only 
propaganda work can be done. We do not agree with this 
but neither can we accept the idea that there are no problems, 
The Chinese say we are reformist Parties, but they are wrong 
because our daily demands that we put forth are important 
and lead to a higher stage of struggle. The area for Parties 
to work on in capitalist countries is that of democratic 
demands such as the right to work, the right for training 
for a job, and the right to a higher job. Human rights 
have priority over management rights and this is particularly 
important in this period of automation. 

Some say "You have no future as a Party,” We need 
the Party and its philosophy stands. 

The next speaker was Erwin Shilling and theessence 
of his remarks was as follows: 

Notwithstanding the conditions under which our 
Parties work, we do have common problems, It is wrong for 
the comrades to think that they will leave this meeting and 
be able to turn their little Parties into big mass Parties, 
Anti-comminism has lost its force, especially among the 
progressive Catholics and some left socialists, although there 
are Still differences there. At times, on the question of 
peace, it is easier to speak to a Catholic than to a socialist 
minister, 
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The dangers of our Party fading away are not great 
and it is not so. It is incorrect to say that if we do not 
win elections, we fade away and are of no consequence. Is 
there a necessity for a Marxist Party? There are some people 
who pose this question in our Party and they are wrong. 

On the question of nationalization. In our country 
it came in two stages. First the period of the Soviet occupa- tion and secondly through nationalization of former German 
property. This gave us an advantage in Austria and the workers would not return this property. ᾿ 

On internationalism. We are always charged with being a "Russian Party." But this is dying out and is not as forceful aS.in the past. We are not concerned with the Chinese attacks 
and they mean little. The important question is that of peace and the Chinese are damaging the cause of peace because of the doubts they are bringing about concerning communism and peace. 

One thing I must say is that the communist movenent does not get enough information. I do not know what is 
happening in the world movement. There must be some additional 
exchange of opinions and not merely through magazines. 

On relations to the socialist camp, From Austria it. 
is a one-hour drive to a socialist country. The bourgeois 
in Austria are more afraid oftheir ideas and influences coming into our country than they are of the Red Army. We have 
made many mistakes though and always in the past have praised 
the Soviet Union. 

Here ended the sixth session. 

Seventh Session 

L. Aarons, Chairman 

At this point, Frantzov took the floor and spoke 
and the essence of his remarks was as follows: ‘ 
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From our discussions held here we have learned we must deal with the problem of anti-communism and expose this. i am sure our magazine has gained from the discussions and we will keep these ideas suggested in mind at all times, In regard to social democracy, we have seen how we must decide to handle and deal with it. We have been studying many problems, especially new forms of struggle against new methods of exploitation. May be the Parties can do this and we at the Hagazine can issue Material, unofficially and in pamphlet form. May be some of the problems which have been , enumerated at this meeting have some limited Significance for the Parties who have participated here. May be at our next meeting, if Such can be arranged, we can bring in elaborations of the humerous ideas discussed. 

At this point there was a discussion between various individuals including Hyman Lumer, Ib. Noerlund, Willian Kashtan, and 1. Aarons concerning what was to be done with the material which had been discussed. Comrade Lumer for one recommended that it not be published. Others recommended that perhaps excerpts might be made ready for some type of publication, Finally, Comrade Frantzov Suggested that the individuals who had made Speeches here be sent transcripts on which they could make corrections and deletions and that perhaps at a later date they might print, in some brief forn, a synopsis of the various presentations. 

This ended the symposium, 
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APPENDIX 

AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR MARXIST STUDIES 

A source advised on April 9, 1963, that on April 
7, 1963, at a meeting of the District Committee of the CP, 
USA, of New England, held in Boston, Massachusetts, Herbert 
Aptheker stated-he was developing an organization called 
American Institute for Marxist Studies (AIMS), which would 
eventually legalize the CP, He stated AIMS would publish 
literature on history, science, physics, archeology, and 
other subjects which would-be put out quarterly with various 
supplements. 

A second source advised in December, 1959, that 
Herbert Aptheker was elected to the National Committee, 
ΟΡ, USA, at the 17th National Convention of the CP, USA, 
held in December, 1959, 

A third source advised on June 7, 1963, that on 
June 3, 1963, Herbert Aptheker spoke at the CP, USA, New 
York Distriet Board meeting concerning AIMS. Aptheker 
stated that AIMS would unite and strengthen the CP although 
the CP would not be connected with it. He stated AIMS was 
being formed to operate within the scope of the McCarran 
and Smith Acts and would legally bring Marxist material 
and opinions to the attention of American scholars and the 
feneral public. . 

A fourth source advised on May 15, 1964, that, 
as of that date, AIMS was located on the fifth floor west 
at 20 East 30th Street, New York City, New York, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conelusicns 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is leaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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SOLO ‘ 
NIERNAL SECURITY ~ ὺ ἯΝ 

Ν 
_Reurtet. 4/30/65, captioned “Nikolai Mikhailovich ν᾿ 

᾿ς Relet requested authority to channelize Sola ™“. 
information to pertinent Soviet substantive case files ΄ 
which are not afforded the same security as that given 
the Solo case file. ES 

_ in wiew of the continuing need to afford the 
extremely sensitive Solo operation maximum security, your 
request. is denied, 

1 = 105-40818 (Nikolai Talanov) } ; 

wasspah ἢ}, τοῖς 
(6) pire 

NOTE: 
Relet states that in order to efficiently correlate infor- 

mation on Soviets involved in the Solo operation it is necessary to 
channelize information under the Solo caption to substantive files 
of these Soviets, New York feels it wold be impractical to afford 
the substantive files of these Soviets the same security as afforded 
the Solo case, which is maintained with the informant files. In 
accordance with instructions issued by the Bureau, information under 
the Solo caption is not to be channelized to apy other file: unless 
the 2216: is afforded the same security given the Solo file, ‘This 
procedure is followed by the SOG as well as by Chicago and New York. 
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(ol Date: 5/4/65 

Transmit the following in 

ROUTE DV ENSELOPE | 

(Type in plaintext or code} 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM :-SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
ae 

SUBJECT: ~SOLG 
Is - C 

When CG 5824-S* returned from the 18th Solo 
Mission, 4/26/65, he brought back with him an invitation 
from the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) for the ἧι 
Communist Party (CP), USA to send several leading Party \ 

veterans τὸ the German DemoGratic Republic to participate νι 

ina. veterans, celebration _scheduled.for 5/7-8/65, in East 
Berlin, German Democratic Republic. The SUPG stated they 
would pay the travel costs and living expenses for such 
delegates to Germany. This information was relayed to 
GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, USA, during the course 
of a meeting in New York City on Wednesday, 4/28/65. At 
the time, HALL made no comment regarding possible intention 
to select anyone to go to the German Democratic Republic. 

During the late PM of 5/3/65, CG 5824-S* advised 
SA RICHARD W. HANSEN that at 10:00 PM he received a long 
distance telephone call from HALL, who was then in 
Los Angeles, and who, according to HALL, was then with 

DOROTHY HEALEY. 

HALL opened the conversation by noting that he 
was expecting to see CG 5824-S* on the West Coast in May 
and told him he would be waiting for some possible contact 

in Seattle. Next HALL informed CG 5824-5* that _he wanted 
BEN DOBBS to go to Europe and he suggested that CG 5824-S* 
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CG 13-:1-49 Sub Β 

preprre him imsediately for this.trip. If necessary, HALL 
stated, CG 5824-s* should consider coming tu the Yest Coast 
for this purpose. HALL stated thot OBES was a much 
decorated Party veteran ond would make a :sood representative 
at “both celebrations.” In this Latter reriayvt: HALL vas 
obviously referring to the veterans celebration in the 
Geruan Democratic Republic, and also to a later scheduled 
iweetinug in Moscow, USSR, mid-May, which will celenvrate the 
20th Anniversary of the end of ‘iorld War II and victory; over 
fascism. HALL advised further that DOBBS wes prepared to 
travel. At this point CG 5824-5* indicated to HALL that it 
would almost be impossible for him to set to Los Angeles for 
the purpose noted, but that he might be able to handle it 
from Chicago. HALL then suggested that CG 5824-8* contact 
HEALEY in Los Angeles and work out the DOBRS arrangements 
with her. 

The seurce further advised SA HANSEN during the 
early AM of 5/4/65 that he would telephone HEALEY early this 
AM and have her instruct DORBS to proceed to Chicago. In 
Chicago, CG 5324-8* yould brief DOBBS on the details of the 
SUPG veterans celebration as well as the details of the 
20th Anniversary celebration in Moscow. At the time 
CG 5824-S* was unaware as to whether DOBBS had a 1,5. passport 
but knew that he had no visas. He felt that if DOBBS had the 
passport he would prepare a credential for him addressed to 
the Central Cormittees of the CP of the Soviet Union, the 
CP of Cuechoslovakia, and the SUPG, in the nawe of HALL, and 
with his, CG 5824-S*'s, initials wherein he yould request 
cooperation to admit DOBBS to the various countries and in 
arranging attendance at scheduled events. CG 5824-S5* further 
stated that he would seek direct air transportation for TOBBS 
from Chicago to sone city like London, Paris, or Zurich, and 
from such point DOBRS could proceed into Prague. 

Subsequently, on this same date, CG@ 5824-5* advised 
that he had spoten to DOROTHY HEALEY at approximately 9:00 AN, 
Chiesen time, Ab thie tine she advised that as of Late 5/6/65 
DOBBS still hed not received his passport altnough he hua 
applied. She promised to call CG 5824-S5* during the late Ph 
of 5/4/65 and advise regarding DOBBS' latest preparations 
for travel, HEALEY was furnished with the telephone numbers 
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in Chicago, both home and office, for JACK ELING and these 
vere to be passed to BEN DOBBS so that he could contact 
CG 5824-S* when he arrived. 

Following CG 5824-5*’s conversation with HEALEY, 
the Chicago Office on 5/4/65 telephonically furnished this 
information to the New York Office for transmittal to 
NY 694-S*. CG 5824-~5* requested that NY 694-S* attempt to 
get a message through to the Russians advising of HALL's 
decision to send DOBBS to the German Democratic Republic 
and Soviet Union and to advise the CP of Czechoslovakia 
and SUPG of the travel plans HALL had for this "much 
decorated" Party veteran, DOBBS. The Russians were also to 
be advised that DOBBS vould carry a credential of the CP,USA 
and that he is an old-time Party member, who for many years 
was Organizational Secretary and now holds the position of 
Executive Secretary, Southern California District of the CP, 
Los Angeles. DOEBS was also to be identified as a member 
of the National Committee, New York was further advised 
that the Russians should be also requested to have a visa 
available for DOBBS in London to cover the possibility that 
DOBBS may be too late for the SUPG affair. Should he be 
late, he could then pick up the Russian visa in London and 
proceed directly to Moscow. 

Any additional information concerning this matter 
received from CG_ 9824-S* will be furnished to the Bure bureau, 

: Los Angeles is “peing advised | by Separate 2 communication, 

carrying the proper cautionary statements, of the general 
' information noted above. eimai 
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7. _ UTE IN EN γα ΟΡ | 

\ Date: 5/7/65 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED [ 

᾿ (Priority) 
eT —=— oo ee ee . ... -... ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ... 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAG, NEW YORK (100434637) 
C Ὁ - ; 

SUBJECT:  SOL& 

Re NY airtel 5/5/65 reflecting on page 2 thereof 
that the Soviets intend to make a delivery of money to the 
CPUSA at the convenience of NY 694-S*%, 

On 5/7/65, there was received from the Soviets via 
cadio a ciphered message, the plain text of which is as follows 

Money will bdgiven to you on the day and at the 
time appointed by you. If, due to unforeseen 
circumstances, it will be impossible to see you 
this time, then we will see you in a week-~same im 

wt 

RAN 4 

ok) ~ Bureau (RM) L ~ Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (RM AM) 
L =~ NY 134-91 (INV) (41) . 
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Transmit the following in 
A (Type in plaintext or code) 

Vie AIRTEL REGISTERED πα ΟΝ 
(Priority) | 

ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091 (rn 
5- ἣ᾿ fy) A Hf 4) FROM : +SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) AN AE 

an \ - - Cc 
SUBJECT: SOLO © 

L8-C 

ἵ On 5/3/65, NY 694-S* transmitted to the Soviets, 
via the secondary channel--ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN--six 
microfilmed messages, five in partial code and one in 
text. 

(1) The following message was in partial code: 

"There is as you know more of our last Plenum material for 
your Gentral Committee's reading, but it is not ready yet, 
You will be handed that as soon as it is completed." 7 | 

ΕΠ oh (2) The following message was in partial code: 

"“GPUSA National Committee Plenum decision that in October 
of this year to inaugurate a pre-CPUSA convention discussion." 
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(3) The following message was in partial code: 

"PLEASE EXPEDITE 

"CGCPSU 

"Legal restrictions (again denial of my passport rights), 
plus the seriousness-of the war danger, prevents me from 
travelling to USSR, the first land of Socialism, to attend 
the 20th Anniversary of the victory over Hitler fascism, 

“Accept, dear comrades, my warmest fraternal wishes on the 
occasion of this great victory. Please present the message 
which I have written to Chairman Marshal Timoshenko of the 
Soviet War Veterans Committee, 

"May I add: Because of our not being able to send the 
number of CPUSA Party veterans to the 20th Anniversary on 
May 8th, we have added (as you already know), our CP member 

SEITANIEMI. We have since decided that also με 
of Michigan could attend, for he, too, is a bic 

veteran of World War II. In our haste, we did not have a 
chance to talk with ROSCOE PROCTOR to know if he, too, would 
be digible to attend. 

"GUS HALL" 

(4) The following message was in plain text: 

"Soviet War Veterans Committee 

“Marshall Timoshenko, Chairman 

"Allow me to express the warmest of greetings and appreciation 
for the invitation which you have extended to me as a veteran 
of World War II, to attend the 20th Anniversary of the defeat 
of Hitler fascism, and the celebration which you are holding 
on May Sth with the veterans of the war against fascism, 

oD 



NY 100-134637 

"This celebration should strengthen all struggles for 
Liberation from aggression, and the struggle for world 
peace today. This event has special meaning for us at this 
moment in the struggle against United States imperialist © 
aggression in Vietnam, in the Dominican Republic and in 
Latin America. This day also has meaning in the struggle 
against the re-armament of Western Germany and the giving 
of nuclear weapons to those who would revive Nazi terror which 
threatens world peace. 

“Unfortunately, the government of the United States denies 
me 8 passport or any opportunity to be with you on this 
occasion, This is also part of the method of repression in 
our country. Other veterans from the United States will be 
present, ALL of us join in the vow to continue in the 
struggle for world peace and freedom. 

"Long live the friendship between the American 
and Soviet people which was welded even stronger 
in the fires of the war against Hitler fascism! 

"Long live the bonds of International Solidarity! 

"Long Live World Peace! 

“With warmest salutations, 

"GUS HALL" 

~3- 
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(5) The following message was in partial code: 

‘We are sorry about the error of the date of LEON DAVIS 
and the trade unionists which we gave as May lst. The 
correct date is July lst -- we repeat July lst. Our 
intention was only to inform you that he, DAVIS and the 
trade unionists did not receive any concrete answers from 
USSR Trade Union institutions. An answer to them is most 
important. 

"GUS HALL" 

(Re above message, see NY airtels, 2/5/65, pages 
-3 and 4, and 4/30/65, page 2.) 

(6) The following message was in partial code: 

"Sister CAROL next. 
‘Uncle ELLIOTT next." 

The above message refers to the next drop and 
personal contact, respectively. 



ROUTE IN ENVELOPE, | 
Date: 5/5/ 65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or cade) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 

(Priority) | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) gv 
. Ait FROM: SAG, NEW YORK (108-134637) 5- 2 fee 

SUBJECT: ΜΝ ἔβοιο 

ee Np 
On 5/5/65, ΝΥ 694-S* advised that, pursuant to 

instructions from GUS HALL, relayed through CG 5824-s* 
telephonically £rom Chicago, the informant transmitted to the 
Soviets via the secondary channel--ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN-~ 
two partially-coded microfilmed messages, the plain texts 
of which are as follows: 

(1) 

"To CCCPSU Most Ugent - Piease Expedite / / 

"Most important you issue instructions to your 7 
London Embassy to issue visa for BEN DOBBS who is en route 
to Moscow for May 8 20th anniversary victory celebration. 

"Gomtadé DOBBS is a member of CPUSA National Committee, 
being sent by me personally as most decorated of Veterans of 
World War ΤΊ of our Party. Sorry about this urgency. 

"He is carrying with nim credentials from me and 
MORRIS. phar Ν as ΟΡ 

53 Gan le 08 ᾿ " “- ρος , 
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"MORRIS CHILDS, International Affairs 
Committee, National 
Committee 

"GUS HALL, National Committee, CPUSA" 

(2) 

"To GCCPSU Most Urgent 

“We are sending to you today a member of our 
National Committee - BEN DOBBS - who is most decorated 
Veteran of our Party in World War II. We are sending 
him as representative of Veterans from western part of 
USA, 

"Regret this Last minute urgency, but it is 
most important to our Party that BEN DOBBS be in Moscow for this 
great event ~ 20th anniversary of defeat of Hitler Fascism, 

"MORRIS CHILDS, International Affairs 
Committee, National 
Committee 

"GUS HALL, National Committee, CPUSA” 

For the information of the Bureau, the Chicago 
Office telephonically advised the NYO on 5/4/65 that GUS HALL 
had telephonically contacted CG 5824-s* from Los Angeles 
requesting that CG 5824=S* instruct NY 694-S* to send a message 
to the Soviets to the effect that HALL desired that BEN DOBBS, 
GPUSA National Committee Member from the Southern District of 
California, attend the May 7th Veterans celebration of East 
Germany and also the victory day celebration in Moscow on 
May 8, (it is believed that the correct date of this celebration 
in Moscow is May 9.) 

CG 5824~S* advised that he was making attempts to 
contact DOBBS in Los Angeles to arrange that the Latter go to 

Ξ 
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Chicago for a conference with CG 5824-S* before leaving 
for the Soviet Union. CG 5824-S* further advised that he 
knew that DOBBS had no visa, but did not know whether or 
not DOBBS had a passport, 

In ἃ second message to NY 694-S*, CG 5824-s* 
requested that NY 694~S* merely request that the Soviets 
arrange that the visa be provided for DOBBS atthe 
London Embassy of the Soviets. He stated that, by reason 
of the uncertainties involved in the situation, no reference 
be made to DOBBS going to the East German Republic, since 
it was highly improbable that he would arrive there by May 7. 

The above information is being furnished by 
separate airtel to the Los Angeles Office, 
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(18} 100~428092 BY LIAISON 

Date: May 7, 1965 — ΕΣ Liaison 

Burem ¢ of tngeliigence and Research 
Department of Stat In 7e 

r 7 
From: John Edgar Hoover, Director yo LVS 

Subject: FORRIGN POLITICAL MATTERS ~ nussta ὦ“ 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ 2 

In Jate February, 1965, a member of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union made 
the £0; Llowing comment x concerning the national 2iberation 
movements: 

ἘΞ peaceful coexintence hag anotler side and that is 
the class Mirvgle. Peaceful. coexistence crestes the most 
fa # conditions for the national, Liberation sovemetits: 

ti~iuperialist struggles." While trying to prevent. 
id war, the Soviet Union kas never stopped waging ware 

ration. There is hardly a corner of the globe where 
Sovist artis are not helping wares of Fiberation. In Cuba, 
the best-atmed country in. Latin America, there in a joke 
whith saya the island is winking hecause of the weight of 
arne went by the Soviet Unton. 

in the Congo sadietance ia atteanine to the 
Ansurgetts through varioug routes auch as the United. dvab 
Republic, Ghana and other countries. At present the situa~ 
tion in Brazzaviile, Republic of the Congo, is very tense. 
There preparations are belng made to defend agninst a pict . 
in which the Untted States Central Intelligence Agency has 
ahand, The insurgents have aaked for help and a direct 
toute for aasiatance in being qpened between ay ΩΝ - 
aud Brazzaville. ὺ og /6 ὦ “οὐ ς ol! 7 9.5) 

ΕΝ 
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Director _ | . 
Bureau of Intelligence and Résearch 

| This action is not appeasement or conciliation of 
"“Aimperialian nor is it contrary to the policy of peaceful, 
coexistence. It holds"tmperialicn' by the neck with one hand 
and helps the magses of people against “imperialiom" with the 
other. This is exactly what the Commmist Party of China says 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union is not doing, 

The above information was furnished by sources which 
have supplied reliable information in thé past. Because of the 
Sensi tive nature of our sources we have classified this comm ~ 
nication 'fop-fecmex” | | 

k= Director _ BY GIATSON 
Gential InteLlicence Apency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

NOTE: 
Classified Seg-Ggefee" since unauthorized disclidsure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824~S*} who is of continuing vaiue and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
CG 5824-S* is referred to as "sources't in order to further — 
protect the identity of this valuable informant. See CGairtel 
4/30/65 captioned “Solo, IS = δι" 


